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hawks

…hawks coming down on small fry rodents from a dizzy height 

whilst skanky hyenas guffaw at the rotting carcass of the rule of law in spite 

of our best efforts justice to expedite 

and policies ensure capital flight 

and housing ministers evict citizens to face cold winter nights 

in spots like 

happy valley 

mass rallies 

forgotten by the self-same niggaz 

who defied the self-same trigga 

of an unjust government 

to become just like that unjust government 

it’s too much to bear 

like the H1 scare 

this verse doesn’t run over sixteen bars 

it’s no curse, we can fill it with sixteen cars 

courtesy of our ministers 

who’d be well-advised to administer 

advice from our eco-scientists about our environment 

or go into early retirement 

without the golden handshake 

let’s make 

a real break 

with the past 

inequalities vast 

and prove Fanon wrong 

singing the song 

of the colony 

the postcolony 

becoming the conveyor belt of capitalism

(colony 2009)
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Foreword

Language at work is fascinating, Todd Matshikiza of King Kong and 

Drum fame wrote back in 1959. What he meant is that a person becomes 

an African, a Xhosa, or a Zulu only when there are terms such as 

African, Xhosa or Zulu. Thus, he says, the ‘lady Secretary’ at the African 

Businessman’s Consolidated (ABC) only speaks when spoken to in case 

she uses the wrong language. Or, as the (presumably white) chairman of 

the ABC told Matshikiza: ‘It is highly offending to address an African in a 

language he does not prefer to be addressed in.’ In short, racism functions 

only when there are racial categories and when such categories ‘work’ on or, 

to use an Althusserian term, interpellate that person and thereby turn him or 

her into a racial subject. 

Adam Haupt’s new book Static is about language at work – language 

taken in the broader sense as meaningful forms of expressive culture such 

as music or film. Haupt shows the subtle persistence of racial categories in 

post-apartheid South Africa. But in so doing he is not primarily interested 

in unpacking these categories’ supposedly enduring meanings, but in 

analysing their operative logic as language at work, as forces that ‘work’ 

on our perceptions and structure our actions. He reminds us that even 

after two decades of democratic reform South Africans still struggle to 

free themselves from the shackles of a social order in which even the most 

mundane activities and the most casual encounters were governed by the 

language of race. 

This is not to say, of course, that the politics of race had been marginal 

to South African music studies. Quite the contrary, from the 1980s race was 

key to the attempt to critically dismantle the legacy of colonialism, exoticism 

and Orientalism while it simultaneously provided a counterpoint to the 

cultural devastation wrought by decades of white minority rule through 

affirmative accounts of black historical achievement and contemporary 
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creativity. Yet, at the same time, the scholarship of the era of struggle found it 

difficult to address the issue of race on its own terms, as a gashing wound on 

the black body; as a trauma of historical dimensions that spared no one, not 

even those in whose name it was inflicted on the black majority. Racism was 

difficult to diagnose without also taking into account other ills such as South 

Africa’s stark divisions of class and gender. 

It is perhaps one of apartheid’s most pernicious effects that by forcing 

critical scholarship to reject (or at least downplay) racial difference as the 

fundamental dynamic underlying the country’s ever-mounting social and 

political crisis, it also diminished race’s potential as a tool for critique. It 

might be argued that the language of race ‘at work’ had effectively prevented 

scholars and activists from incorporating race into the existing critical 

vocabulary, thereby limiting their leverage to debunk the appropriation of 

race for new master narratives based on supposedly homogeneous identities.

It may well be the case that in the wake of the 1994 election all this 

mattered less and that the issues of hegemony, resistance and race that 

had earlier invigorated the work of scholars, artists and cultural activists, 

while remaining relevant to post-apartheid politics, in the eyes of many 

commentators no longer carried the same sense of urgency as they did 

during the final stages of the anti-apartheid struggle. Post-apartheid 

culture, it seems, is being transformed from a battle ground into a space of 

remembrance, nation-building and the celebration of a new-found diversity 

that follows its own logic in forging new identities and alliances, free from 

the constraints of entrenched racial, ethnic and gender categories. Happily, 

in the area of music studies some of this reorientation toward the future has 

already yielded a number of fine books, such as Denis-Constant Martin’s 

work on the Kaapse Klopse Carnival, Marie Jorritsma’s Sonic Spaces of the 

Karoo or Bea Sathima Benjamin’s and Carol Muller’s Musical Echoes.

It is no coincidence that these and other works are about (and are 

written in part by members of) communities the apartheid regime could only 
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refer to through a language of exscription, as not white and not black. But 

Benjamin’s music and the congregational music of the Kroonvale community 

(incidentally, much like the music of the San people, many of whom share 

a common ancestry with people of mixed race) have become the object of 

quite diverse and often diametrically opposed projects of crafting new post-

apartheid identities. Frequently, these identities are invested with meanings 

that, although benign on the surface, are heavily contested. Benjamin clearly 

situates herself in a cosmopolitan context (she is one of a handful of formerly 

exiled South African performers who elected not to return to South Africa 

after liberation), but others refuse to accept labels such as ‘hybrid’ or ‘creole’, 

arguing that such terms not only erase the history of violence and slavery 

underpinning the formation of their communities, but also perpetuate 

apartheid racial mythology by positing some kind of ‘in-betweenness’ as 

the very essence of being a person of mixed race. In the case of the San the 

status of indigeneity that, after centuries of de-humanization and many legal 

battles, was finally conferred on the community as a whole raises questions 

about a form of reasoning that invokes individuality-based concepts such as 

human rights to safeguard distinct, collective identities.

The present moment, then, is still largely one of transition, ambiguity 

and, in large part, stasis. While there may well be ground for hope, there 

is hardly cause for jubilation. And even though there is a need for forward-

thinking optimism that nourishes a sense of the desirability and indeed 

feasibility of change and renewal, South Africans also have every reason to 

be sceptical about the larger political and economic framework in which such 

forward movement might be slowed down or halted altogether. It is the latter 

prospect – the static situation as he calls it – that preoccupies Haupt. He 

resists the all too facile celebratory and self-congratulatory rainbow-rhetoric 

of diversity, black economic empowerment and African renaissance. In other 

words, the purpose of Static is to de-noise the static drowning out the critical 

voices of those marginalized intellectuals, artists and activists who struggle 
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to make language ‘work’ for themselves, for their own self-representation. 

In contrast to his earlier writings, however, which focused on contemporary 

cultural practices such as sampling in hip hop and file-sharing as alternative 

history lessons and as tactics subverting the legal and technological 

hegemony of Empire by its own strategies, in Static Haupt follows a different 

trajectory. He is less concerned with locating counter-hegemonic agency 

(although a good deal of that agency is still being driven by hip hop artists’ 

verbal craft) than with the neo-liberal, democratic, pluralist masks donned 

by South Africa’s entertainment industry as it subtly (and sometimes not so 

subtly) ‘works’ underneath the skin of its practitioners and audiences.

As the focus on masks and skin suggests, this approach recalls the 

work of Frantz Fanon and Steve Biko. Recuperating these anti-colonial 

theorists, Haupt points out, is vital in the attempt to overcome the current 

stalemate when the post-1994 reform effort fails to deliver on the aspirations 

of the overwhelming majority of South Africans and, most importantly, 

when this failure can be, and often is, attributed to language ‘at work’ rather 

than neo-liberal class politics. Decolonization, Fanon and Biko held, would 

be incomplete if the colonized merely replaced a white ruling elite with a 

black elite. Decolonization for them required the undoing of the colonial 

grid: the media, commercial and legal machines that keep the language of 

race working and that are largely invisible because they operate in people’s 

minds. Whether it is the masquerade of blackface minstrelsy in Afrikaans 

hip hop duo’s Die Antwoord, Zola’s use of kwaito sounds in acoustically 

conflating the township thug with the disempowered black male in the 

blockbuster movie Tsotsi, or Afrikaans singer-songwriter Bok van Blerk’s 

erasure of black suffering in the glorification of Boer General De La Rey; 

it matters little, in Haupt’s analysis, what masks artists are wearing. What 

counts is the operative principle through which constructions such as the 

rebellious Afrikaans voice or youth delinquency become racial constructions. 

In post-apartheid South Africa, as Haupt brilliantly shows, that principle 
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works both within the language of race and without it. Either way it catches 

up with you. Four decades later Todd Matshikiza’s son John writes: ‘Black 

kids still generally feel that rugby “is for whites” and soccer is the sport that 

is indigenous to black culture.’

Forward.

Veit Erlmann

Endowed Chair of Music History

Professor of Ethnomusicology and Anthropology 

Butler School of Music 

University of Texas 

Austin
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Author’s note

Whilst this book may, at first glance, appear to work with apartheid-era racial 

categories uncritically, I would like to take my cue from Zimitri Erasmus, 

the editor of the seminal work Coloured by History, Shaped by Place: New 

Perspectives on Coloured Identities in Cape Town. In an editor’s note prior 

to the introduction of the book, Erasmus frames the work’s exploration of 

‘coloured’ identity politics in the following way: 

There is no such thing as the Black ‘race’. Blackness, whiteness and 

colouredness exist, but they are cultural, historical and political 

identities. To talk about ‘race mixture’, ‘miscegenation’, ‘inter-racial’ 

sex and ‘mixed descent’ is to use terms and habits of thought 

inherited from the very ‘rare science’ that was used to justify 

oppression, brutality and the marginalisation of ‘bastard peoples’. 

To remind us of their ignoble origins, these terms have been used in 

quotation marks throughout. (Erasmus 2001: 12)

Erasmus refutes biologically essentialist thinking on race that was employed 

to justify racist oppression during the colonial occupation of Africa as well as 

during 48 years of apartheid in South Africa. In order to make her position 

clear, she elects to include the editor’s note as well as to use a number of 

contested terms in quotation marks throughout the edited volume. Static: 

Race and Representation in Post-apartheid Music, Media and Film does not 

employ the use of quotation marks throughout, but italicises all references 

to racial categorisation. The author believes that this should suffice to signal 

his view that racial identities are culturally, historically and politically 

constructed; a key issue in this project is how identities are produced, 

mediated and contested.
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Quotations in Static

The author has attempted to present quotations as accurately as possible. In 

some instances, the reader may fi nd that the presentation of expletives in 

songs appear uncensored, whereas they may appear to be censored in other 

cases. Newspaper quotes of expletives with asterisks are verbatim and refl ect 

the particular publication’s decision to censor language – the author of this 

book has, therefore, not censored such work himself. Expletives that may 

appear in quotes from song lyrics, social-media platforms or fi lm dialogue 

are presented verbatim. Unless otherwise stated, translations of quotations 

are the author’s.

About the author
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1

Introduction

static /stætik/ adj 1 not moving or changing: a static society ° be in a 

static relationship (i.e. one that is dull and boring) ° a rather static perfor-

mance of the play (i.e. one in which there is little action, development of 

character, etc.) ° House prices, which have been static for several months, 

are now rising again. 2 (physics) (of force) acting by weight without 

producing movement: static pressure.

static n [U] 1 conditions in the atmosphere causing poor sound or 

picture quality on radio or television, marked by loud harsh noises: 

There was too much static to hear their message clearly. 2 (also static 

electricity) electricity gathering on or in an object which cannot 

conduct a current: My hair gets full of static in very dry weather.  

(Crowther 1995: 1165) 

Static: Race and Representation in Post-apartheid Music, Media and Film explores 

the notion of creative and political agency in South Africa after apartheid, with 

particular reference to music. It argues that music offers a good point of entry 

to explore some of the contradictions of life after apartheid. 
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This book contends that although genres such as hip-hop, kwaito and 

rock do suggest that the newer generation of South African musicians have 

been free to produce cultural expression that moves beyond the confines of 

apartheid racial thinking, it is questionable that the challenges of the past have 

all dissipated. In fact, an examination of racial and gender politics in work by 

Zola, director Gavin Hood, Bok van Blerk and Die Antwoord, for example, 

suggests that the legacy of a patriarchal, racialised system is still with us. 

Static begins with a brief account of the ways in which race, law and 

music have intersected in apartheid South Africa and the US in order to 

suggest that musical expression has long been shaped by institutionalised 

racism. This account serves as a prelude to an assessment of certain hip-hop 

musicians’ efforts to attain success as artists and social activists. The 

exploration of these hip-hop artists’ dual identities as artists and activists 

helps us make sense of music practice in a post-apartheid context that has to 

negotiate the harsh realities of US cultural imperialism. The irony of certain 

hip-hop artists’ efforts to pursue sustainable careers is underscored by the 

commercial success of Afrikaans1 pop musicians like Bok van Blerk (see 

Chapter 2), as well as the apparent overnight fame of Afrikaans rappers Die 

Antwoord (Chapter 3). This irony is further underlined by the fact that it was 

the work of socially conscious hip-hop activists in Cape Town that ensured 

that hip-hop found an audience in South Africa (Haupt 2001, 2008). Rappers 

such as Prophets of da City set the scene for Afrikaans and African-language 

rappers when they first recorded tracks in Afrikaans. In a sense, certain 

artists, like Prophets of da City and Brasse vannie Kaap, both pioneered 

‘rapping in the vernac’ (i.e. using the non-standard dialect of one’s mother 

tongue) and reinvented Afrikaans after apartheid (Haupt 2001, 2008). It 

is ironic, therefore, that Die Antwoord is now lauded for being the answer 

to Afrikaans (see Chapter 3). Hence, Chapter 3 poses the question, is Die 

Antwoord blackface?

Chapter 2 reveals that conflicting understandings of whiteness and 

the meaning of post-apartheid South Africa are to be found in the more 

recent work of musicians like Zubz, Fokofpolisiekar, Brown and Van Blerk. 
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These differences do not always occur along racial lines. What will become 

apparent in the discussion of these musicians is that racial identities are 

hotly contested and unresolved, even in film-makers’ treatment of black 

masculinities via their soundtracks and through their characterisation 

of black male protagonists, as in Tsotsi, Hijack Stories and Jerusalema (see 

Chapter 4). For example, although Gavin Hood attempts in Tsotsi to tell 

a sympathetic tale of a thug who is redeemed by the end of the film, it is 

arguable that the overpowering stereotype of the gangster – via the use of 

rapper Zola in both the film and its soundtrack – undermines his intentions. 

The author contends that stylised representations of gangsters are not unique 

to Tsotsi, but have a long history in Hollywood cinema and in US gangster 

rap, upon which Zola’s music seems to be modelled. In the vein of Chapter 

2, the fourth chapter contends that the real issue at stake in all of these films 

is economic policy – something that Ralph Ziman, and especially Oliver 

Schmitz, seem to acknowledge, but which Hood glosses over in his film. 

A more recent artist who has added his voice to the criticism of 

gangster rap is K’Naan. A diasporic Somali now resident in Canada, K’Naan 

has often performed in New York alongside ‘conscious’ rappers, like Mos 

Def. K’Naan’s work is interesting because he is an African hip-hop artist 

who has achieved international acclaim without appearing to compromise 

his message, which has often focused on the hardships of war in his country 

of origin. However, K’Naan’s participation in the opening ceremony of the 

2010 Soccer World Cup (SWC) allows us to explore what it means when he 

participates in a historic event, such as the first SWC to be held in Africa. 

The invocation of African pride in both K’Naan’s and Shakira’s performances 

at the SWC allows us to think about the ways in which identities are 

constructed in the service of either nationalist or global corporate agendas. 

Although K’Naan’s subversive treatment of mainstream rap allows us to 

think positively about the possibilities of agency in the music industry, his 

participation in the SWC casts a shadow on such potential – especially given 

that his song, ‘Wavin’ Flag’, was changed in order to make it more celebratory 

and less overtly critical of colonialism in Africa. 
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Shakira’s participation in the event allows us to explore the 

perpetuation of stereotypes and gender-based exclusions in the SWC by 

considering gender politics in her work. The final chapter helps us make 

sense of the ways in which identities in postcolonial Africa are mediated 

in the service of hegemonic discursive formations. The interpellation of 

hegemonic discourses does not go unchallenged, however – be it in the form 

of Khulumani Support Group’s Red Card Campaign or the more marginal 

musical parodies of Playing Fields Connective on YouTube and Facebook. 

In the end, the book tells the story of an unstable equilibrium 

between dominant and marginal interests, whether it is from the perspective 

of racial transformation after apartheid or from the perspective of staking 

claims in the context of corporate globalisation. It is to these two competing 

perspectives that the book owes its title. ‘Static’ can refer to interference in 

radio, television or radar signals due to atmospheric electricity – or white 

noise – and it can refer to a lack of movement. It is arguable that not much 

has changed for marginal artists, given that media monopolies dominate 

the music industry and racialised class disparities persist after apartheid – 

largely because South Africa has adopted neoliberal economic policies. It is 

also arguable that not much has changed in terms of attitudes towards race. 

This is apparent whether one considers the mainstream appeal of Bok van 

Blerk; the Sunday World’s publication of Nomakula Roberts’s stereotypical 

column on coloureds; the disappointing fact that there were no South African 

musicians who took take centre stage at the opening ceremony of the SWC; 

or SABC 3’s racially problematic Top Billing TV interview with Die Antwoord, 

which was shot in Rocklands, Mitchells Plain.2 The interview presents the 

Mitchells Plain location as if it were the band members’ home and frames the 

actual residents of this Cape township as mere props in what is meant to be 

a tongue-in-cheek shoot. The TV show reproduces colonial representations 

of black characters as secondary or incidental to the plot, which is driven 

by white protagonists. However, it is also evident that hegemony in the 

global and local contexts has not gone unchallenged, as the work of Emile 

Jansen, Zubz, Tumi, the Red Card Campaign and director Dylan Valley, 
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to name a few, suggests – hence the ambiguous concept of static. A great 

deal of hegemonic and counter-hegemonic noise is being made. However, 

the example from the second definition of ‘static’ in the Oxford Advanced 

Learner’s Dictionary (Crowther 1995), quoted at the beginning of this chapter, 

suggests another meaning: ‘There was too much static to hear their message 

clearly.’ Is there too much static for us to hear each other clearly?

Fanonian resonances

This book demonstrates that Frantz Fanon’s arguments about postcolonial 

Africa are still relevant in two senses. Firstly, black subjects still have to 

contend with racist interpellation, which produces the split subject that is 

so well described in his essay ‘The Fact of Blackness’ (Fanon 1967). Fanon 

writes about the ways in which the colonial gaze fragments the black subject 

and reconstitutes that subject on its own terms, thereby undermining black 

individuals’ attempts at self-representation in ways that are not constrained 

by racist preconceptions about blackness. This Fanonian idea resonates well 

with the work of W.E.B. Du Bois. Writing about the black experience in early-

twentieth-century America, Du Bois describes the challenge of asserting a 

black identity beyond the limitations of the context of racism in the US while 

also asserting one’s identity as an American citizen (Du Bois 1903, 2009; 

Gilroy 1993). Fanon’s notion of fragmented subjectivity echoes the concept 

of double consciousness, which Du Bois describes as ‘this sense of always 

looking at one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul by 

the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity’ (Du Bois 1903, 

2009: 6). For both Fanon and Du Bois, it is the fact of one’s blackness or one’s 

dark body that positions the black subject within the dominant, biologically 

essentialist and, therefore, racist discursive formation in their particular 

contexts (Africa and America, respectively) that undermines any attempts 

at exercising agency. This is the situation in which racist ideologies are 

internalised by black subjects – albeit not by force. As Stuart Hall (1997) and  
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John Langer remind us, Gramsci’s conceptualisation of hegemony allows us 

to think about the possibilities for agency:

For Gramsci, hegemonic control is not just given and permanent, but 

has to be actively struggled for and won; this means it can also be 

lost. Winning consent and legitimacy is in a ‘continuous process of 

formation’, a succession of ‘unstable equilibria’ between the interests 

of the dominant and subordinate groups where the dominant group 

interests tend to prevail ‘but only to a certain point’. (Hall, as quoted 

in Langer 1998: 16) 

If hegemony needs to be won and can be lost, it implies that marginal 

groups are able to challenge dominant ideologies as much as they can 

internalise them – if only to a certain point. As my analysis of competing 

media representations of black and white racial identities in the work of Bok 

van Blerk, Die Antwoord, Zubz, Tumi and the Volume, Shakira and K’Naan 

– as well as in certain advertisements and films – will reveal, attempts at 

securing hegemonic control over the racial or gendered representations 

in South Africa are anything but stable or static. There is room for 

contestation. On the one hand, black subjects attempt to assert their 

identities on their own terms, but, on the other hand, hegemonic media 

representations of blackness and, in the South African context, colouredness, 

continue to position black subjects as marginal – the ‘objects amidst objects’ 

(Fanon 1967: 109). Die Antwoord’s commodification of coloured stereotypes 

in the group’s path to international fame stands in stark contrast with the 

difficulties so many black artists face, despite the rise of kwaito and hip-hop 

artists from Johannesburg – as opposed to Cape Town, where Afrikaans rap 

first found an audience (Haupt 2001).

Secondly, South Africa’s adoption of neoliberal economic policies 

echoes Fanon’s arguments in the sense that South Africa has seen the rise 

of a black minority elite that has done very little to change the economic 

reality of the black majority. Restorative and distributive justice, therefore, 

have not been achieved, and, as my discussion of Afrikaans pop singer 
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Bok van Blerk and the University of the Free State’s Reitz residence racist 

video will suggest, we find that race acts as a red herring. Whether it is the 

controversial remarks by the recently expelled ANC Youth League president, 

Julius Malema, or debates about Afrikaner nationalist nostalgia in the work 

of Van Blerk, citizens are distracted from meaningful arguments about the 

role that South Africa’s economic policies play in government’s failure to 

deliver key services to the South African electorate. The country’s new elites 

arguably serve corporate interests more readily than the public interest; 

a key signifier of this problem is the number of service-delivery protests 

that have taken place over recent years (Gibson 2011: xiv). As my discussion 

of the 2010 SWC in Chapter 5 indicates, South Africa’s resolve to prove 

Afro-pessimists wrong by hosting a successful international sporting event 

did not actually serve the needs of its poor citizens. Instead, it promoted 

the interests of transnational capital. This echoes Fanon’s argument that 

the new black elite in a postcolonial African context are essentially servants 

of capital, who ensure that Western corporate interests are not threatened 

by a former colony’s transition to independence. This a key concern that 

informs my analysis of the role of Somali-Canadian rapper K’Naan and 

Colombian pop star Shakira, who both performed at the opening ceremony 

of the SWC, as well as my critical engagement with the film Tsotsi’s narrow, 

decontextualised representation of a black male thug in a post-apartheid 

township (Rijsdijk & Haupt 2007). Unlike Ralph Ziman’s Jerusalema and 

Oliver Schmitz’s Hijack Stories, Gavin Hood’s Tsotsi does not acknowledge 

that his protagonist’s agency is constrained by the racialised class 

inequalities created by apartheid and exacerbated by neoliberal economics. 

The situation faced by the protagonist of Hood’s film is not unlike the 

situation confronting marginal black musicians, as discussed in Chapter 

1. Therefore, debates on racist cultural expression, stereotypical media 

representations and remarks made by public figures or columnists tell but 

one part of the story. The role played by black elites in postcolonial African 

states in protecting elite colonial economic power, as discussed by Fanon 

(1968) in ‘The Pitfalls of National Consciousness’, is an important piece of 
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the puzzle. In Fanonian Practices in South Africa: From Steve Biko to Abahlali 

baseMjondolo, Nigel Gibson makes explicit the comparison between the new 

elites described by Fanon and the emerging ruling class:

Born during the high period of neoliberal globalisation, the 

post-apartheid government silenced more radical alternatives by 

trading on its credentials as the ‘party of liberation’. Successfully 

outmanoeuvring its left critics, the trajectory in South Africa has been 

a succession of neoliberal restructurings. (Gibson 2011: xiii–xiv)

From this perspective, one cannot solely blame the onset of globalisation 

via the role of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank or 

transnational corporations from the global north for the many challenges 

that poor South African communities have faced since the first democratic 

elections (Gibson 2011). Gibson contends that the ruling party played an 

active role in South Africa’s embrace of neoliberal economic policies (2011). 

The notion of the emerging black elite as servants of capital fits squarely with 

Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri’s (2000) conception of Empire, which they 

use as a shorthand for the ways in which multilateral organisations, such 

as the World Bank and the IMF, are used by the global north to secure the 

interests of global capital. From Fanon’s perspective, this elite plays a crucial 

role in ensuring economic continuity in the shift from the colonial state to 

political independence – foreign capital investments and revenue streams 

are thereby not threatened. It is this continuity that Hardt and Negri use as a 

point of entry to describe a new type of sovereignty:

Without underestimating these real and important lines of continuity, 

however, we think it is important to note that what used to be 

conflict or competition among several imperialist powers has in 

important respects been replaced by the idea of a single power that 

overdetermines them all, structures them in a unitary way, and treats 

them under one common notion of right that is decidedly postcolonial 

and postimperialist. This is really the point of departure for our 
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study of Empire: a new notion of right, or rather, a new inscription 

of authority and a new design of the production of norms and legal 

instruments of coercion that guarantee contracts and resolve conflicts. 

(Hardt & Negri 2000: 9)

Whereas in the past, colonial and imperial powers may have been rivals for 

resources from the colonies, they now cooperate with each other through 

multilateral organisations, such as the UN, the IMF and the World Bank. This 

is how certain types of continuities are maintained without necessarily having 

to deploy the sorts of costly, coercive mechanisms that were required during 

the colonial era. Although Gibson does not dispute the role of global capital in 

undermining South Africa’s democratic transition, he holds that nationalist 

elites ‘turned their back on mass democratic participation’ (Gibson 2011: 74). 

This could, in part, be explained by Hardt and Negri’s assertion that ‘Empire 

presents its order as permanent, eternal, and necessary’ (Hardt & Negri 2000: 

11), which supports Gibson’s view that the ‘social acceptance of public displays 

of greed and power underscores the success of an ideology that claimed that 

a South Africa emerging from apartheid had no other choice than to institute 

a neoliberal model’ (Gibson 2011: xiv). As Seeraj Mohamed suggests, the 

neoliberal model makes countries particularly vulnerable to the inflows and 

outflows of investment capital:

As countries have opened their borders to increasingly free 

movements of capital, global and domestic investors attained a 

credible threat to withdraw their capital from countries whose 

economic and other policies do not conform to investors’ notions 

of good policy. The requirement that economic and other policies 

of countries appear credible to foreign investors and other financial 

market actors has played an important role in the conflation of aspects 

of the Anglo-Saxon model of corporate governance with government’s 

efforts to promote good economic governance. (Mohamed 2010: 150)
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The threat of foreign investors withdrawing capital ultimately means that 

governments are directed by investors, and not their own citizens, when it 

comes to making policy decisions. Consequently, a nation’s sovereignty is 

effectively undermined by what Hardt and Negri call the decline of the nation 

state, given that the coercive power of Empire is able to override the will or 

needs of that state’s citizens (Hardt & Negri 2000). Mohamed holds that such 

states internalise Western models of corporate governance in their efforts to 

satisfy foreign investors and market actors. The concepts of interpellation, 

internalisation, fragmentation and double consciousness are, therefore, 

applicable beyond conventional discussions and considerations of racism, as 

demonstrated by an often-cited line from Fanon’s ‘The Fact of Blackness’: 

‘Look, a Negro!’ (Fanon 1967: 109). In this instance, a set of corporate values 

and ideals, which do not necessarily serve the interests of people from the 

global south, are adopted to meet the demands of the market. Postcolonial 

African states, such as South Africa, may want to plot their own course, but 

they believe that foreign direct investment will generate sufficient wealth to 

trickle down. And subsequently, their failure to deliver on promises to their 

economically marginal citizens confirms stereotypical assumptions about 

the failure of self-rule in Africa. Compounding this is the scenario of the 

ruling black elite, ‘whose mission has nothing to do with transforming the 

nation; it consists, prosaically, of being the transmission line between the 

nation and a capitalism, rampant though camouflaged’ (Fanon 1967: 122). As 

Gibson and Fanon suggest, the emerging bourgeoisie plays an active role in 

implementing neoliberal reforms that allow ‘speculators and corporations to 

benefit from diminished state control of local economies (deterritorialisation), 

whilst it is permissible for bodies such as the World Bank or the IMF to direct 

these countries’ macroeconomic policies (reterritorialisation)’ (Hardt & Negri 

2000: 45, as quoted in Haupt 2008). Deleuze and Guattari’s (1972) concepts 

of deterritorialisation and reterritorialisation may be compared to Fanon’s 

description of the black subject being fragmented (or ‘burst apart’) and 

being ‘put together again by another self’ (Fanon 1967: 109), or to Du Bois’s 

explanation of double consciousness, as quoted earlier. One might say that 
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South Africa is measuring itself by the tape of Empire. Patricia Hill Collins 

makes the dynamics of race and power in the age of Empire clear when she 

describes the ‘new racism’:

What’s new about this racism? First, new patterns of corporate 

organization have made for an increasingly global economy. In 

particular, the concentration of capital in a few corporations has 

enabled them to shape many aspects of the global economy. One 

outcome is that, on a global scale, wealth and poverty continue to be 

racialized, with people of African descent disproportionately poor. 

Second, local, regional, and national governmental bodies no longer 

yield the degree of power that they once did in shaping policies. The 

new racism is transnational. One can now have racial inequality 

that does not appear to be regulated by the state to the same degree. 

(Collins 2005: 54)

The point that Collins makes here tallies with Hardt and Negri’s discussion 

of the ‘declining sovereignty of nation-states and their increasing inability to 

regulate economic and cultural exchanges’ – in other words, the nation state 

is less able to protect the interests of its citizens in the face of the power of 

transnational capital (Hardt & Negri 2000: xi). Whereas the apartheid state 

enforced racist practices through legislation, the post-apartheid state’s ability 

to plot a course that narrows that racialised class divide is undermined by its 

adoption of neoliberal economic policies, and financial and market actors that 

ensure that global corporate revenue streams are protected. The result is that 

we are faced with what Bond calls global apartheid (Bond 2001). As Collins 

suggests, certain aspects of racial imbalances persist, whereas others shift.

Static: Race and Representation in Post-apartheid Music, Media and 

Film contends that the continuities between apartheid and post-apartheid 

South Africa are apparent when considering musicians’ uneven access to 

the mechanisms that will guarantee their success, as well as in the ways 

in which certain musicians and film-makers reflect upon identity and the 

politics of change in South Africa.
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Notes

1  Not all speakers of Afrikaans necessarily identify themselves as Afrikaners, and 

Afrikaans is spoken by black and white South Africans. Afrikaans is, therefore, 

not exclusively spoken by those who identify as white Afrikaners, which, in many 

respects, is the assertion of a political identity. Hermann Giliomee writes that 

the people who would later be identified as Afrikaners were settlers from western 

Europe (Giliomee 2003). He contends that they were colonisers during the Dutch 

occupation of the Cape and then became colonised when the British annexed the 

Cape (Giliomee 2003). Chapter 2 explores this history briefly in a discussion of 

Bok van Blerk’s Afrikaner nationalist politics in his song ‘De La Rey’.

2  Mitchells Plain is a coloured township that was built in accordance with the 

apartheid state’s Group Areas Act of 1950, which forcibly segregated South African 

citizens. Like many apartheid-era townships, Mitchells Plain was located far from 

Cape Town’s central business district, where employment was located, and had 

poor infrastructure. 
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although much can be said about the emergence of black youth culture 

and the affi  rmation of black cultural expression through the genres of kwaito 

and hip-hop after apartheid, arguably many young musicians in South Africa 

still struggle to locate audiences and recording and distribution strategies 

that empower them as artists as well as young entrepreneurs. This chapter 

explores certain hip-hop musicians’ use of both conventional mass-media 

channels (as either signed or unsigned musicians), new media, mobile 

media and social media (such as YouTube, Myspace, Twitter and MXit). 

The democratic shift from mass media’s one-to-many model to Web 2.0’s 

many-to-many model is promising, but one should not overlook some of the 

constraints that marginal artists continue to face. These include the digital 

divide and racialised class inequalities; limited knowledge of copyright law 

and business aspects of the music industry; the corporate monopolisation 

of news and entertainment media; concerns about government policy on 

local radio and TV music quotas; and growing criticism of South Africa’s 

existing copyright legislation, which has been characterised by The African 

Commons Project (TACP) as too vague on issues like fair use / fair dealing and 

free-speech rights. 

Locating agency: Music,
technology and copyright1
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A key issue that interests me in this chapter is South African hip-hop 

artists’ agency in terms of arguments that position social-media either 

as tools that allow a broader range of subjects access to media production 

and distribution, as well as cultural expression, or as platforms for media 

monopolists and marketers to extend their own interests, with little 

regard for notions of the internet as an information or cultural commons. 

The background narrative that informs this exploration is that of racial 

exploitation in the music industry with regard to industry practice, including 

the role of record labels in what Paul McDonald calls the copyright industries 

(McDonald 2006: 403). Racial inequalities in the US music industry, which 

has secured a hegemonic position for itself globally, are mirrored in South 

African music industry practices that were shaped by apartheid laws. My 

argument is that despite the fact that these inequalities persist nearly two 

decades after apartheid, the agency of artists should not be overlooked – 

notwithstanding valid criticisms provided by theorists who take a keen 

interest in the political economy of social media, such as YouTube. Static 

takes great interest in the ability of artists and activists to produce counter-

hegemonic discourses, particularly in the face of claims about the failure 

of news media in their role as the fourth estate in functional democracies 

(Herman & Chomsky 1988). 

Scholars such as Yochai Benkler have written positively about the 

notion of the ‘networked public sphere’ in opposition to mass-mediated 

publics (Benkler 2006). Indeed, President Barack Obama’s success in 

employing social media during his presidential campaign reflects this 

positively, as do events in the more recent Arab Spring. Since the end of 2010, 

a number of countries in North Africa and the Middle East have used social-

media platforms, such as Twitter, and mobile phones to organise civil protests 

against their governments. In the music world, we have also seen work by US 

artists, like will.i.am, Saul Williams, Mos Def, Immortal Technique and even 

Eminem, demonstrating the extent to which claims about Web 2.0’s power to 

produce subversive messages are true – especially when their work features on 

platforms such as YouTube in the form of fan videos. 
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But this potential is limited in the African context, where the digital 

divide is rather wide and where the four major music labels exert a great 

deal of global influence. I will consider some of the ways in which South 

African hip-hop artists attempt to constitute more than just communities of 

hip-hop fans, but endeavour to engage subjects in what Jürgen Habermas 

calls rational-critical debate about the common good (Habermas 1989). 

Hip-hop artists engage in both online and offline strategies so that the notion 

of the ‘networked public sphere’ really becomes what Nancy Fraser terms 

‘subaltern counterpublics’ that are constituted by traditional media, as well 

as digital and mobile media, strategies (Fraser 1992). Benkler’s description 

of the decentralised way in which subjects communicate and network on 

the internet, therefore, becomes a metaphor for the ways in which hip-hop 

artists engage hip-hop heads (i.e. people who embody the hip-hop culture) in a 

number of media and platforms. In essence, hip-hop activists work creatively 

within the inequitable limitations placed upon them by corporate globalisation 

in their efforts to produce counter-hegemonic messages.

Media monopolisation

A key premise of this book is that corporate media monopolisation, be it of 

news or entertainment media, is bad for democracy. Edward Herman and 

Noam Chomsky  write about the extent to which the press and broadcasters’ 

news agendas are influenced by commercial imperatives. They argue that the 

profit orientation of news media leads news carriers to spend less money on 

staffing and the process of sourcing news in order to cut operational costs 

(Herman & Chomsky 1988: 3–12). Some of the outcomes of this orientation 

are that newsrooms are smaller and editors rely heavily on syndicated news 

and official government sources to compile news items. Homogeneous 

news perspectives from a variety of news carriers are produced in this 

way (Herman & Chomsky  1988: 18–23). The news agenda is also likely to 

be influenced by the media’s dependence on advertising and the fear of 
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alienating potential business partners through controversial news coverage 

(Herman & Chomsky 1988: 14–18). The fear of losing advertising revenue 

and the resolve to achieve greater profits effectively mean that shareholders, 

and not the public, are served by news carriers. If news-media agendas are 

directed by elite, corporate interests, journalists’ ability to act as the fourth 

estate in democratic contexts is compromised. The quality of public discourse 

about the common good, therefore, stands to be compromised by commercial 

interests. Just as too much state control of the media undermines the public 

interest, too much corporate control of the media can upset the balance 

between the right to privacy or freedom of access to information, on the 

one hand, and the public interest on the other hand. For example, talks 

about the establishment of a Media Appeals Tribunal and the passing of the 

Protection of Information Bill have raised fears in South Africa of a return 

to apartheid-era media restrictions.1 Media accountability to the public is 

also a serious cause for concern. The phone-hacking scandal at the British 

tabloid News of the World presents an example of a commercial newspaper 

violating citizens’ rights to privacy for the sake of gaining information for 

news stories. In essence, ethical breaches by this paper (owned by Rupert 

Murdoch’s News Corporation) undermine the public interest as well as trust 

in news media to play the role of the fourth estate in a democracy.2 Antonio 

Negri’s remarks on Rupert Murdoch’s television empire also seem applicable 

to his print and online news media:

Watch Murdoch’s television and you will have the proof that the 

model of cultural critique offered by Adorno really does spell out the 

ontology of the new world. The reconversion of this world to fascism, 

its reconstruction along lines of war, its corruption through degrading 

images…The neutering of news and information follows the same 

laws of the crushing of passions: if romanticism and classicism are 

both reduced to insignificant signs, then the only thing left for truth 

is to become the instrument of power or of vulgarity.  

(Negri 2008: 63–64) 
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The commercial imperatives of tabloids in particular corrupt the journalistic 

ideal of pursuing ‘truth’ for the common good. Instead, it is power that 

is served at the expense of the public interest. But the concerns about the 

opportunities for democratic participation in the public sphere go beyond 

just corporate control of news media. Yochai Benkler writes that the very 

structure of mass-mediated news has an impact on the ways in which 

citizens are able to access news and interact with news producers and fellow 

citizens about matters of common concern: 

The structure of the mass media resulted in a relatively controlled 

public sphere – although the degree of control was vastly different 

depending on whether the institutional model was liberal or 

authoritarian – with influence over the debate in the public sphere 

heavily tilted towards those who controlled the means of mass 

communications. The technical architecture was a one-way, hub-and-

spoke structure, with unidirectional links to its ends, running from 

the center to the periphery. A very small number of production 

facilities produced large amounts of identical copies of statements 

or communications, which could then be sent in identical form 

to very large numbers of recipients. There was no return loop to 

send observations or opinions back from the edges to the core of 

the architecture in the same channel and with similar salience to 

the communication process, and no means within the mass-media 

architecture for communication among the end points about the 

content of the exchanges. (Benkler 2006: 179)

Within the mass-media structure, citizens are effectively positioned as 

passive recipients of messages, in the sense that direct feedback to producers 

as well as discussion among citizens is constrained. However, subjects’ 

agency in this process should not be disregarded. Although mass media 

are structured in ways that limit interaction with producers or fellow 

recipients, and although media messages are framed in particular ways, it 
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is not possible to dictate how subjects interpret mass-mediated messages, 

and it is certainly not possible to anticipate the extent to which they will 

engage with media content. Notwithstanding the unpredictable question of 

agency, we can see how media conglomeration can limit diversity in media 

ownership as well as cultural and political expression in mainstream news 

and entertainment media. And youth media are no exception. Bill Osgerby 

argues that in the eighties and nineties 

trends towards internationalisation and cross-promotion were 

significantly accelerated by a succession of mergers and acquisitions. 

These processes of business integration and conglomeration were 

clearly evident in the youth market and its associated industries, with 

the production and circulation of media geared to young audiences 

increasingly dominated by a coterie of massive corporations – AOL 

Time Warner, Viacom, Disney, News Corporation, Vivendi Universal, 

Sony and Bertelsmann AG. (Osgerby 2004: 40)

The ability of such corporations to dominate markets globally could be 

seen as one explanation for some of the difficulties faced by diverse film, 

music and media producers from the global south to secure funding for 

productions and access markets via distribution channels that are largely 

owned by the media monopolies. The power of such media conglomerates 

is, in part, made possible by laws such as the Sonny Bono Copyright Term 

Extension Act of 1998. In essence, copyright law is meant to maintain the 

balance between the rights of the author and the public as a whole. It is 

for this reason that, historically, copyright terms have been limited. Works 

produced by creators are meant to enter the public domain after a certain 

period of time. However, laws like the Sonny Bono Copyright Term Extension 

Act have upset that balance. Gillian Davies argues that the copyright clause 

of the US Constitution (1787) and its ‘direct ancestor’, the Statute of Anne 

(1709), embody the concept that ‘providing protection for the author against 

unauthorized publication for a limited period will encourage and promote 

learning and progress, and preserve the public domain, thus acting for the 
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public good’ (Davies 2002: 5). Private interests were thus meant to be in 

balance with the public interest by ensuring that the author had a monopoly 

over a work for a limited period only, thereby ensuring that the work entered 

the public domain once this period expired. Under the Statute of Anne and 

US copyright law, the term of protection was 14 years and the author was 

at liberty to renew the period for another 14 years. This meant that authors 

could monopolise their work for a total of 28 years, which acted as a sufficient 

‘stimulus for creativity’ while also ensuring that the public would reap the 

benefits of the author’s labour. The author feels encouraged to produce new 

work that enriches society’s cultural or scientific heritage, and the works in 

question will enter the public domain so that all citizens may use the work 

freely (Davies 2002: 14–15). 

Today the situation is markedly different. Signatories to the Berne 

Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works agree that 

works enjoy protection for the life of the author plus 50 years after the death 

of the author. The Sonny Bono Copyright Term Extension Act in the US 

goes further than this; it extends copyright terms to ‘life plus 70 years for 

individual authors and to 95 years for authors with legal personality and 

works made for hire’ (Davies 2002: 102). Copyright terms are, therefore, 

virtually perpetual in many parts of the world, given that over 150 countries 

are signatories to the Berne Convention and that a large number of countries 

have signed trade agreements like GATT, TRIPS and TRIPS+, which limit 

fair-use exceptions. It is in this way that US interpretations of intellectual 

property have become globalised (Boyle 1996: 122–123; Drahos & Braithwaite 

2004: 1; Parenti 1995: 32). Lawrence Lessig contends that copyright terms 

were extended because of the influence of major US corporations:

In the lobbying that led to the passage of the Sonny Bono Copyright 

Term Extension Act, this ‘theory’ about incentives was proved real. 

Ten of the thirteen original sponsors of the act in the House received 

the maximum contribution from Disney’s political action committee; 

in the Senate, eight of the twelve sponsors received contributions. 

The RIAA [Recording Industry Association of America] and MPAA 
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[Motion Picture Association of America] are estimated to have spent 

over $1.5 million lobbying in the 1998 election cycle. They paid out 

more than $200,000 in campaign contributions. Disney is estimated 

to have spent more than $800,000 to [sic] re-election campaigns in 

the 1998 cycle. (Lessig 2004: 218) 

This, in effect, is how the Disney creation Mickey Mouse was prevented 

from entering the public domain, thereby ensuring that the corporation 

will continue to generate revenue from a cartoon character that would have 

been in the public domain by now if copyright terms had not been extended. 

However, Lessig holds that the ‘real harm is to works that are not famous, 

not commercially exploited, and no longer available as a result’ (Lessig 2004: 

221). It is in this way that the public domain, the information commons, 

stands to be impoverished. In short, the public interest is compromised 

in favour of corporate monopolistic interests, which are furthered by the 

spending power of media monopolies like Disney. 

This is the context in which mass media have operated. Discussions 

of agency on the part of mass media consumers are tempered by meddling in 

democratic processes, as described by Lessig. The one-to-many media model, 

therefore, has largely privileged elite interests while constraining active 

participation of citizens, whose access to knowledge, cultural expression and 

heritage seem to be curtailed at the very moment that digital media make 

their dissemination technically possible on an unprecedented scale.3 In 

essence, media and cultural expression (specifically, youth-oriented media) 

are contested, in that there are contrasting views on how they are to be 

positioned. From the corporate perspective, media and cultural expression 

are one-way distribution and marketing channels for commodities. Such 

a view fits into the mass-media model as described by Benkler. Recipients 

of commercial mass-mediated messages have very little opportunity to 

provide direct feedback to the producers of such messages and are, therefore, 

interpellated as passive consumers (Hebdige 1979). A second perspective is 

that media messages and cultural expression serve dominant elite political 
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interests in order to secure state power (Althusser 1971; Hebdige 1979). 

Therefore, both of these perspectives see media and cultural expression 

as serving hegemonic ends. The third perspective is counter-hegemonic 

because it sees media and cultural expression as information commons that 

allow all subjects access to, and invite active participation in, the production 

and dissemination of meaning-making to serve the common good (whether 

it is intentionally counter-hegemonic or not). It is from this view that subjects 

are interpellated not exclusively as consumers of commercial products and 

services, but as active and creative citizens in a democracy. 

The co-option of youth cultures, such as hip-hop, takes place within 

this context (Haupt 2008). Corporate media strategists have often employed 

youth cultural expression to market products and services to youth markets. 

A recent South African example of such a strategy is the SABMiller Castle 

Lite commercial that features US rap artist Vanilla Ice performing his 

late-eighties hit single ‘Ice Ice Baby’. The success of the commercial hinges 

on the audience’s recognition of the irony of a white rapper performing to 

the commercial’s protagonist, a black, middle-class male partygoer, and his 

friends. The advertising agency does not address the issue of race directly, 

though. Instead, the relevance of the song’s title and chorus is spoken of 

as the key to the advertisement’s success. Creative director of Ogilvy Cape 

Town, Gordon Ray, explains: 

We needed a creative device to drive home the new product offering 

of being ice-cold – and the classic ‘Ice Ice Baby’ song proved a winner. 

The first [challenge was persuading] Vanilla Ice to be part of the 

commercial and we were thrilled when he agreed.  

(Ogilvy Cape Town 2010) 

The agency does not acknowledge the fact that Vanilla Ice shot to prominence 

with a song that samples rock band Queen’s ‘Under Pressure’, and the rights 

holder to this song sued the artist for copyright infringement – an issue 

that takes us to the heart of hip-hop aesthetics and the politics of counter-

hegemonic production (Haupt 2008; Schumacher 1995). Nor does it mention 
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the fact that the artist did not gain the respect of the hip-hop community on 

the grounds of misrepresenting his class background and ties to working-

class black communities. Tricia Rose writes that the story of Vanilla Ice’s 

career as a rap artist is one of appropriation:

Controversy surrounding Ice, one of rap music’s most commercially 

successful artists, highlights the significance of ‘ghetto blackness’ 

as a model of ‘authenticity’ and hipness in rap music. During the 

summer of 1989, Vanilla Ice summoned the wrath of the hip hop 

community not only by successfully marketing himself as a white 

rapper but also by ‘validating’ his success with stories about his 

close ties to black neighbourhoods, publicly sporting his battle scars 

from the black inner city...Yet...Ken P. Perkins charges, among other 

things, that Mr Van Winkle is instead a middle-class kid from Dallas, 

Texas...In keeping with his pretenses, he only partially credited – and 

paid no royalties to – black friend and producer Mario Johnson, aka 

Chocolate(!), who actually wrote the music for ‘Ice Ice Baby’ and a few 

other cuts from Vanilla’s fifteen times platinum record To the Extreme. 

After a lengthy court battle, Chocolate is finally getting paid in full. 

(Rose 1994: 11–12)

Gordon Ray’s description of the song as a ‘classic’ belies the contested history 

of the artist and his music as the product of a sole author. In a sense, the use 

of the song, decontextualised from its past, parallels the act of appropriation 

that Rose describes. Ray certainly does not address arguments about figures 

like Eminem or Vanilla Ice as modern minstrels or ‘wiggas’ – ‘the so-called 

white nigga who apes blackness by acting “hip-hop” in dress, speech, body 

language, and, in some cases, even gang affiliation’ (Tate 2003: 8). 

This advertisement underscores the power that corporations have 

historically wielded over mass media. The client, SABMiller, was able to 

pay top advertising agency Ogilvy & Mather to devise the concept and fly 

Vanilla Ice to South Africa to perform in the commercial, as well as pay for 

the rights to use the song ‘Ice Ice Baby’ in the beer advertisement, which 
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was aired repeatedly from late 2009 on free-to-air television channel etv 

and TV channels run by the public-service broadcaster, the South African 

Broadcasting Corporation (SABC), during prime time.4 It is in this sense 

that youth cultural expression, such as hip-hop, stands to become a 

one-way distribution channel of corporate media messages. In a conference 

presentation at Basel University’s Centre for African Studies, former Godessa 

rapper Burni Amansure addressed this concern when she identified media 

ownership as the key issue that needs to be tackled:

We need to take more ownership of the visual medium, as well as the 

radio to see that the proper content is being played on the radio. That 

people are hearing more conscious music. We need more people in 

positions of power who are going to protect artists’ rights, who are 

going to show the...more positive aspects of hip-hop. We need more 

control; otherwise we as hip-hop artists will continue to be a vehicle to 

form the ideals of others and not our own. (Amansure 2008)

Poet and rapper Burni Amansure was one of the members of female hip-hop crew Godessa and has gone 
on to pursue a solo career in South Africa and Switzerland.
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For Amansure, it is ownership of the media that will determine the extent 

of socially conscious hip-hop artists’ agency, particularly in terms of their 

representation in mass media and protecting artists from exploitation.

Contestation

However, this process has not gone uncontested. Hip-hop artists like Zubz 

and former Godessa MC EJ von Lyrik have written songs about the power 

of corporations over artists. In her song ‘Flight Over Many Cities’, EJ von 

Lyrik challenges perceptions of her as a struggling artist: ‘I had to lose my 

integrity / to be a part of what they wanted me to be / and I said no / I don’t 

compromise with my soul / I don’t care but I’ll not be told / I am a woman 

and you should know / that without you I still feel whole’ (2007). 

For Von Lyrik, her artistic integrity is tied to asserting her power and 

independence as a woman. In his tongue-in-cheek song ‘Superstar’, Zubz 

EJ von Lyrik (Eloise Jones) was a singer, rapper and producer with female hip-hop crew Godessa and has 
gone on to pursue a solo career.
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describes the formula for success in the world of mainstream commercial 

music:

OK, you have a deal, now you need to have a feel

To go from newcomer, to supastah, get mass appeal!

You needn’t sit to write rhymes, repeat 6 or 5 lines

Over and Over again; forget about holding a pen ever!

Simple lines for a simple mind: don’t be clever

Picture your shows, crowd synchronized and you never

Go to work. They all know the words 

Of the song. They sing along, no one quotes a verse

Ask Ja Rule, people like Zubz are all fools

Writing songs with long strong words like Law School

This is Music! And we wanna Lose it!

Dance with some Booze! 6 months from now the track’s useless.

But is it worth it? (You Bet!) You’re a Supastah!!

Fast Food, Girls, Fast Cars!! Who cares if you survive!

Soon, they won’t be into you, probably won’t remember you

So I depend on you to come next year and learn: 

Pretend That You’re A Supastah 

(Zubz 2004; transcription by Africasgateway.com) 

Zubz contends that lyrical complexity is not a part of the pop formula for 

commercial success and, like Von Lyrik, he asserts his artistic integrity. His 

attack on the pop formula is also an attack on commercial US hip-hop artists, 

like Ja Rule. Ironically, this is an African rapper staking a claim on hip-hop 

artistry and accusing an American rapper of being inauthentic. The artistry 

of hip-hop is reduced to catchphrases that can be enjoyed with alcohol and 

will soon pass their ‘sell-by date’. A key part of Zubz’s message is the role 

of alcohol sponsors and advertisers, like Hennessy, and hip-hop events and 

magazines. Tumi reflects on these themes from a different perspective in 

‘What They Want’. As a musician on an independent label, which he owns, 

Tumi reflects upon his frustration with music audiences: 
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They wanna holler back 

They don’t want to hear me speak 

They say I’m conscious rap 

They wanna follow that 

They don’t wanna be the team that fights the monsters back 

They want the music louder 

Give it boost and volume 

Till Tumi’s drowning 

They want flutes and violins

The juice from the fruits 

Not the roots that drive them 

They want an all-night party 

Get ’em off at a cost to enjoy life heartily 

Pour out Bacardi 

For sought after honeys. (Tumi 2006) 

Tumi’s frustration is that audiences typecast him as a ‘conscious’ rapper; 

they are, therefore, reluctant to engage with his message and prefer to give 

his music ‘boost and volume’. This is a play on his association with the band 

Tumi and the Volume, which he leads. Like female rappers Godessa and 

Philadelphia rappers The Roots, this is a live band, which departs from the 

DJ and MC formula that has made many rap acts famous. The audiences, 

therefore, appreciate the aesthetic of Tumi’s music and prefer to gloss over 

his socially reflective lyrics, especially if his music lends itself to alcohol 

consumption and partying – thereby echoing Zubz’s reference to dance and 

‘booze’ in ‘Superstar’. 

The concept of artistic integrity is explored by director John Fredericks 

in his film Mr Devious the First: My Life, which tells the story of late hip-hop 

activist Mr Devious. Mr Devious was a rapper from Beacon Valley, Mitchells 

Plain, an impoverished township established in accordance with the 

apartheid-era Group Areas Act. The rapper positioned himself as a socially 
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conscious artist, and he worked with youth at risk for CRED (Creative 

Education for Youth at Risk). Before that, he had attempted to secure a record 

deal with a music label and eventually recorded a solo album with Ghetto 

Ruff. However, this album was never released, although it was made available 

on Friedjam.com, a pay-for-play music website that was owned by media 

and e-commerce company Naspers in 2000 and 2001. While Devious was 

working for CRED, he was stabbed to death, and his widow, Natalie van Rooy, 

embarked on a project to release his music posthumously as part of the film 

by Fredericks. She was successful in obtaining tracks he had recorded with 

artists in and outside South Africa, but was unable to obtain the music he 

recorded with Ghetto Ruff – apparently because of a dispute between this 

label and Mighty Music Productions about payments or alleged royalties.5 At 

the time, Van Rooy was also unable to raise the funds to pay the money that 

Mighty Music alleged it was owed for recording the music. In a scene from 

Fredericks’s film, which captures this late musician’s difficulty in negotiating 

the demands of the music industry in Johannesburg, his friend Bradley 

Williams relates an experience that they had with a music-label representative:

One day we were in this one guy’s office, you know, and we played 

him a couple of the demos we made. And he was listening to it, 

bumping his head, busy on the computer and stuff. He like turned 

around and looked at us and, ‘Kykhie [Look here], man. You guys must 

stop smoking a lot of weed. Go back to the studio. People don’t want 

to hear this hardcore music. Go back to the studio and make some 

head-bumping shit.’ (Bradley Williams in Fredericks 2006)

The anecdote confirms Zubz’s and Tumi’s narratives about the music industry 

and music audiences’ demands for music that sells and is intellectually and 

politically undemanding. Preference is given to ‘head-bumping’ party music. 

Some of Mr Devious’s frustration is captured in ‘For the People’, which seems 

to offer a direct response to the label representative’s assertion in his powerful 

role as gatekeeper in his interaction with Devious and Williams:
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Compromise, what are you asking of me?

Record executives, I’m not here to be liked, you don’t have to love me

To the laaities [youth], stay at school, see you have to study

Search the roots, you’ll find the trail to our past is bloody

Slave masters got the cash and these bastards run the

macrocosm called the world, so the ghetto’s ugly

Make your X on the ballot, I’m like dammit must we

Actually vote for these politicians, blasphemous parties

Is the welfare of the people actually where their hearts is?

In each fortress of hell the street authors

or deep thoughts amongst us on these blocks where guns bust

And fuck all these corporate conglomerates

They robbing us for years

Stress and depression got us guzzling these beers

Hustling severe, we know nothing about fear

Remember this, there’s nothing but muscle up in here

Muscle up in here (Mr Devious in Fredericks 2006) 

Mr Devious’s assertion of his integrity as a musician is linked to his political 

commitment to his community. The rapper’s defiance of the music industry 

is followed by his exhortation to the youth to learn about Africa’s colonial 

past and the continuation of injustice after apartheid – particularly in the 

face of his wariness of the electoral system. Much like Zubz and Tumi, he 

characterises corporations negatively and makes particular reference to 

large alcohol manufacturers, such as South African Breweries (SAB),6 in 

his narrative of violence and oppression in poor communities. His defiance 

of record executives is, therefore, more than an assertion of his worth as an 

artist. It is also an assertion of his worth as a person who is positioned by a 

history of racialised class inequality. For certain artists, therefore, artistic 

integrity, political struggle, self-representation and the dangers of commercial 

co-option of their music is a serious concern that is reflected in their work.
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However, there is enough evidence to 

suggest that the power of corporate-

owned mass media to act as gatekeepers 

of news and entertainment content is 

increasingly being challenged or, at 

least, renegotiated by Web 2.0 tools 

and social-media platforms – even if 

those media platforms are owned by 

large corporations, such as Google. 

Benkler holds that the networked 

information economy impacts upon 

the public sphere significantly, in that 

it ‘allows individuals to monitor and 

disrupt the use of mass-media power, 

as well as organize for political power’ 

and because it ‘allows individuals and 

groups of intense political engagement 

to report, comment, and generally play the role traditionally assigned to the 

press in observing, analyzing, and creating political salience for matters 

of public interest’ (Benkler 2006: 220). Citizen journalists, social activists 

and counter-hegemonic artists employ ‘new media’ technologies to establish 

social relationships that are not exclusively mediated by corporate media. 

The key focus is on social relationships and not the technology that enables 

these relationships:

The networked public sphere is not made of tools, but of social 

production practices that these tools enable. The primary effect of 

the Internet on the public sphere in liberal societies relies on the 

information and cultural production of nonmarket actors: individuals 

working alone and cooperatively with others, more formal associations 

with NGOs, and their feedback effect on the mainstream effect on the 

media itself. (Benkler 2006: 219–220)

Mr Devious performing at the University 
of the Western Cape
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Benkler’s argument, therefore, is not influenced by technologically 

determinist understandings of social agency. Authors such as Dorothy 

Kidd (2003), Naomi Klein (2001) and Kembrew McLeod (2005), as well as 

Benkler, have explored the ways in which digital media have been employed 

to issue challenges to hegemonic media representations and practices. For 

example, Benkler discusses the agency of bloggers during the 2004 US 

election campaign. A more recent example related to the US elections is the 

success of Barack Obama’s online presidential campaign. An example of the 

agency that Web 2.0 offers subjects is the song and music video produced 

by will.i.am of the popular hip-hop band Black Eyed Peas. The artist was 

inspired by Obama’s ‘Yes we can’ speech at the New Hampshire Democratic 

Primary in 2008, and set it to music.7 The viral music video was posted on 

YouTube and DipDive.com. What is worth noting here is that this production 

was apparently orchestrated by will.i.am upon his own initiative and was 

not related to the Obama campaign. According to Wikipedia, the video was 

viewed online over 21 million times between February and July 2008. This 

video, which was reposted and reworked by other users, offers evidence of the 

shift from mass media’s one-to-many broadcast model to new media’s more 

lateral many-to-many model, which allows a wider range of actors to receive, 

rework, distribute and critique media texts. 

Another decidedly more counter-discursive example is the production 

of fan music videos of their favourite artists. An example is the song ‘Tell 

the Truth’ by an unlikely combination of musicians: Mos Def (a politically 

conscious rapper, who has established an acting career in Hollywood), 

Immortal Technique (an underground rapper whose work often has a 

left-wing orientation) and Eminem (a white rapper closely aligned with 

gangster rap producer Dr Dre). Videos of the song have been uploaded onto 

YouTube a number of times; there is a video by someone who signed the 

work ‘UAUK’. This video animates the lyrics of the song in black text on a red 

background and has flashing images of aircraft, George W. Bush and Osama 

Bin Laden, for example, in key parts of the song. The video, which was 
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uploaded by a user in 2008, was viewed more than 3 million times. The song 

offers a critical take on US involvement in the war in Iraq:

I pledge no allegiance, nigga fuck the president’s speeches

I’m baptized by America and covered in leeches

The dirty water that bleaches your soul and your facial features

Drownin’ you in propaganda that they spit through the speakers

And if you speak about the evil that the government does

The Patriot Act’ll track you to the type of your blood

They try to frame you, and say you was tryna sell drugs

And throw a federal indictment on niggaz to show you love

This shit is run by fake Christians, fake politicians

Look at they mansions, then look at the conditions you live in

All they talk about is terrorism on television

They tell you to listen, but they don’t really tell you they mission

They funded Al-Qaeda, and now they blame the Muslim religion

Even though Bin Laden was a CIA tactician

They gave him billions of dollars, and they funded his purpose

Fahrenheit 9/11, that’s just scratchin’ the surface

(Immortal Technique, Mos Def & Eminem 2005; transcription by 

www.ohhla.com)

This verse casts aspersions on the integrity of the US government, suggesting 

that al-Qaeda was a creation of the CIA. It invokes the pledge of allegiance to 

the US flag in order to distance itself from George W. Bush Jr. Although it may 

at first appear that Immortal Technique is ‘unpatriotic’, he is in fact clearing 

space from which to criticise the Bush administration, specifically with regard 

to practices that may be deemed undemocratic. The song’s chorus makes its 

view more explicit by claiming that ‘Bin Laden didn’t blow up the projects 

/ It was you, nigga / Tell the truth, nigga (Bush knocked down the towers)’ 

(Immortal Technique, Mos Def & Eminem 2005). The video has visuals of 

three passenger planes crossing the screen vertically in the background as an 

image of Bin Laden slides into the foreground, followed by an image of Bush. 
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The simplicity of this animation is more striking than another fan 

video, by Itchy and Scratchy, which features footage of US news broadcasts, 

coverage of war in the Middle East and the attacks on the World Trade Center 

on 11 September 2001. Needless to say, neither the song nor the fan music video 

seems likely to make its way onto mainstream commercial radio or TV owned 

by Fox or MTV. Such cultural expression is not very different from a range of 

media texts produced by artists from the global south – either because of its 

overtly critical political perspectives, or because it does not fit into mainstream 

mass-media categories in terms of format, language or aesthetic. 

Continuities between past and present

In the South African context, much the same marginalisation from media 

has applied to artists’ access to mainstream radio playlists and TV exposure, 

especially with reference to language and the political content of their work. 

One of the earliest South African hip-hop crews, Prophets of da City (POC), 

made this discovery in 1993 when they released Age of Truth. The album was 

banned for challenging the National Party and questioning the process of 

negotiation and reconciliation between the African National Congress (ANC) 

and the ruling National Party with lyrics like: 

Forgive and forget

Nah, it’s easier said than done

Cause who stole the land from the Black man and uhmm...

Beware of the handshake of a damned snake and wait

Before you fall 4 the okey dokey mate 2 negotiate

And motivate towards whatever but I hope you make

The right choice, cause those white boys

Are cunning with their plots against a slight voice

That opposes the plans and schemes of the oppressor

Now what about CODESA?

And can you trust the orange, white and blue
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And the man who banned you and stole your land 2

But how soon we forget

If they say peace, but racism’s not out the door yet

What’s your meaning of peace by the way

No more resistance, is that what you’re trying 2 say

But no justice no peace

Tell your police they can go kiss

The tip of my bazooka

And I am the shooter

And the prosecutor

And you are

Found guilty of murder, rape and larceny

Now you wanna fool with me peace and harmony

But we’re not goin’ out like before we are

Ready 4 Pretoria it’s a new story ja

Well, no, fine

I pay no mind to your schemes

Cause I know the time (Prophets of da City 1993)

POC adopt a militant ‘no justice, no peace’ stance in this song in order to 

interrupt calls for the electorate to ‘forgive and forget’, and express doubts 

about whether the National Party could be trusted during the protracted 

negotiation process in the early nineties. The message in this song, 

‘Understand Where I’m Coming From’, ran counter to dominant media 

messages at the time. The music video, which was aired on the Toyota Top 20 

once in the nineties, featured footage of police brutality in the townships and 

scenes of civil protests juxtaposed with images of the ANC’s Nelson Mandela 

shaking hands with the last president of South Africa’s apartheid regime, 

F.W. de Klerk (Haupt 2001). The rappers express a measure of scepticism 

towards the achievement of social justice through negotiations with the 

apartheid government; hence the lyrics, ‘But no justice no peace / Tell your 

police they can go kiss / The tip of my bazooka’ (Prophets of da City 1993). 
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Lyrical challenges to dominant discursive formations aside, the work 

of early hip-hop heads is significant because they indigenised hip-hop, thanks 

to their use of local dialects and idiomatic expressions. In fact, POC are largely 

credited with blazing the trail for gamtaal (a non-standard Afrikaans dialect) 

as well as African languages in their music (Haupt 2001). As the English POC 

lyrics above suggest, the localisation of the genre went beyond merely rapping 

in languages other than English: they also addressed very local concerns. 

In Age of Truth, they had Ishmael Morabe (ex-Skeem and now Jozi), Junior 

Danisa Dread (Boom Shaka), Ready D and Shaheen Arfiefdien rapping in 

English, Afrikaans, Sotho and Zulu – which paved the way for the kwaito and 

spaza rappers to ‘rap in the vernac’. Today, there are scores of MCs rapping 

in their home language about anything from injustice to their Adidas. They 

include Brasse vannie Kaap, Zubz, Tumi, Rattex, Achetypes, Driemanskap, 

Jaak, Jitsvinger, Isaac Mutant, Terror MC, Zulu Boy, Tuks and Morafe. Female 

crew Godessa seem to have continued where POC left off, with Swiss projects 

Banned rappers Prophets of da City performing at the University of the Western Cape
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like the Rogue State Alliance, and creating room for new talent, like Jitsvinger. 

Despite POC’s contribution to validating local cultural expression, the fact is 

the crew struggled to keep afloat after being banned in South Africa – even 

after the fall of apartheid. Co-founder of POC, DJ Ready D (aka Deon Daniels), 

reflects upon his experiences with POC in a Facebook note:

On this album [Age of Truth] we were spitting lyrical armour-piercing 

rounds at the powers that be. We also introduced the first official 

‘vernac’ hip hop project to South Africa. This was a multilingual 

assault on conventional and oppressive thinking. South Africa was 

at its most dangerous at this point because apartheid visibility was 

coming to an end. The previous government needed votes in the 

Western Cape: that’s why our efforts were blocked all the time. We 

were banned from radio, TV and all major live events. POC became 

the crown of thorns to those who oppressed, sold us out and chose to 

remain victims. (Daniels 2009) 

DJ Ready D (aka Deon Daniels), co-founder of Prophets of da City
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The context in which POC operated was mass-meditated, meaning that 

political and cultural gatekeeping processes could be centralised. This was 

especially true of the apartheid state, which controlled radio and television 

broadcasts through its mouthpiece, the SABC. Although it is true that a host 

of emerging black musicians from a range of genres have been able to access 

mass media more readily in the democratic dispensation, it is also true that 

these musicians had to negotiate the legacy of apartheid, which saw to it that 

people placed a lower premium on local cultural expression. Furthermore, 

the music industry is dominated by music and media conglomerates from 

the global north. It is for these reasons that musician Robin Auld and others 

have established the South African Music Quota Coalition (SAMQC). This 

organisation frames the issues as follows on its Facebook page:

It has become abundantly clear that the legislation on local music 

quotas has failed and that ICASA [Independent Communications 

Authority of South Africa] will not deliver.

Where industrialised countries like Holland and France have 

a 40% local music quota for commercial radio, and African countries 

like Ghana have 75%, South Africa has 25% with which to battle the 

barrage of mainly American and UK product.

This 25% is ignored daily by many major stations due to 

loopholes such as playing local content in the early hours of the 

morning, non-enforcement, and being allowed to use gig guides and 

interviews to offset their quota. Even at 25%, that would mean one 

in four songs played on the radio would be South African, which is 

plainly not the case.

Collection agency SAMRO [South African Music Rights 

Organisation] sends hundreds of millions out of the country every 

year in SA airplay royalties, and the foreign-owned labels that 

spoonfeed our broadcast industry earned 452 million [rands] for their 

overseas head offices in 2001. (www.risa.org.za) (Auld 2009) 
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Citing statistics from the Recording Industry of South Africa (RISA), 

SAMQC argues that the low music quota and poor enforcement of this quota 

encourage capital flight at the expense of South African musicians. In a 

report on the microeconomic strategy for the music industry in the Western 

Cape, Gwenn Ansell, Helena Barnard and Phillippa Barnard contend that the 

issue is somewhat more complex than the low quota of 25 per cent, given that 

the proportion of South African music that is played in reality is lower than 

specified by ICASA.

The commercial station quota is low, and in practice lower because it 

includes advertising music. ‘Local’ is not defined in the regulations 

as relating to region or province, but merely to national origin. In 

addition, no distribution through broadcast hours is legislated, so 

local music can be ghettoised into specialist hours, and these can be 

placed in late-night or early-morning slots outside peak listenership. 

Radio station formats (‘urban’, ‘adult contemporary’ etc.) determine 

which local music is placed on the ‘playlists’: the pre-selections from 

which DJs are permitted to compile programmes (although specialist-

genre DJs and those on community stations may have slightly more 

freedom). Sometimes advertisers’ explicitly expressed preferences 

will determine what type of music wraps their advertisement; some 

advertisers still believe that international music signifies high-

spending listeners or those with an aspirational lifestyle. These 

constraints exist universally in broadcasting and affect airplay choices 

more significantly than the bias or ‘payola’ bribery often suggested by 

musicians, even though these do exist.  

(Ansell, Barnard & Barnard 2007: 63)

Commercial radio stations, which rely on advertising revenue to a large 

extent, are, therefore, swayed by commercial imperatives that are biased 

against South African music. Gaps in the policy also allow such stations 
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to work around the broad requirements laid down by ICASA. The problem 

identified by DJ Ready D, therefore, goes beyond banning or refusing to 

playlist politically subversive music – the issue has economic consequences 

that potentially undermine efforts to develop the arts and create 

opportunities for more diverse cultural expression in the face of concerns 

about US cultural imperialism. 

However, research by Tuulikki Pietilä suggests that the situation may 

not be as bleak as the SAMQC suggests. Pietilä contends that the balance 

between international and South African music sales is more or less even, 

and local ‘repertoire sales have been steadily growing since the end of 

apartheid, which is an important reason why record sales are increasing 

in South Africa while they are decreasing in most other countries in the 

world’ (Pietilä 2009: 233). This could be explained by the fact that in the 

years after apartheid, South Africa saw the return of exiled jazz musicians 

like Miriam Makeba and Hugh Masekela, and the ascendance of a host 

of younger jazz musicians, like Paul Hanmer, the late Moses Molelekwa, 

Judith Sephuma and Vusi Mahlasela, who were well received in South 

Africa. During this time, the affirmation of black cultural expression could 

be witnessed in the birth of new genres of music, like kwaito, as well as 

the growing interest in hip-hop artists who performed in more diverse 

languages. Discussing the desegregation of jazz venues after 1994, David 

Coplan writes: ‘Despite the new cultural imperialism promoted by the 

merging neo-liberal macroeconomic regime in the capitalist north, South 

Africa’s urban musical communities entered the 1990s with a tremendous 

sense of openness and optimism’ (Coplan 2008: 342). In addition, Afrikaans 

pop musicians, such as Steve Hofmeyr, Kurt Darren, Dozi, Nadine, Nianell, 

Patricia Lewis and the late Worsie Visser, have long commanded large fan 

bases. In fact, the Afrikaans music industry, which has a consumer base that 

is 64 per cent white, has grown significantly by targeting expatriates and by 

exploring digital marketing and distribution (Ansell, Barnard & Barnard 

2007: 30). Nevertheless, the SAMQC’s concerns about capital flight and the 

international music industry’s power over South African markets, through 
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organisations like the RISA, should not be underestimated. RISA is a ‘trade 

association representing the collective interests of producers of music sound 

recordings in South Africa’ (RISA 2009). In terms of representation, any 

music label may apply for membership of RISA and the association prides 

itself on never having refused anyone’s application for membership and for 

never having expelled members. Although RISA purports that members’ 

interests are represented equally, the 2009 version of its website  provides the 

following description of the value of voting power:

In a primary sense, all members have equal status with one primary 

vote in general meetings. However, additional votes are allocated 

to members in accordance with their financial contributions to the 

organisation, by payment of a levy on all units of cassettes, CDs and 

DVDs that are either manufactured, acquired or imported into South 

Africa. (RISA 2009) 

The one member, one vote principle is, therefore, not practised – it is 

members’ financial contributions to RISA that actually determine specific 

interest groups’ ability to steer votes on certain issues. It is hard to imagine 

that the major music labels do not exercise their financial influence and, 

by implication, their voting power in RISA policy decisions – such as the 

decision to launch the RISA Anti-Piracy Unit. William Patry writes that there 

are ‘only four major record labels in the world: Sony/BMG, Universal Music 

Group, Warner Music Group, and EMI. Of these four, EMI and Warner are 

not part of larger media conglomerates’ (Patry 2009: 119). This fact alone 

is not compelling, given that media monopolisation is hardly a new feature 

of the media environment. What is startling, however, is that these four 

labels have cornered about 75 per cent of global market share and over 80 

per cent of the US market (Patry 2009: 120). With these statistics in mind, it 

is arguable that organisations such as RISA are avenues through which the 

global hegemony of the major labels is extended and maintained. 

The influence of the major labels over the development of the 

South African music industry is demonstrated by the ongoing stand-off 
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between these labels and the interest groups in the local industry. RISA, the 

South African Music Performance Rights Association (SAMPRA), which 

represents RISA members, SAMRO, the Performers’ Organisation of South 

Africa (POSA), which was established by SAMRO, and the Companies and 

Intellectual Property Registration Office (CIPRO) have been locked in a battle 

with radio broadcasters over performance royalties. Journalist Diane Coetzer 

writes that radio stations have not paid royalties for the broadcasting of sound 

recordings since 2002 amendments to copyright legislation were made. 

Rates were not set by the amendments, and radio broadcasters claim that the 

music labels’ (SAMPRA) rates are not affordable (Coetzer 2008: 16). A panel 

discussion, chaired by arts journalist Bongani Madonda, was held on this 

issue at the Moshito Music Conference and Exhibition in 2010, and it was 

clear that this matter was far from resolved. The dispute, however, is more 

complex than implied by Coetzer’s narrative of a difference of opinion about 

tariffs between broadcasters and the music industry. After Moshito, POSA 

launched a petition to Rob Davies, the minister of Trade and Industry, to 

change copyright law so that clarity over the payment of needletime8 royalties 

can be secured (SAMRO 2011). SAMRO points out that, although Regulations 

on the Establishment of Collecting Societies in the Music Industry came 

into effect in 2006, and although the Copyright Act (No. 98 of 1978) and 

the Performers’ Protection Act (1967) were amended in 2002, needletime 

royalties have not been paid to musicians – largely because the laws are not 

sufficiently harmonised, thereby leaving room for contrasting interpretations 

of how royalties should be administered. On the one hand, SAMPRA should 

administer 50 per cent of needletime royalties to the record companies that 

it represents, while, on the other hand, POSA is supposed to administer the 

other 50 per cent on behalf of its members ‘who performed on the sound 

recordings in question’ (SAMRO 2011). 

Generally, there are two kinds of copyright in recorded music: one  

is vested in the composition of the music (including the music and the 

lyrics) and the other right is in the recording of that music (Matzukis 2010).  
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The copyright in the composition gives rise to other rights, such as 

‘mechanical rights (the right to make copies) and performance rights (the 

right to publicly perform, broadcast or diffuse the song)’ (Matzukis 2010). 

The copyright in the recording of the work refers to the right ‘flowing from 

the ownership of the actual recording of a performance of the song/s (or the 

master), as opposed to the composition’ (Matzukis 2010). Until the changes 

were made to the Copyright Act and Performers’ Protection Act in 2002, 

South African law did not make it possible to claim royalties arising from the 

broadcast performance of recorded music – it merely made provision for the 

collection of royalties arising from the rights in the composition. Essentially, 

a new revenue stream has been opened up, but legal uncertainties first need 

to be resolved. The situation has been exacerbated in ongoing legal action, 

with SAMPRA at one end of the conflict and CIPRO, SAMRO and POSA at 

the other. SAMPRA collects needletime royalties from broadcasters and is 

meant to distribute 50 per cent of that revenue to its members (music labels) 

and the other half to POSA, which represents recording artists. SAMRO 

explains the difference of opinion thus:

SAMPRA interprets the law as saying that they have to pay over 

the recording artists’ share of royalties to record companies, and 

not to POSA. SAMPRA insists that record companies can decide 

on a different split and they also have the right to deduct whatever 

expenses, including advances paid to recording artists, from the 

artists’ share of the needletime rights royalties.

However, POSA and CIPRO disagree, arguing that SAMPRA 

should only distribute to record companies their 50 per cent share 

and that record companies do not have the right to deduct anything, 

including advances, from recording artists’ share of the royalties. 

Furthermore, POSA and CIPRO maintain that the share of 

royalties belonging to POSA members should be paid by SAMPRA to 

POSA, which will then distribute the money to the relevant recording 

artists. (SAMRO 2011)
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SAMPRA also maintains that it needs an agreement from all of RISA’s 1 500 

members and all performers who have contributed to recorded musical 

works in order to implement the 50/50 split in royalties accruing from 

needletime (Matzukis 2010). Advocate Nick Matzukis points out that this is a 

‘ridiculous and impossible situation, compounded by the fact that performers 

change companies and in most cases do not have agreements regarding 

needletime in their recording contracts’ (Matzukis 2010). In January 2010, 

CIPRO threatened to withdraw SAMPRA’s accreditation and, consequently, 

SAMPRA sued the minister of Trade and Industry and CIPRO (SAMRO 

2011). In his elucidation on the issue, Matzukis poses some rhetorical 

questions on the matter: 

Could it be that SAMPRA, RISA, SAMRO and/or POSA are willing 

to go to court, prolong this matter and keep artists and labels waiting 

in the hope that at the end of the battle their organization will control 

the entire honey pot to the exclusion of all others? Could it be that 

institutional greed is at the heart of this? I sincerely hope not, but I 

leave it for you to decide. (Matzukis 2010) 

The matter is unresolved. This means that musicians’ 50 per cent share of 

R80 million in needletime royalties, which has reportedly been collected 

by SAMPRA, has not been distributed to musicians via POSA. The major 

labels have a considerable amount of power in South Africa and the means to 

engage in litigation matters relating to royalties and collecting societies for a 

protracted period. 

Parallel to this battle, The African Commons Project (TACP) and the 

National Consumers’ Forum (NCF) launched a petition to the Department 

of Trade and Industry (DTI), calling for it to ‘establish a consultative, 

development-focused copyright review’ (TACP 2010). The petition calls for 

key changes to South African copyright law:

 ◆ Retaining the current standard 50-year copyright term mandated 

by international instruments and resisting the push from some 

developed countries for a 70-year term or longer.
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 ◆ Enabling access for the visually disabled with an amendment which 

removes barriers to access for disabled persons.

 ◆ Reviewing and amending copyright exceptions and limitations, 

as many of the current exceptions and limitations in the Act are 

ambiguous and/or outdated.

 ◆ Addressing how to use orphan works with a clause that allows for 

permission-free use of a copyrighted work on reasonable terms when 

the  rights holder cannot be located to obtain permission.

 ◆ Ensuring harmonisation between different acts and policies, 

for example conflicts that are apparent between the Electronic 

Communications and Transactions Act (ECT) (No. 25 of 2002) and 

the Copyright Act.

 ◆ Examining the scope of protection in order to promote the public 

domain as a vital pool of non-copyrighted resources that encourages 

learning and innovation by South Africans. (TACP 2010) 

If the DTI takes up these suggestions, measures for protecting the public 

domain will ensure that virtually perpetual copyright terms, as legislated in 

the US, will not prevent non-commercial works, which may have educational, 

developmental or historical value, from being accessible to the public. South 

Africans’ constitutionally enshrined rights of free speech, academic freedom 

and access to knowledge would thus be protected by limited copyright terms 

and clear measures that facilitate commercial and non-commercial access 

to works, thereby ensuring when works are in the public domain and when 

permission needs to be obtained for their use. In this regard, fair-dealing 

exceptions that take heed of changing technologies and the ways in which 

consumers and producers use and distribute newer forms of media products 

would also facilitate commerce, innovation and the democratic right of 

access to knowledge. In essence, the petition recognises that the balance 

between rights holders and the public interest needs to be maintained, 

and that extended copyright terms and very limited fair-dealing exceptions 

to copyright law do not serve the public interest in democratic societies. 
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Harmonisation between different acts and policies relating to copyright 

law, commercial transactions, electronic communications and collecting 

societies would also, for example, resolve disputes, such as the needletime 

issue. In this regard, government seems to be responsive to attempts at 

dialogue. At the beginning of 2011, the DTI established a Copyright Review 

Commission (CRC) to evaluate the efficiency of collecting societies that 

collect and distribute royalties. The time frame for the review process was 

February to July 2011, and interest groups were invited to make submissions 

to the CRC by 31 March 2011. The efforts of POSA, the NCF and the TACP 

have, therefore, not gone unnoticed and there is a reasonable expectation that 

monopolistic corporate interests will not necessarily prevail. 

Besides the issues of playlists, royalties, copyright law, market 

share and media monopolisation, racism has also played a particular role 

in shaping South Africa’s music industry. For example, Ansell, Barnard 

and Barnard write that state support for music education was informed by 

apartheid policy:

In South Africa under apartheid investments were made into the 

classical music tradition, not only through the provision of an 

infrastructure (e.g. the old CAPAB) but also directly to musicians, for 

example through SABC commissions for classical works by Arnold 

van Wyk and Hubert du Plessis at Stellenbosch. While the European 

classical music tradition was always privileged, both before and under 

apartheid, it was seen as a study and performance realm exclusive to 

whites. (Ansell, Barnard & Barnard 2007: 19)

Ansell, Barnard and Barnard contend that popular music by white musicians 

did not get financed, but that it did receive airplay (Ansell, Barnard & 

Barnard 2007: 19). However, black urban music, like jazz, which did not 

fit into apartheid-era tribal categories, was marginalised. The fact that 

black musicians received less and less airplay impacted negatively on their 

opportunities for securing bookings for live performances (Ansell, Barnard 

& Barnard 2007: 20). In the 1985 edition of his groundbreaking work  
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In Township Tonight! South Africa’s Black City Music and Theatre, David Coplan 

explains that the SABC wielded a great amount of power as a gatekeeper of 

music (Coplan 1985: 194). For example, SABC Radio Bantu censored music 

that referred to ‘explicit sex, the reality of urban African existence, or social 

and political issues’ (Coplan 1985: 194). For this reason, many musicians and 

producers, who were desperate to receive airplay, elected to self-censor their 

work (Coplan 1985: 194). However, white popular musicians began to flourish 

because their English and Afrikaans music contributions worked well to 

further the apartheid state’s aims to segment the music industry along ethnic 

lines (Ansell, Barnard & Barnard 2007: 20). Not only did the Group Areas 

Act and Separate Amenities Act restrict black musicians’ access to live venues 

and events, but white musicians also pressurised the authorities to ensure 

that black artists could not perform in city clubs and auditoriums (Coplan 

1985: 191). Responsibility for racialised inequalities in the development 

of black cultural expression, therefore, goes beyond the bureaucratic and 

administrative decisions of the apartheid regime. The music industry’s 

contribution to the exploitation and marginalisation of black musicians 

should not be underestimated. In an article on ownership and control in the 

South African and global music industry, Pietilä holds that the appropriation 

of intellectual property, as evidenced in the story of Solomon Linda’s song 

‘Mbube’ and the sole author and producer credits on Paul Simon’s Graceland, 

is not unique to South Africa.

The idiosyncrasies of the South African case derive from the 

particular political history of racial segregation, which has given 

different categories of people very differential access to resources 

and possibilities for self-realization. In their form, however, the 

problems in the South African music industry follow the logic of 

appropriation more common in the global music industry. This 

logic derives from the rationale of rewards in [the] music industry, 

which is based on rights ownership and control. The forms of 

appropriation consequently vary from a downright illegitimate 

signing of another person’s composition under one’s own name to a 
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totally lawful transfer of a music creator’s rights through a recording 

and publishing contract to a record producer and publisher. Even 

though one of the basic justifications for the copyright system is that 

it purportedly motivates creators to create, in practice it has been very 

effective in motivating music industry actors to amass rights and in 

that way rewards and profits to themselves. (Pietilä 2009: 230–231)

In the case of Solomon Linda, it is arguable that the transfer of his song 

‘Mbube’, which became one of the most covered songs in US pop history 

and went on to become a hit on The Lion King soundtrack by Disney, to Gallo 

was legal. However, questions remain about Linda’s bargaining power in his 

negotiations in the context of apartheid and about his ability to decode the 

legal contract that he had entered into – particularly in the face of his lack 

of professional legal advice. In film-maker François Verster’s documentary 

about Solomon Linda (A Lion’s Trail), an interview with musician Joe 

Mogotsi reveals how it would have been possible for Linda to sign away 

the rights to his composition. Mogotsi says that he was not asked to sign 

a contract, but was told to sign something marked ‘petty-cash voucher’ 

(Jonker 2004; Verster 2002). Mogotsi did not realise that the so-called 

petty-cash voucher also contained ‘a clause ceding copyright in his music, 

and all rights to subsequent royalties, to Gallo’ (Jonker 2004). Writing for 

the now-defunct This Day newspaper, legal scholar Julian Jonker notes that 

the song sold 100 000 copies in South Africa and, 10 years later, made its 

way across the Atlantic with a stack of 78s to Decca Records (Jonker 2004). 

The song was nearly dumped, but was saved by folklorist Alan Lomax, who 

passed it on to Pete Seeger (Jonker 2004). Seeger amended the song and 

renamed it ‘Wimoweh’, which went to number six for The Weavers on the 

music charts. George David Weiss also rearranged the song, added 10 new 

words to the lyrics and renamed it ‘The Lion Sleeps Tonight’, which also 

became a hit (Jonker 2004). It is this version of the song that features in 

the popular Disney feature film and theatre show The Lion King. Although 

the song was popular each time a new artist performed it, Solomon Linda 
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did not receive any of the royalties and he died a pauper. In fact, one of his 

daughters died of AIDS-related complications, largely because the Linda 

family could not afford proper healthcare. Ironically, the song generated an 

estimated $15 million in royalties (Jonker 2004). Lawyer Owen Dean and 

the DTI have since taken up Linda’s case by initiating legal action against 

Disney. The case was settled out of court for an undisclosed amount of 

money. No legal precedent was, therefore, set.9 This situation is not very 

different from the experience of black musicians in the US. K.J. Greene 

links the broader context of racial discrimination to the challenges that 

African-American musicians had to negotiate: 

In practice, Blacks as a class received less protection for artistic 

musical works due to (1) inequalities of bargaining power, (2) the 

clash between the structural elements of copyright law and the 

oral predicate of Black culture, and (3) broad and pervasive social 

discrimination which both devalued Black contributions to the arts 

and created greater vulnerability to exploitation and appropriation 

of creative works. This phenomenon of cultural appropriation 

experienced by Black artists compares to the history of legal 

subordination experienced by African-Americans under property law 

principles. (Greene 1999: 356–357) 

Greene, therefore, connects the narrative of cultural appropriation to that 

of legal and political marginalisation, which legitimated the appropriation 

of property. In John Locke’s four principles, which influenced the rationale 

for the Statute of Anne in 1709 and, subsequently, the copyright clause 

in the American Constitution (1787), labour hardly seemed to apply to 

enslaved Africans and subsequent generations of African Americans. The 

first principle, the natural law principle, is that every ‘man’ had the rights 

to the fruits of ‘his’ labour given that ‘he’ had rights of property in his body 

(Davies 2002: 13–17). The second principle is that ‘he’ thus had the right 

to be rewarded justly for ‘his’ labour and that this just reward leads to the 

third principle, the stimulus for creativity principle. These three principles 
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meet social requirements because authors are encouraged to produce works 

that enrich society. In addition to the gendered language that informs the 

rationale for modern copyright law, a key exception to these principles is 

enslaved Africans, who were deprived from rights over their own bodies – in 

essence, slaves were property. If they were property and deprived of the 

right of property in their own bodies, they were not able to derive economic 

value from their physical and intellectual labour. As Patricia Hill Collins 

contends, ‘Once held as slaves, black people gained no income from their 

labor’ (Collins 2005: 55). 

The Statute of Anne was passed in order to break the monopoly of 

the Stationers’ Company, which functioned as a de facto censor for the 

British Crown (Davies 2002). The statute places a high premium on the 

rights of individual authors to enjoy a monopoly of their work for a limited 

term to stimulate their creativity – in order to incentivise the production 

of new knowledge by the author so that the public may benefit from such 

knowledge (Davies 2002).10 Once the author’s monopoly over the work 

expires, the work enters the public domain. As my earlier discussion of 

the Sonny Bono Copyright Term Extension Act suggests, the original 

aim of the Statute of Anne and the first copyright clause in the American 

Constitution (1787) has now been subverted. As Pietilä argues, it is rights 

holders (read: corporations), and not necessarily the authors, that now benefit 

from extended copyright terms. This certainly appears to be true in the case 

of Solomon Linda, who did not live long enough to enjoy a portion of the 

royalties generated by his composition ‘Mbube’. 

Be that as it may, it should be noted that Pietilä’s and Greene’s 

research suggests that the noble principle of balance between the rights 

holders, who are invariably corporations and often not the composers of 

songs, and the public is tempered by the history of racism. If, within the 

context of slavery and subsequent legalised racial segregation, black subjects 

did not have rights in their own bodies and were not legally entitled to the 

fruits of their labour, it follows that copyright law – and property law, for that 

matter – was never designed to protect black subjects’ interests. This may 
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be why Richard Schur draws a comparison between mainstream hip-hop 

artists’ obsession with ‘bling’ and victims of the slave trade, who were the 

objects of property law: ‘Perhaps the hardship most shared by the slaves and 

today’s hip-hop generation is a general exclusion from the market economy. 

Hip-hop’s aesthetics reenacts the slave narratives’ desire to become the 

subjects of property law’ (Schur 2009: 8).

New strategies for reaching audiences

As my discussion of fan music videos on YouTube suggests, one possible 

solution is for artists to explore new ways of reaching audiences, be it 

merely for the sale of their music or to engage in social and political issues. 

Some of the South African artists who have employed online strategies are 

Godessa, Black Noise, Rattex, Driemanskap, Zubz, Tumi and the Volume, 

Suburban Menace and Skwatta Kamp, to name a few. For the most part, 

they have employed Myspace, Facebook, YouTube, SoundCloud, Reverbation 

and WordPress to publicise their gigs, music videos, albums or causes. The 

work of the Beat Bangaz crew is particularly worth noting. The Beat Bangaz 

comprise DJ Ready D, DJ E20 and DJ Azuhl. The three DJs used their profile 

as scratch DJs in order to perform at high-profile gigs as well as to organise 

community projects. They have worked with corporate partners, like Red 

Bull, and non-profit organisations in order to run school workshops and 

performances, relying on networking at schools and running campaigns 

via mass and social media. DJ Azuhl has complemented this work by 

launching an NGO called Hip-Hop Education South Africa in collaboration 

with DJ Eazy. The two artists have been involved in running a hip-hop show, 

G.H.E.T.T.O. P.I.M.P. Show, at the University of Cape Town’s UCT Radio for 

over five years. Like Bush Radio’s Headwarmers, which is now run by Wanda 

Mxosana, the show offers Cape hip-hop heads the opportunity to engage with 

each other, access publicity and consume hip-hop music that does not easily 

receive airplay on mainstream radio stations. 
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Azuhl and Eazy’s school project, Hip-Hop Education South Africa, 

operates as the Faculty of Hip-Hop. The late Mr Fat of Brasse vannie Kaap 

and former UCT student Richard Bradstreet were instrumental in launching 

the hip-hop show at UCT Radio, and Bradstreet was a key driver of the 

Faculty of Hip-Hop’s music recording project for aspiring hip-hop MCs. The 

Faculty of Hip-Hop has, therefore, combined a variety of media approaches 

to engage hip-hop enthusiasts. Other hip-hop activists who have launched 

hip-hop initiatives include Monishia Schoeman, Earl Mentor and Shameema 

Williams (formerly of Godessa, which participated in a Swiss–South African 

project, Rogue State Alliance). The non-profit organisation Heal the Hood 

has a history that goes back to the late nineties. Founded by Black Noise’s 

Emile Jansen, Heal the Hood produces annual events, such as the Hip-Hop 

Indaba and African Battle Cry, where hip-hop DJs, MCs and b-boys and b-girls 

DJ Azuhl and DJ Eazy, founders of the school education project Hip-Hop Education South Africa
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(breakdancers) compete with each other and participate in hip-hop workshops. 

Jansen also uses his crew and Heal the Hood to run school workshops and 

educational tours both in and outside South Africa. Some of the themes 

addressed by Heal the Hood have included racism and xenophobia. Jansen’s 

approach has been to take his projects to any available community venues – 

schools, libraries, community halls or theatres. He has also embraced social 

media in order to publicise his projects and gigs. One example of such an 

initiative is his use of Facebook to launch a campaign in 2009 called Create a 

Positive Poster in order to draw attention to the negative ways in which black 

and/or coloured Cape Flats working-class communities are represented by 

local tabloids, such as Die Son and the Daily Voice, which are owned by media 

conglomerates Naspers and Independent Newspapers, respectively:

So this is a Cape Flats ‘VOETSEK!!!’ [get lost] to the Son, Voice and 

the Argus for insulting our mense [people] daily and a WAKE UP! 

to our mense [people] to BOYCOTT these newspapers who INSULT 

US. Also, let’s lobby our community delegates to parliament, ward 

councillors to insist that they remove all these posters from our 

communities or that they have a balance of positive and their usual 

KAK [shit]. (E Jansen 2009)

The online campaign was supported by a community event that allowed 

participants to engage in discussion and planning. More recently, Jansen also 

canvassed support for a debate on racism in the Western Cape in an effort to 

bring black and coloured hip-hop heads together. These events offer evidence 

of a counter-discourse circulating outside of the mainstream media online, 

in his workshops (on racism and xenophobia, for example), in his music 

and on stage at Black Noise performances.11 A verse from a work in progress 

(‘Power to the People’, which Jansen posted on Facebook for comment) from 

his forthcoming album gives one a sense of his politics:

The people have no power it’s a dictatorship democracy  

After elections, decisions are made independently  

Deny the Dali [sic] Lama entry for Chinese puppetry  
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Who flung dung at our humanitarian legacy  

They know what’s best see, remember showers cure HIV  

And no ARV, cause we don’t support the death penalty  

Give arms to the poor, poor European arms deal  

Tokyo’s their apprentice, is this freedom for real  

Banks are owned by billionaires who even take bank charges  

Politicians get Manual kick-backs for fat asses  

The class is half empty and the crack is getting bigger  

Remember Chris Hani, Mr Capitalist nigger  

Go figure the current system of greed’s completely obsolete  

A perfect opportunity to start anew, so press delete…  

The heat is on, a black man’s won or is he just fall-guy  

A brilliant distraction for the YES WE CAN…high

(Jansen 2010)

Emile Jansen
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In part, Jansen is offering a critique here of the rise of neoliberal economic 

policies in post-apartheid South Africa, which did little to narrow the 

racialised class divide (Gumede 2005; Mbeki 2009). The way in which 

Jansen frames South Africa’s transformation as a story of continuing 

injustice echoes Moeletsi Mbeki’s summary of the situation that South 

Africa’s ruling party finds itself in:

The ANC is caught in a quandary. On the one hand, its members and 

leaders want to preserve, largely intact, the economic system inherited 

from the National Party era so that they can benefit from it. On the 

other hand, they hanker for change that will ameliorate the growing 

inequalities and pauperisation among blacks. (Mbeki 2009: 92–93)12

It is from this perspective that we can make sense of the anger and feeling of 

betrayal expressed in ‘Power to the People’, as well as the anger that Jansen 

expresses at the ways in which corporate-owned media have represented ‘our 

mense’ (our people). 

A younger set of MCs from Secunda, Mthabisi ‘Enspektah’ Mpofu, 

Mpumelelo ‘Pava Gunz’ Mpofu and Isaac ‘Hoody Hoodsta’ Mongoato, 

employed YouTube to launch their scathing attack on South African 

president, Jacob Zuma, with their song ‘My Prezident’s a Pimp’. At the time 

of writing, the song had scored only 7 137 views, but it managed to draw the 

attention of the Daily Voice, and the news article was subsequently posted on 

the website of this tabloid’s sister news portal, Independent Online’s Tonight 

(www.tonight.co.za). The video is essentially a low-budget slideshow of press 

photographs featuring Jacob Zuma and ex-ANC Youth League president 

Julius Malema interspersed with stills of the rap crew. The song, which was 

posted soon after it came to light that Zuma had fathered the child of his 

close friend Irvin Khoza’s daughter, Sonono Khoza, criticises the president 

for setting a poor example to the South African youth:

My president’s a pimp without the pink suit

with an appetite for forbidden fruit

The new constitution grants freedom of polygamy
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so he took the opportunity to start many a new family 

Has 21 kids, another 12 under clothes

My president’s got hos in different area codes

My president devours everything on his plate

Prostitute platter with virgin soup, he don’t discriminate

As the head we expect to practice what you preach

telling the youth to condomise, but contradicting what you preach

Ruthless with the penis, my president’s the meanest

daughters everywhere with more sons than the planet Venus

(Enspektah, Hoody Hoodsta & Pava Gunz 2010)

The rappers’ image evokes a gangster-rap, Hollywood stereotype of the pimp, 

a signifier of both sexual exploitation of women and heterosexist power, in 

order to suggest that the president’s view of women and safe sexual practices 

falls far short of what they expect of a country’s president. Despite the fact 

that the rappers’ intention is to frame Zuma in a critical light, it can be 

argued that the song’s image of the ‘ho’ (whore) confirms gangster rap’s 

derogatory misogynist representations of women (see Sharpley-Whiting 

2007; Collins 2005) as it is not only Jacob Zuma who is being judged in 

this verse, but also the women in his life who are positioned as ‘hos’ and 

prostitutes. Negative gender stereotypes are thus reproduced in the song. 

While the rappers criticise the president for his extra-marital affair, 

they also frame his polygamous marriages negatively, notwithstanding 

the fact that they acknowledge that the constitution affords him this right. 

In a City Press op ed on the subject of polygamy, scholar Pumla Gqola 

challenges critics who demonise polygamy. She contends that we ‘live 

in a world where polygamous marriages are a minority, but patriarchy is 

the norm and HIV/Aids infection rates are high’ (Gqola 2012:  online).13 

Furthermore, she contends that detractors of polygamy equally need to 

recognise ‘the widespread domestic abuse, child abuse and other forms 

of violence in homes characterised by monogamous marriage’ (Gqola 

2012: online).14  In essence, she holds that monogamous marriage, as an 
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alternative to polygamy, does not automatically safeguard the interests of 

women against patriarchy. 

However, from the rappers’ perspective, Zuma’s relationships with 

women as well as the children that he has fathered signify an unrestrained 

sexual appetite; hence the use of the verb ‘devour’ and the phrase ‘he 

don’t discriminate’ (Enspektah, Hoody Hoodsta & Pava Gunz 2010). The 

lyrics therefore seem to suggest that the president has interpreted his  

constitutional right to polygamous relationships as a license to do as he 

pleases in sexual terms. The most revealing line is, ‘Ruthless with the penis, 

my president’s the meanest’ (Enspektah, Hoody Hoodsta & Pava Gunz 

2010). To be ruthless with one’s penis suggests that one uses it as a weapon; 

the characterisation of the president as ‘the meanest’ seems to confirm this 

reading. As already indicated, the song was produced as a response to news 

that Zuma had fathered a child out of wedlock with his friend Irvin Khoza’s 

daughter (Smith 2010:  online).15 No claims of a coercive sexual encounter 

were made in coverage of this news event and charges have not been laid to 

date. With this in mind, it is possible that the rappers’ characterisation of 

the president and the women in his life has been informed by press coverage 

of his rape trial, in which he was subsequently acquitted, as well as political 

cartoonist Zapiro’s influential depictions of Zuma. 

The rape trial has been the focus of work by a range of scholars (Gqola 

2007; Hassim 2009; Ratele 2006; Worthington 2010; Hunter 2011; Suttner 

2009; Robins 2008;  Reddy & Potgieter 2006; and Gunner 2008) and 

Zapiro’s satirical cartoons on Zuma have also been analysed by scholars (Bal, 

Pitt, Berthon & DesAutels 2009; Koelbe & Robins 2007; Hammett 2010). 

Without wanting to repeat the detail of these academics’ incisive writing on 

this topic, it would be worthwhile to link some of these insights to the work 

of the Secunda-based rap group, MCs. Zuma testified during the trial that 

although he knew that the complainant was HIV positive, he nevertheless 

had unprotected sexual intercourse with her, that after the sexual encounter 

he had taken a shower instead and that the sex had been consensual. Zapiro’s 

response to news of this testimony was to draw  him with a shower head 
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fixed onto his head in all of his subsequent cartoons, including cartoons 

about Zuma facing corruption charges, which were withdrawn in 2009 

(Hammett 2010). 

One cartoon, in particular, drew a great deal of criticism from gender 

activists and the ANC. It depicts Zuma in a gang rape scene in which 

Julius Malema (former ANCYL president), Gwede Mantashe (ANC), Blade 

Nzimande (SACP) and Zwelinzima Vavi (COSATU) hold Lady Justice down as 

Zuma stands above her with his trousers unbuttoned. The implied narrative is 

that the ANC and the tripartite alliance have raped justice; in essence, justice 

has been subverted during the arms deal investigation and Zuma’s corruption 

trial (Hammett 2010; Bal, Pitt, Berthon & DesAutels 2009). Zapiro implies 

that ‘the judicial system was/is in danger of being overpowered and abused 

by dominant political figures and alliances who labelled the judiciary 

as “counter-revolutionaries” when rulings went against vested interests’ 

(Hammett 2010: 94). As Daniel Hammett indicates, gender activists held 

that his cartoon depicted sexual violence in a context where gender-based 

violence was unacceptably high (Hammett 2010).  Another objection was 

that Zapiro had deliberately referenced the rape trial to ‘perpetuate the image 

of the black male (and Zuma in particular) as a sexual predator’ (Hammett 

2010: 93). The rape cartoon aside, Zapiro’s persistent use of the shower head 

in his depictions of the president certainly would remind his audience of the 

remarks that he made during the rape trial and may act as a reminder of the 

allegations that were levelled against him. The rape trial has thus been kept 

alive in popular memory – at least amongst those who view Zapiro’s cartoons 

in newspapers, on news websites, on Zapiro’s own site, or through the viral 

circulation of popular or contentious media content via social media or offline 

sharing between peers. This may explain Enspektah, Hoody Hoodsta and 

Pava Gunz’s allusion to sexualised violence in their lyrics. 

The song ends with a rendition of Umshini Wami, which references 

Zuma’s performances outside the court building where his rape trial was held 

as well as at his friend Shabir Shaikh’s corruption trial (Gunner 2008). They 
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therefore make the link to the rape trial explicit. Writing about the conduct 

of Zuma’s supporters outside the court building, particularly with regard to 

the ways in which they maligned and threatened the complainant, Shireen 

Hassim argues that ‘the spectacle of support for Zuma was characterised 

by its masculinist struggle imagery that drew on the most violent and 

antidemocratic aspects of revolution’ (Hassim 2009: 66). Thomas Koelble 

and Steven Robins offer a sense of the atmosphere outside of the court: 

‘Hundreds of Zuma supporters demonstrated every day outside the High 

Court by burning photographs and effigies of the plaintiff, chanting “Burn 

the B ____”. Zuma supporters wearing “100% Zulu Boy” t-shirts intimidated 

and threatened anti-rape protesters who came out to support the “accuser,” as 

the media dubbed her’ (Koelble & Robins 2007: 316). What is worth noting is 

that party or trade union leaders did little to dissuade these actions and they 

did not publically raise concerns about hate speech or incitement to violence. 

Raymond Suttner looks specifically at Zuma’s own performances when he 

interacted with his supporters outside of the court building: 

On most days after emerging from court Zuma would sing his 

‘favourite song’— Umshini wami / Bring me my machine gun. 

Singing about machine guns was itself at one level a manifestation 

of male power over women, a symbolic representation of the power 

of the gun—a phallic symbol. The firing of the gun is a well-known 

representation of ejaculation… In effect the song was a re-enactment 

of a rape (that the court found did not take place). The word 

umshini is widely used as a euphemism for penis in certain villages 

and townships. The motions of the dance also mimicked sexual 

intercourse. (Suttner 2009: 229)  

Koelble and Robins briefly discuss a Zapiro cartoon that was first published 

in the Cape Times on 9  May 2006 after Zuma was found not guilty on 

rape charges. The cartoon features Zuma leaving the Johannesburg High 

Court as he fires sperm from a machine gun. Koelble and Robins offer a 
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meaningful summary of the cartoon that supports Suttner’s interpretation 

of Umshini Wami: 

The machine gun alludes to Zuma having sung a liberation song 

(Umshini Wami) about ‘his machine gun’ to his supporters and how 

he would like to use the gun to dispatch his opponents. The gun fires 

sperm bullets and is aimed at short skirts; the baby oil is ready for 

massaging any willing female; the showerhead refers to his having 

reduced the risk of contracting HIV through taking a shower after 

having had unprotected sex. All this is cloaked in ‘Zuma Culture’ and 

membership in the Communist Party. (Koelble & Robins 2007: 318)

These scholars reveal that Zapiro’s cartoon not only makes explicit the 

military metaphors employed in the performance of the song but also 

emphasises the masculinist notions that underpin it. Suttner’s description 

of the sexualised violence that the performance evokes draws attention 

to its very different origins, as described by Liz Gunner. She writes that 

the song was ‘first composed as a way of giving voice to the desire [of 

MK cadres beyond South Africa’s borders] to return “home” and fight’ 

against the apartheid state (Gunner 2008: 42). Like many struggle songs, 

Umshini Wami reflects the key concerns and debates amongst cadres; 

in this case, it reveals a longing to return home in order to continue the 

armed struggle against the apartheid regime (Gunner 2008). Part of the 

song’s success therefore lies in evoking nostalgia for the era of struggle 

against a clearly defined enemy, a time far-removed from former president 

Thabo Mbeki’s technocratic rule (Gunner 2008). At the same time, the 

aggressive masculinist gender politics of the song speaks to a deep-seated 

conservativism that is at loggerheads with gender activists in the broad 

church of the ANC (Hassim 2009). As indicated before, this rap song did 

not secure significant viral appeal on YouTube and it certainly did not receive 

flak or legal action from Zuma, the ANC or its alliance partners, unlike 

with Zapiro’s work. As Hammett suggests, the Zapiro cartoon controversy 

uncovers core constitutional challenges in South Africa — not only of race 
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and gender but also of judicial independence. Until there is a maturing 

of democracy in South Africa, when political parties and their supporters 

practise their constitutional obligations to tolerance of dissent, freedom of 

speech and of political association, these statements and actions will present 

hurdles to the entrenching of democracy in post-apartheid South Africa 

(Hammett 2010: 95). 

A case in point is the more recent furore about artist Brett Murray’s 

painting, The Spear, which presents Zuma with his penis exposed. The 

painting was featured in an exhibition titled, Hail to the Thief II, at the 

Goodman Gallery in Johannesburg in early May 2012. Unlike the MCs’ 

representation of Zuma being ‘ruthless with the penis’, Murray’s painting 

presents the president’s penis as flaccid. The ANC took the artist, the 

Goodman Gallery and City Press to court to prevent them from displaying 

the image (De Wet 2012: 5). The ANC, Zuma and his daughter, Duduzile 

Zuma-Sambudla, applied to the Gauteng High Court to prevent the painting 

from being distributed, but the matter was postponed indefinitely (De Wet 

2012: 5). Gwede Mantashe then announced that they would lead a march 

to the gallery (De Wet 2012: 5). At the same time, City Press editor Ferial 

Haffajee was facing pressure from the ANC to remove an uncensored 

photograph of the painting from the newspaper’s website. After reports 

of death threats and repeated calls for her to remove the photograph, she 

removed the photograph. In the meantime, the painting was defaced by 

Barend la Grange and Louis Makobela, who appeared to act independently 

(Maphumulo 2012: 1). The gallery met with the ANC and announced that it 

would remove the painting. To paraphrase Gwede Mantashe, the ANC had 

achieved on the streets through mass action what it could not achieve in the 

courts (De Wet 2012: 5). 

The matter raises key questions about the independence of the news 

media and free speech rights in a democracy. On the one hand, the ANC 

argue that Zuma’s right to dignity has been violated and, on the other hand, 

his critics argue that Murray’s and the journalists’ free speech rights were 

under threat. In an op ed Ferial Haffajee explains that she decided to take 
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down images of The Spear as she wanted to extend an olive branch to resolve 

the tense situation (Haffajee 2012: online).16 However, she also indicates that 

fear amidst the threats directed toward her and her colleagues played a major 

role in her decision: 

It was quite shocking to watch three big men of government, the 

SACP general-secretary Blade Nzimande; the governing party’s 

Gwede Mantashe and its spokesperson Jackson Mthembu call City 

Press all manner of names and to call for a boycott. That they have 

failed is neither here nor there; that they did, mark a moment of 

inflexion in our society.17 (Haffajee 2012: online)

Legal principles about free speech and a publically elected official’s right to 

dignity aside, a significant issue that the editor raises is the climate of fear in 

which City Press staff had to work. To echo Hammett’s remarks about Zapiro, 

the public remarks made by the ANC and its alliance partners indicate that a 

constitutionally protected free press was potentially undermined.  Haffajee’s 

explanation of her decision to remove the image from the paper’s website is an 

indication in this regard. Court action was not pursued to its logical end and 

no legal precedent on this matter was established. Constitutional law scholar 

Pierre De Vos writes that ‘politicians in an open and democratic society 

should be expected to face attempts by their political opponents or critics to 

create doubt about their personalities in the eyes of citizens’ (De Vos 2012: 

online).18 De Vos explains, ‘Protecting politicians from any insults by their 

political opponents (or even more pertinently, in works of art) would…not be 

in conformity with the basic requirements for the flourishing of a vibrant 

democracy’ (De Vos 2012: online).19 The court application against Haffajee 

and Murray would have failed because ‘no legally recognised right could be 

shown to have been infringed’ and because ‘no defamation trial [was heard] 

to establish whether unlawful defamation or an infringement of dignity has 

occurred’ (De Vos 2012: online).20 If Zuma had sued City Press, the gallery 

and Murray for defamation and the court had found in his favour, then an 

application to have the image removed would have been successful. However, 
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the prospects for this somewhat lengthier legal process were cut short by calls 

for a boycott of City Press and a march on the Goodman Gallery.

Unlike Murray and Zapiro, the Secunda rappers did not face 

legal action or threats of mass action. In an op ed about the Murray saga, 

Musawenkosi Ndlovu argues that a number of black artists have produced 

work that has been scathing of the president and decidedly unflattering. 

These include Sindiwe Magona’s Beauty’s Gift, which offers a critique 

of black men, and artist Ayanda Mabulu’s artwork Ngcono ihlwempu 

kunesibhanxo sesityebi, which feature nude images of Zuma and Tutu 

(Ndlovu 2012: 9). Ndlovu also mentions insults directed at former president 

Thabo Mbeki by Zuma supporters and COSAS students’ insulting remarks 

about Emeritus Bishop Desmond Tutu. The representation of Zuma in ‘My 

Prezident’s a Pimp’ is therefore not singular; a number of black subjects have 

already been critical of both Zuma and Mbeki. 

Ndlovu asks, ‘What sets these artists apart from Murray and Zapiro?’ 

In essence, he implies that a measure of hypocrisy is at play and that 

arguments about race, colonial depictions of Africans and the dignity of the 

president were merely mobilised to neutralise Zuma’s critics and consolidate 

support for him (Ndlovu 2012: 9). As Bal, Pitt, Berton and DesAutels 

argue, Zuma has been able to utilise ‘the Zapiro cartoon to his benefit’ by 

positioning himself as a ‘victim’ – much the same seems to have happened 

in the Murray case (Bal, Pitt, Berton & DesAutels 2009: 235–236). Although 

‘My Prezident’s a Pimp’ echoes some of the same concerns that have been 

raised by South African news media and cartoonists like Zapiro— and it 

would be interesting to explore the degree to which their views might have 

been shaped by these media—, the internal contradictions in these rappers’ 

own gender discourse support Nancy Worthington’s claims about news media 

coverage of the rape trial, with particular reference to Mail & Guardian Online. 

She states that ‘political discourse, both serious and satirical, overshadowed 

gender-sensitive reporting on sexual assault, although the latter did emerge 

occasionally as context in event-driven stories related to the accuser or her 

supporters’ (Worthington 2010: 609). She holds that the ‘salacious details 
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of the Zuma rape case were irresistible to the tabloid tendencies of South 

Africa’s media’ and that this served their aims to secure readers and, thereby, 

greater advertising revenue (Worthington 2010: 607–608). 

A gendered reading of Zapiro’s rape cartoon supports her argument. 

The cartoonist’s intention to offer a political critique of the ANC and the 

tripartite alliance took precedence over concerns about reinforcing negative 

depictions of gender-based violence. In the first instance, the cartoon displays 

insensitivity toward violence against women and, secondly, it merely employs 

the theme of gender-based violence as a vehicle to make a point about the 

ANC and the tripartite alliance. The social ill of rape itself is not the key 

focus of the cartoon; it is secondary to the criticism of male leaders. This, in 

part, may explain Enspektah, Hoody Hoodsta & Pava Gunz’s approach in 

their song, particularly when it comes to replicating gender stereotypes about 

women. Whilst these marginal artists managed to secure some attention 

from the mainstream press, specifically tabloid media, it did not become as 

controversial as The Spear or Zapiro’s cartoons.  

Marginal artists have also used online media to express their anger 

at corporations. For example, hip-hop musicians released a compilation 

album named Officially Offside in the build-up to the Soccer World Cup 

(SWC) in 2010 in order to draw attention to corporate complicity in crimes 

against South African citizens during apartheid. The compilation – which 

features hip-hop musicians from South Africa, Uganda, Congo, Ghana, 

Italy, France, Iran, Chile, the US and Canada – supports court action by the 

Khulumani Support Group, which launched legal action against ‘Daimler 

AG, Ford and General Motors for supplying armoured vehicles and motor 

parts to the apartheid military and security establishments; against IBM for 

aiding and abetting arbitrary denationalisation by facilitating the removal 

of the South African citizenship of black South Africans using computer 

software designed for this purpose; and against Rheinmetall for providing 

armaments to the security establishment’ (FAQs, Khulumani Red Card 

Campaign). The legal action is being pursued in New York because, under 
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the Alien Tort Claims Act in the US, ‘any person or group of persons 

from another country (an alien) [can] bring a civil claim for damages in a 

US court, where there has been a violation of the law of nations’ (FAQs, 

Khulumani Red Card Campaign). In a conference paper titled Hip-hop 

Popular Music in a Global Collaboration for Sustainable Social Justice and 

Corporate Accountability: From Grahamstown to Chile (Madinda & Jobson 

2011), Xolile Madinda and Marjorie Jobson state that they launched the Red 

Card Campaign because many of the corporations that supported apartheid 

were now sponsors of the SWC in South Africa. This campaign is supported 

by a WordPress blog, a Facebook page, a YouTube music video by Durban 

rapper Ewok21 and a website that addresses broader issues relating to social 

justice.22 Madinda explains how hip-hop artists came to support the Red 

Card Campaign: 

There’s an underground level where you find there’s a community 

of people who are not being controlled by managers and there’s no 

boundaries. There’s a community of people that are willing to work 

together – doesn’t matter where you are. And the national is the home 

grown, where you find people who verify what’s happening in your 

own community – reflecting all of that – they just gather around 

and talk about issues that affect the community…At the same time 

commercial [hip-hop] gets to be global. (Madinda & Jobson 2011) 

Madinda and his fellow artists relied on hip-hop’s underground established 

social networks and online media tools to find like-minded artists and 

activists across national borders in order to gather support for producing 

Officially Offside. 

In a similar vein, Afrikaans vernacular rapper Jitsvinger collaborated 

with Treasure Karoo Action Group (TKAG) to produce a music video titled 

‘Frack Attack’ (hosted on YouTube), which criticises transnational oil 

company Shell’s attempts to mine South Africa’s Karoo region for shale 

gas.23 TKAG chair Jonathan Deal is quoted as saying that this ‘music 
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video will become part of our strategy as we campaign against fracking 

in South Africa in general and the Karoo in particular’.24 This statement 

is an expression of faith in hip-hop and social media’s potential to reach 

audiences and challenge hegemony. The YouTube video has already attracted 

the attention of news media, such as Times Live and Independent Online. 

These hip-hop artists’ collaboration with activists who are engaged in 

challenging transnational corporations reveals that, despite the difficulties 

that marginal and often less-known artists face in the music industry, there 

is a core of hip-hop that operates outside of the formal music industry and 

is geared towards serving non-commercial activist agendas. Their reliance 

on the social networks that are established by hip-hop as well as media 

technologies suggests that they have a certain amount of agency that is not 

to be underestimated.

Xolile Madinda, a hip-hop artist and activist from the Eastern Cape, co-launched the Red Card 
Campaign and helped produce Officially Offside. In 2011, the Mail & Guardian listed him as one of 
the Top 200 Young South Africans, an honour bestowed upon notable South Africans under 35.
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The counter-hegemonic expressions by artists like Madinda, 

Jitsvinger, Jansen, Immortal Technique, Mos Def, Eminem, Enspektah, 

Pava Gunz, Hoody Hoodsta and the rappers who contributed to Officially 

Offside give us a sense of how the internet can be employed as an information 

commons that allows for wider means of participation and circulation of 

views. It is in this sense that the networked, decentralised logic of social-

media tools allows musicians and fans to share music, exchange views, 

rework each other’s ideas and publicise events and workshops. Fraser’s 

contention that the proliferation of competing publics is not necessarily a 

step away from democracy is helpful here (Fraser 1992: 117). She describes 

such publics as ‘subaltern counterpublics’, which she defines as ‘parallel 

discursive arenas where members of subordinated social groups invent and 

circulate counterdiscourses to formulate oppositional interpretations of 

their identities, interests, and needs’ (Fraser 1992: 123). Benkler’s concept 

of the networked public sphere makes Fraser’s description of multiple, 

competing and, therefore, decentralised publics literal. Publics can be 

constituted in multiple spaces through debate and contestation about matters 

of common concern in cyberspace, regardless of geographical barriers and 

national boundaries. Benedict Anderson’s conception of the nation state 

as an ‘imagined community’ is thus reworked because imagined virtual 

communities can now be constituted around matters of common concern, 

regardless of their spatial and temporal location (Anderson 1991: 6). The 

commons of the internet (increasingly via mobile media in the South 

African context) facilitates non-hierarchical social interaction that bypasses 

the gatekeeping functions of traditional news and entertainment media – 

notwithstanding limitations of bandwidth and the extent of the digital divide. 

However, it is debatable whether corporate-owned social-media platforms, 

like Facebook and YouTube, provide an alternative avenue to those who are 

frustrated by the limitations of mass media. For example, José van Dijck asks 

whether optimistic descriptions of users’ agency in their use of social-media 

platforms are overstated. Van Dijck writes:
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First, the concept of user is often bolstered by a deceptive opposition 

between the passive recipient, couched in the rhetoric of ‘old media’, 

and the active participant cast ideally as someone who is well versed in 

the skills of ‘new’ media. Second, participation refers to citizens and 

community activists as well as to people who deploy their skills and 

talents towards a common cause. Yet can terms such as ‘communities’ 

and ‘(cultural) citizenship’ be unequivocally transferred to internet 

communities? And third, now that citizens have become creators 

and arbiters of media content, what role do platform providers play in 

steering the agency of users and communities? (Van Dijck 2009: 43) 

The binary opposition between the assumed passivity of mass-media 

consumers and the active participation of subjects in the production and 

consumption of new media creates the impression that mass-media forms, 

like newspapers and television, were successful in positioning recipients 

of mass-mediated messages as incapable of anything beyond mere 

consumption. It assumes that reading, listening or viewing subjects are not 

able to engage with media discourses critically and that newer media forms 

automatically guarantee wider participation in media production. Van Dijck 

refutes the belief that user-generated content produces active users. He 

contends that just ‘13 per cent are “active creators”, 19 per cent are “critics”, 15 

per cent are “collectors” and 19 per cent join social networking sites such as 

Myspace or Facebook, without necessarily contributing content’ (Van Dijck 

2009: 44). However, the common cause of hip-hop artists generating artistic 

and political content is bound to differ from the activity of the average user or 

consumer of media. They would, therefore, belong to the minority of active 

users that Van Dijck identifies and they would certainly have been active 

producers before the development of social-media platforms. However, the 

question of the extent to which corporate-owned platforms, such as YouTube 

or Facebook, provide an alternative avenue to traditional mass media is 

worth considering. Van Dijck writes that sites like YouTube find metadata 

about users more valuable than the actual content that users upload, 
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primarily because information about users’ behaviour can be converted into 

advertising revenue. In effect, what looks like a non-commercial information 

commons from one perspective begins to resemble an ideal space in which to 

track and manage consumer behaviour from another perspective:

The triangular relationship between media producers, advertisers and 

consumers has become ever more intimate. On the one hand, users 

assert their creative agency by demanding a greater role in content 

production; on the other hand, they lose their grip on their agency 

as consumers as a result of technological algorithms tracking their 

behaviour and refining their profile. User agency thus comprises 

content production, consuming behaviour and data generation; 

any theory highlighting only the first of these functions effectively 

downplays the tremendous influence of new media companies in 

directing users’ agency. (Van Dijck 2009: 49)

Although this triangular relationship has the potential to yield a great 

amount of revenue for YouTube, it has ironically not been able to realise its 

potential. Janet Wasko and Mary Erickson write: ‘The issue of translating 

these huge audiences into revenue, or monetization – the term that 

YouTube and Google seem to prefer – has stumped advertisers and media 

companies alike as more and more people shift their media interaction 

and consumption from traditional to online venues’ (Wasko & Erickson 

2009: 377–378). YouTube is, therefore, not as profitable as Google had 

hoped when it purchased the platform. Moreover, the exploitation of users’ 

metadata for commercial ends raises the question of whether it is acceptable 

for YouTube to commercially exploit users’ free labour (Wasko & Erickson 

2009: 383). In other words, we are seeing another instance in which the 

information commons of the internet is being enclosed for corporate gain. 

Users themselves are, knowingly, not being rewarded commercially for the 

media content that they share and, more importantly, they are not rewarded 

commercially for the metadata that, often unwittingly, they provide. Henry 

Jenkins adds another layer of complexity to the issue of user agency when he 
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contends that the apparent abundance of user-generated content (UGC) on 

YouTube belies the absence of racially diverse media content:

YouTube pushes up content which receives support from other users. 

While such mechanisms seem democratic, they have the effect of 

hiding minority perspectives. Minority content certainly circulates 

on YouTube, travelling through a range of social networks to reach 

niche publics, but there’s little or no chance that such content will 

reach larger viewership because of the scale on which YouTube 

operates. How many visitors to the site move below the most visible 

content, especially if they don’t already have a stake in the topics or the 

communities involved? (Jenkins 2009: 124) 

It is from this perspective that one can make sense of the fact that a 

contentious – albeit less professionally produced – song, such as ‘My 

Prezident’s a Pimp’, has so few hits compared with the adaptation of ‘Yes 

We Can’ by will.i.am. ‘My Prezident’s a Pimp’ may have found a niche 

audience, but it has limited appeal beyond that and certainly has to compete 

with a very large pool of UGC to find a wider audience. Ironically, some of 

the song’s moderate success may be attributed to the fact that a tabloid – a 

mass medium, in other words – reported on its presence on YouTube. This 

affirms Van Dijck’s comment that ‘YouTube fame only counts as fame after it 

is picked up by traditional mass media – television, movies, newspapers and 

so on’ (Van Dijck 2009: 53). The activity of users on social-media platforms, 

therefore, potentially functions as a springboard into further attention in 

the mass media, a point that will become more apparent in Chapter 3’s 

discussion of Die Antwoord. This possibility certainly would appeal to new 

or lesser-known artists who hope to increase their fan base and achieve 

commercial success. However, the idealistic appeal that such media holds 

for artists in the global south is undermined by Jenkins’s observation that 

YouTube as a space tends not to engender racial diversity. 

The dissemination of counter-hegemonic music on social-media 

platforms aside, musicians have explored other strategies for bypassing 
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music industry gatekeepers. One approach used by hip-hop artists in 

particular has been to sell music at performances or workshops while 

touring South Africa and abroad. Typically, artists produce a small batch 

of CDs, either at home or at a CD-pressing facility. Other artists, who may 

also not be signed to a music label, may elect to merely secure a distribution 

deal with a distributor, like KMD in Cape Town. However, some artists 

have begun to explore the internet as an alternative distribution channel. 

Whereas some have made certain songs available for free on sites like 

SAMP3, MWEB,  Digital Cupboard, SoundCloud or ReverbNation, others 

have experimented with pay-for-play models. Taking his cue from Saul 

Williams and Radiohead (Buchanan 2007), Cape Flats musician Terror 

MC teamed up with artist and academic Mustafa Maluka in order to release 

his album Street Life on the internet for free (see www.aevenger.com). In 

much the same way that Saul Williams distributed his recent album, The 

Inevitable Rise and Liberation of Niggy Tardust, Terror MC made zip files of 

his music and cover art available for free. Text on the web page on which the 

album is hosted reads: ‘If you would like to support the music, please send 

money directly to the artist’ (www.aevenger.com). Terror MC’s bank account 

details are supplied on the site. Copy at the bottom of the page makes 

Maluka’s mission clear:

Ævenger Camp’s philanthropic model is such that the artist receives a 

payment for delivery of the completed album. The artist furthermore 

also receives 100% of the proceeds from the album. The label gets 

the satisfaction of assisting in making a great piece of art happen. 

All songs are licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 

Non-Commercial Share Alike license. (www.aevenger.com)

The open licensing conditions, therefore, allow for the free, non-commercial 

circulation of the artist’s music, and no digital rights management 

measures are implemented to restrict its distribution. In this instance, legal 

mechanisms are employed to ensure that Terror MC’s work is accessible to 

a wider market than townships on the Cape Flats. This approach speaks of 
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the resolve of one Afrikaans hip-hop MC not merely to gain access to paying 

audiences, but also to seek validation for his work as an Afrikaans artist 

from the socio-economic margins. In an interview, independent label-owner 

Damian Stephens of Pioneer Unit spoke approvingly of Terror MC’s strategy:

It’s a really nice way of working…I’m all for giving away as much for 

free as possible. I think if people want to buy it we’ll have some CDs 

to give to people but CDs, for us, are just basically like a loss leader 

for getting licensing deals and...just getting the artist known so that 

they can get shows…CDs are expensive; we can’t control the fact 

that once all the mark-ups are put on there its R80 or R120. That’s a 

stupid amount of money for...something that only costs R15–20. Once 

everyone puts their cut on it, that’s the price. (Stephens interview)

Terror MC makes use of the internet to distribute his music
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Stephens has been experimenting with online strategies to promote artists, 

including Rattex, Driemanskap, Ben Sharpa and Konfab, on his label. For 

example, their music is available on Band Camp, a platform that allows 

artists to distribute their music directly to fans for free. 

Marginal musicians face the challenge of overcoming the inherited 

inequalities of the apartheid past, the restrictions of the digital divide and 

the monopolistic power of the global music industry. The extent of the 

music industry’s influence and the power of the major music labels are 

evident in the needletime issue, as discussed in this chapter. Although it 

may be too early to make pronouncements about the success or failure of 

online strategies to further the interests of free speech and democracy, or 

the potential of artists to sustain themselves financially in the South African 

context where US cultural products are dominant, it is nevertheless clear 

that several artists are keen on acquiring agency in their quest to be heard. 

If their efforts are going to be successful, strategies to diversify media 

ownership – without undermining constitutionally enshrined access to 

knowledge and free-speech rights – will have to be explored by the state. As I 

have already suggested in the Introduction, one cannot ignore South Africa’s 

economic policy when considering the pace of change in the country. The 

problem of media ownership is no exception:

Broad-based black economic empowerment has not been broad-based, 

it has created a small black capitalist elite. The South African economy 

is too concentrated and government policy has failed to address this. 

South Africa adopted European-style competition regulation, which 

prevents future concentrations but doesn’t do much about existing 

concentrations of corporate power. The solution with respect to 

media is to change economic policies in favour of more diverse media 

ownership. One reason this hasn’t happened is [that] the government 

has undermined the communications authority in order to extract 

revenue from the incumbent telecommunications provider. The 

failure to diversify broadcasting, especially community broadcasting, 

is a side effect of revenue-maximising policies. (Haupt & Rens 2010)
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A fundamental shift in economic policy would be needed to solve this 

problem. As Adam Haupt and Andrew Rens (2010) argue, the key problem 

with the operation of media monopolies is that the government has not 

addressed ways in which to diversify the economy – this is an issue that will 

be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2. In addition to this issue, revisions 

to copyright legislation are needed to ensure that democratic practices are 

promoted, specifically with regard to preserving the public domain and 

ensuring that corporate monopolist interests are not served at the expense 

of the public interest. This chapter has also created the opportunity for 

us to explore some of the ways in which the constitutional rights to free 

speech and a free press have been tested in recent times. The analysis of 

‘My Prezident’s a Pimp’ by Enspektah, Hoody Hoodsta and Pava Gunz 

allowed us to explore the resonances between the work of marginal artists 

and work by more prominent figures, like Zapiro and Brett Murray. While 

both marginal and prominent artists are vocal in their criticism of political 

leadership, in the expression of this criticism they also, contradictorily, 

employ imagery that perpetuates gender stereotypes and display insensitivity 

to the critical issue of gender violence. In the case of the work by these MCs, 

Zapiro and Murray, this is exacerbated by the media’s tabloid-style focus on 

the president which typically detracts critical attention away from gender-

based violence and concerns about racialised class inequalities and economic 

policy, especially when arguments about political leaders are polarised along 

racial lines. As the next chapter suggests, not all South African musicians 

have great difficulty in reaching audiences. Chapter 2 examines the appeal of 

Afrikaans pop musician Bok van Blerk in order to offer an exposition of some 

of the competing understandings of life in post-apartheid South Africa. In 

essence, I contend that race acts as a red herring when the real focus should 

be on the ways in which economic policies widen the racialised class divide.
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in 2008, 18-year-old johan nel shot three people dead, including an 

infant, in Skielik, an informal settlement near Swartruggens in North West 

province, South Africa.1 The incident sparked debates about whether the 

murders were racially motivated. In an interview with The Times, the then 

chair of Parliament’s budget committee, Louisa Mabe, is quoted as saying: 

‘Defi nitely it was a racial attack. If it was not a racial attack how is it possible 

to go straight to an area where black people are living and, allegedly while 

shooting, say, “k*****, k*****, k*****”?’2 However, the Cape Times reports 

that Kallie Kriel, AfriForum CEO, disagrees with this interpretation:

‘It is unfortunate that the people are being incited by race,’ he said. 

There should be no double standards. Politicians did not react when 

Frans Pieterse was killed by a black man in Swartruggens. ‘We 

condemn all murders strongly,’ he said. 

Kriel said AfriForum had lodged a complaint with the Human 

Rights Commission that race tension was being incited by hate 

speech. He said farmers were worried about what eff ect accusations of 

racism would have on relationships in the community.3 

Bok van Blerk, the 
University of the Free State 
and the red herring of race2
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AfriForum, an initiative of the traditionally right-wing–aligned union 

Solidarity, therefore sought to frame the event outside of the history of racism 

in South Africa’s rural community. On the one hand, the activist work of 

organisations like Women on Farms Project and reporting by organisations 

such as World Socialist Website suggest that farm workers continue to face 

problems like poor working conditions, insecure land tenure and violence, 

for which the perpetrators are not prosecuted (see http://www.wfp.org.za 

and www.wsws.org). And on the other hand, organisations like AfriForum 

contend that the murders of white farmers are occurring at an alarming rate 

and that the government has not done enough to prevent these murders. 

AfriForum off ers a defensive response to the killing by suggesting that the 

murder of a white person in the area did not produce the same kind of outrage, 

thereby attempting to frame the killing outside of a narrative of poor black 

rural people’s struggles. The views of who the actual victims of violence are in 

South Africa are thus polarised along racial lines, especially when the kind of 

online attention dedicated to the topic of white farm murders is considered.4 

Much the same kind of polarisation of views could be seen in the 

responses to the so-called transformation video made by a group of students 

at the University of the Free State (UFS), in which black members of staff  

were humiliated. The video was made by white students of a UFS residence 

named Reitz in protest against racial integration at the institution. The 

subjects of this humiliation were black support-staff  members in Reitz – 

many of them older women. The video shows staff  members performing in 

events, such as running at the university athletics track to music from the 

soundtrack of the fi lm Chariots of Fire in order to demonstrate that these 

‘skweezas’ (a pejorative term for overweight black, working-class women) 

would never be able to fi t in as equals at UFS. In another scene, they 

participate in a drinking contest under the command of the younger male 

students and we also see them dancing with each other to Afrikaans folk 

music. The most upsetting scene reveals the students producing a concoction 

of food that is placed in the microwave shortly after we see a male student 

taking the food to the toilet, placing it on the toilet seat and urinating into 
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the food with his back to the camera. Finally, the bowl of food is taken to the 

black workers, who are on all fours as they are made to eat the food from a 

bucket and what appears to be a waste bin on the floor. The participants in 

this degrading exercise begin to eat, but it clearly appears to be an unpleasant 

experience. Irrespective of whether the white male students did actually 

urinate in the food or not, the implied narrative is clear enough: the support 

staff are likened to dogs made to eat anything that their masters see fit to give 

them. The students make their message clear towards the end of the video 

as they superimpose the following text over the image of a black female staff 

member in her overalls as she works at the kitchen sink of the residence: ‘Op 

die einde van die dag is dit wat ons regtig van integrasie dink! [At the end of the 

day, this is what we really think of integration!].’ 

The video was on the university network for some time, but it only 

entered the public domain in early 2008, not long after the Skielik shootings. 

Although voices from a wide spectrum of the political landscape condemned 

the production of the video, key political differences have emerged in the 

ways in which the issue is interpreted. For example, AfriForum asked the 

Human Rights Commission (HRC) to investigate allegations that black 

students directed threats at white UFS students in the days after the video 

entered the public domain. In a press statement issued on 4 March 2008, 

AfriForum’s Kallie Kriel wrote:

‘It is disconcerting to note that while there had been consensus about 

the unacceptability of the Reitz video, the HRC, UFS management 

and other groupings all remain completely quiet about the blatant 

racist threats made against innocent whites,’ Kriel said. In his view, 

this unfortunately creates the impression that racism against whites is 

acceptable and does not have to be condemned with the same fervour 

as racism against blacks. The ‘selective morality’ of some regarding 

racism at the UFS and elsewhere in the country once again proves 

that some people exploit unacceptable events, such as the Reitz video 

incident...in order to advance their own political agendas as well as 

[engender] racial polarisation. (Kriel 2008) 
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The reference to what AfriForum calls ‘selective morality’ is presumably a 

reference to the ANC’s response to the Reitz video, the Skielik shooting and 

other incidents that have been viewed through the lens of race. As in the case 

of the Skielik shooting, AfriForum attempts to characterise white subjects 

as victims in this context. Former UFS vice chancellor Frederick Fourie 

offers a response that does not take stabs at any political parties, but his 

condemnation of the video also appears to be conditional:

The fact that the video was produced as part of resistance by some 

white students to our new policy to increase diversity in residences 

– that is, the racial integration of residences, which is part of our 

broader transformation agenda – is even more troubling for us. Sadly, 

protest behaviour by some black students and student leaders in their 

reaction to the video has also not been free of racist talk and racist 

threats. Significant polarisation has occurred.5 

Fourie positions the video and student responses to it as polarised: on the 

one hand, there are some white students resisting transformation and, on 

the other hand, there are some black students who are engaged in racist 

provocation as well. The former vice chancellor’s reading of the situation 

creates the impression that the culprits responsible for the video are an 

exception to the broader white UFS community and that their contempt for 

racial transformation at the university, as well as for black workers, is not 

held by other students or staff members at the university. It also creates 

the impression that the ‘racism’ of ‘some’ of the protesting black students, 

as the polar opposite of the Reitz video producers, has the power to match 

or counter the institutional racism of universities that was shaped by 

apartheid laws as well as the everyday practice of the staff and students. In 

his inaugural lecture in October 2009, Jonathan Jansen, the first black vice 

chancellor of UFS, departs from such a reading:

The biggest mistake made in the analysis of Reitz is to explain the 

incident in terms of individual pathology. Yet to dismiss the video 

as a product of four bad apples is too easy an explanation. This video 
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recording was preceded by a long series of racial incidents protesting 

racial integration especially in the residences of the university. Not all 

of these racially charged incidents made the press; in fact, had it not 

been for the public release of the video recording, no one outside the 

university would have known about it. And few outside the campus 

realise that what is now regarded as an offensive video production in 

fact won an award from the residence for its content. (J Jansen 2009)

Jansen argues, therefore, that complicity in this humiliating act goes beyond 

the four students who shot the video, given that it was not immediately met 

with disapproval when it circulated on the campus of UFS. In addition, the 

very fact that the evidence for this act exists in the form of a video, which was 

available on YouTube at the time of writing, converts this racist performance 

into a media event that can elicit either approval or reproach – in this 

case, reproach was slow in the making. In his inaugural address, Jansen 

asks: ‘What was it within the institution that made it possible for such an 

atrocity to be committed in the first place?’ Although there is undoubtedly 

an institutional culture at UFS that enabled both the production and 

consumption of the Reitz video, and although I am certain that education 

scholars have been paying a great deal of attention to the issues that 

frustrate attempts to transform higher education, as well as institutional, 

cultures, my interest in this topic is the students’ use of media to showcase 

what Fourie calls their act of ‘resistance’. From this position, the supposed 

hegemony of the racial diversity and transformation ‘agenda’ is met with the 

counter-hegemonic act of producing a video that humiliates and betrays the 

black workers who are employed by the university. This supposed ‘counter-

hegemonic’ act, which is performed with resources and skills that are not 

available to the black UFS employees themselves and thus underscores their 

powerlessness and assaults their dignity, finds its way onto the university’s 

residence network, wins a prize and is posted onto the social-media platform 

YouTube. The video, therefore, had popular appeal and found its audiences 

in the same way that any other musician, film-maker or prankster would 
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find an audience on social-media platforms. In other words, the Reitz video 

had all the makings of a viral-video success story. The video had entered the 

realm of popular culture via social media, which are available to those who 

have class privilege on their side. It is with these ideas in mind that I would 

like to modify the question that Jansen poses in his lecture: ‘What can we 

learn from a community’s popular culture to explain why such an atrocity 

would find an approving audience?’

Pop appeal

The appeal of this video can be read in relation to work by certain popular 

Afrikaans artists who seem to offer ambiguous or resentful perspectives 

on South Africa’s democratic transition. My argument is that it is possible 

to make sense of the Reitz media event by gaining a sense of how popular 

musicians, such as Bok van Blerk, present interpretations of white 

Afrikaners’ position in the democratic transition. At the outset, I should 

point out that I do not subscribe to the ‘hypodermic needle’ model of media 

effects. Hence I do not believe that media consumers are easily susceptible 

to negative or positive media messages and that they are not active agents in 

the process of consuming media. It should also be clear that white Afrikaans 

speakers listen to a wider range of music than Afrikaans pop or volksmusiek 

(folk music) alone – as the Reitz video’s mocking use of ‘Thunderstruck’ 

by AC/DC and the theme music from the film Chariots of Fire reveals. 

Instead, what I wish to suggest is that hegemonic or counter-hegemonic 

media or cultural expressions can give us some insight into ideological and 

cultural values to which subjects subscribe, particularly when such media or 

expressions are consumed eagerly by specific communities. Here, I contend 

that the Reitz video is congruent with the sorts of representations that Van 

Blerk offers of South Africa. 

Bok van Blerk struck platinum with his hit ‘De La Rey’ in 2006. 

According to Christi van der Westhuizen, the album went quadruple 
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platinum (Van der Westhuizen 

2007: 288). This music video 

was well received on the 

Multichoice satellite music 

channel, Musiek Kanaal 89 

(MK89), and continues to enjoy 

attention on YouTube, where 

one posting of the video, among 

others by Van Blerk, was viewed 

over 420 000 times between 

2007 and 2012.6 In ‘De La Rey’, 

Bok van Blerk tells a tale of 

heroism in the context of the 

South African War,7 positioning 

the Boer General De La Rey as 

the protagonist who leads men 

into battle against the British. 

The video starts with a textual 

scene-setter that situates the 

significance of the song: ‘Teen 

die einde van die Anglo-Boere Oorlog het ’n handjievol Boere uitgehou teen die 

volle mag van Brittanje...Hulle plase verbrand, hulle vroue en kinders sterwend in 

konsenstrasie kampe...82 742 Boere. 346 943 Britse soldate. In tye soos die, word 

legendes gemaak…[Towards the end of the Anglo-Boer War, a handful of Boers 

held out against the full might of Britain…Their farms torched, their women 

and children starving in concentration camps…82 742 Boers. 346 943 British 

soldiers. In times like these, legends are made…] (Van Blerk 2006). The 

video operates within the convention of historical films, which often anchor 

their narrative with introductory text or voice-over narration and a montage 

of black-and-white images intended to authenticate the work as documented 

truth. The scene-setter is thus to be read as factual, or historically accurate. 

Afrikaans pop musician Bok van Blerk
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The introductory text gives one a sense of how outnumbered the 

Afrikaners were in relation to the British soldiers, and makes a point of 

highlighting the cruelty of the British, who burnt Afrikaners’ farms and 

set up concentration camps for Afrikaner women and children. However, 

it does not position African subjects in the narrative of the conflict at 

all. Hence the text, ‘In tye soos die, word legendes gemaak…’ The focus of 

the narrative is, therefore, racially exclusive and privileges the white, 

masculinist, heterosexist experience. The work operates in a binary that 

pits white Afrikaner males against white male British soldiers, who are 

metonymically referred to as ‘khakis’; the British soldiers are not framed as 

individuals and the video does not focus on any of their facial expressions 

for very long. We are, therefore, not meant to identify with them. Afrikaner 

subjects are represented emotively: we see women and children in 

concentration camps, as well as scared but courageous men with rifles, 

against a musical background of orchestral strings and a military beat. 

It is clear that viewers are supposed to identify with Afrikaners, who are 

positioned as victims of English colonial aggression. 

Meanwhile, the absence of black subjects or the black perspective in 

this video belies the fact that both combatant sides in the video are actually 

colonisers of southern Africa. According to historian Nigel Worden, 14 000 

Africans died in concentration camps along with 26 000 Boer women and 

children (Worden 1998: 145). W.R. Nasson and Worden write that, despite 

republican and British imperial propaganda that the war was a ‘white man’s 

war’, both sides made use of black subjects for skilled and unskilled labour 

during the course of the war (Nasson 1994: 227; Worden 1998: 145). Worden 

contends that Africans were engaged in combat, often on the side of the 

British, in Western Transvaal, the Northern Cape, Zululand, the Transkei and 

the Rand in order to secure their own interests against the Boers, regain lost 

land or settle old scores (Worden 1998: 146). The British employed 100 000 

black African and coloured men, 30 000 of whom ‘were armed in active service’ 

(Nasson 1994: 227). Most black people in the republics believed that a British 

victory would improve their plight, but they were bitterly disappointed when 
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the imperial power appeased the white settlers at their expense after the war 

(Nasson 1994: 228). The dichotomy between protagonist and antagonist 

in the lyrical and visual signification of ‘De la Rey’ is, therefore, false. The 

actual victims of colonialism – those first colonised by the Dutch and then by 

the British – are invisible in ‘De La Rey’, as was often the case with literature, 

media and school curricula produced under apartheid. 

Online commentary on the song is also interesting. A moderator of 

the website Stormfront.org, which describes itself as a ‘discussion board for 

pro-White activists and anyone else interested in White survival’,8 posted the 

following comment by a contributor who translated the song:

I’m glad this song is causing a riot in SA. I just got news from Bok 

van Blerk’s office that the song has just gone gold and is halfway to 

going platinum.

Here is my translation. Post it for me on Stormfront will you, I 

have forgotten my password etc. (Stormfront 2009) 

The writer implies that the controversy about the song is assuring its 

commercial success. In many respects, ‘conservatives and the far-right wing 

were trying to capitalise on the nostalgia’ that the song evoked (Van der 

Westhuizen 2007: 289). Van der Westhuizen writes that the historically 

white union Solidarity and the Freedom Front (FF+), a right-wing political 

party, attempted to appropriate the song’s popular appeal. And a Boeremag 

(an extreme right-wing Afrikaner organisation) member, Lets Pretorius, who 

was on trial for plotting to overthrow the government, invited Van Blerk to 

sing at a protest march at the South African government Union Buildings, 

Pretoria (Van der Westhuizen 2007: 290). The singer declined the offer, but 

the protesters played his song at the event nonetheless (Van der Westhuizen 

2007: 290). 

One YouTube post on the music video is particularly interesting 

because it echoes the sorts of arguments presented by AfriForum about white 

people being targets of violent crime without really considering black fears of 

violent crime:
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Where are the mass protests and sanctions for a government that 

allows mass slaughter of innocents rivaling that of Iraq casualties 

DURING WAR. 2 000 farmers killed, 20 000 a year murdered, 

I’ll feel safer in Zimbabwe (they will beat u, but killing not in their 

nature). Where are the English now...I like this song because you can 

draw strength from it...it shows that they fought to the death and were 

great warriors, but don’t let this song turn into a ‘they did this to me 

200 years ago story’. (YouTube comment by ‘corruptionIsEvil’ 2009) 

It is not clear where this writer obtained the statistics that are cited, but it 

is apparent that she or he believes that white South Africans are the victims 

of orchestrated violence that is comparable to the wars in the Middle East. 

Another YouTube commentator rejects the idea of accepting the blame for 

apartheid or feeling guilty, and portrays stereotypes of black people as lazy 

‘nuksnutte’ [good-for-nothings]:

Skuld? Blaam? Fok almal wat ’n verskoning wil hê. Ons voorvaders het 

hierdie land ‘fair en square’ verower by ’n klomp nuksnutte wat tot vandag 

toe nog alles verniet wil hê. Terloops, fok hulle ook... [sic] 

[Guilt? Blame? Fuck everyone who wants an apology. Our forefathers 

won this land fair and square from a bunch of good-for-nothings who 

want everything for free to this day. By the way, fuck them as well…] 

(YouTube comment by ‘BoerInc’ 2009)

The claim that South Africa was conquered ‘fair and square’ from ‘good-for-

nothings who want everything for free’ demonstrates Ngugi wa Thiong’o’s 

argument that ‘racism is part of the entire stratagem that obscures the 

obvious fact (except, of course, when there are strikes and whole industries 

come to a halt) that the labour of the majority produces and the capital of the 

few disposes’ (wa Thiong’o 1993: 117). From this perspective, it may appear 

that it is ‘the capital of the few that produces the wealth of that nation and not 

the labour of the majority’ (wa Thiong’o 1993: 117). 
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Despite the political debate that it provokes, Bok van Blerk rejects 

the idea that ‘De La Rey’ is a political song. In an interview with Afrikaans 

newspaper Beeld, he claims that there is nothing political or racial about the 

song. However, he also states that he thinks that the song appeals to people 

because it brings a message that they want to hear. For example, Afrikaner 

youth feel guilty about apartheid and, at the moment, Afrikaners do not have 

a leader to whom they can turn. The musician refers to Parliament as an 

institution that lacks a leader for presumably white Afrikaners to look towards 

– racial identity, therefore, plays a key role in the song’s appeal. Specifically, 

Van Blerk says that ‘ons is maar ’n trotse nasie [we are a proud nation, after 

all]’ and that they want something to instil pride in the ‘nasie [nation]’ 

(Grobbelaar & Schoeman 2007). The word ‘nasie’ literally means ‘nation’, but 

Van Blerk uses it to imply the ethnic or racial category of white Afrikaner. In 

an interview with Sunday Times Web TV, Van Blerk explains: 

I read something once that Steve Biko told the black youth at some 

stage that when all this happened he basically…pre-empted what 

is happening in South Africa. He told the youth that the most 

important thing is to keep their culture and know where they’re 

coming from...Some people interpret the song totally wrong where 

they think I’m asking for a new leader, or whatever. At that stage De 

La Rey was a leader for his people and we wanted to make sure our 

history is not forgotten.9

Van Blerk invokes the memory of Steve Biko to argue that his song is meant 

to instil pride among Afrikaners, yet the sort of inspirational myth-making 

that his music video engages in comes at the price of silencing and erasing 

black subjects in a narrative of colonial dispossession. This act of rhetorical 

violence by omission provokes the kinds of arrogant, neocolonial and racist 

comments that ‘BoerInc’ makes on the YouTube post of the ‘De La Rey’ 

music video, quoted above. Van Blerk’s claim that Biko told black youth ‘to 

keep their culture’ is a racially essentialist interpretation of the call to affirm 

blackness. Van Blerk misreads Biko’s definition of blackness as a political 
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affiliation and instead reads it as a definition of blackness that is bound 

by ethnicity and biological or racial essentialism. In I Write What I Like, 

Steve Biko contends that being black ‘is not a matter of pigmentation – it 

is a reflection of mental attitude’ (Biko 1978: 48). He writes: ‘Merely by 

describing yourself as black you have started toward a road to emancipation, 

you have committed to fight against all those forces that seek to use your 

blackness as a stamp that marks you out as a subservient being’ (Biko 1978: 

48). Ironically, Van Blerk’s song marks black subjects’ subservience through 

their absence from his text and his explanation in the Sunday Times interview 

is premised on bounded notions of race and culture. His claim that Biko 

told black youth to ‘keep their culture’ amounts to a reification of race as 

static and bounded. In the same interview, Patrick McDowall captures the 

opinions of some of Bok’s fans outside a venue where he is performing. They 

echo much of what the musician says in the interview: they do not believe 

that the song is political or racist; they like Bok van Blerk because he sings in 

Afrikaans about the Boers and because he sings about one of their legends, 

Koos De La Rey.

Whether one agrees with Van Blerk about whether ‘De La Rey’ is 

a political song or not, the fact is that this work has been well received in 

right-wing, conservative quarters and legitimates a narrow perspective 

of South African history. A music video that directly evokes nostalgia for 

apartheid-era South Africa is ‘Die Kaplyn’ (‘The Cut Line’), which employs 

a montage of South African National Defence Force (SANDF) archival 

footage of what Mozi Films dubs the ‘South African Border War’, which was 

fought on the border of then occupied South West Africa (Namibia) and 

Angola between 1966 and 198910 (Bok van Blerk 2009). One version of the 

music video that was posted on YouTube provides English subtitles to the 

Afrikaans lyrics and introductory text, which is meant to anchor the video: 

‘The cutline was a strip of cleared land in the operational area. This was the 

border. All young men were called to battle’ (Bok van Blerk 2009). However, 

the translation of the third sentence is not accurate. The original text reads: 

‘Elke jong seun moes gaan veg’ (Bok van Blerk 2009). A more direct translation 
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actually reads: ‘Every young son had to go and fight.’ The use of ‘seun’ (son), 

as opposed to ‘man’, frames the music video in emotive terms and is meant 

to evoke sympathy for the white male conscripts who served in this war. It 

is for this reason that Van Blerk sings ‘Tussen bosse en bome / Tussen grense 

wag ons almal vir môre / Maar op agtien was ons almal verlore / Hoe kan ons 

verstaan? [Among bushes and trees / Between borders we wait for tomorrow 

/ But at eighteen we were all lost / How could we understand?]’11 (Bok Van 

Blerk 2009). The innocence of the soldiers is, therefore, a key theme of 

the song. However, the montage mainly focuses on soldiers at parades, in 

camps and in combat, and on military hardware, such as helicopters, Buffels 

(armoured trucks) and guns. For the most part, we do not see footage of ‘the 

enemy’ or substantial representations of black lives in that context. The video, 

much like van Blerk’s ‘De La Rey’, omits narratives about the ways in which 

black subjects were caught up in this war, and privileges white, masculine 

agency – particularly through its focus on heroic sacrifices, emblematised by 

shots of SANDF casualties and gravestones. The nationalist discourse that is 

constructed here is, therefore, race- and gender-specific. 

One of Van Blerk’s more recent songs, ‘Tyd Om Te Trek [Time to Move/

Trek]’ addresses contemporary political themes in South Africa more directly. 

The song raises the issue of white South African emigration. The explanatory 

text accompanying the video stream on YouTube attempts to anticipate any 

criticism that may be directed at the song or music video:

Die lied vra nie vir mense om te trek nie...dit vra wat gebeur met mense as 

hulle familie of geliefdes wel trek. In die video en lirieke is dit duidelik dat 

Bok van Blerk besluit om te bly en die uitdagings van Afrika aan te vat. 

[The song does not ask people to leave...it asks what happens when 

one’s family or loved ones want to...emigrate. In the video and lyrics, 

it is clear that Bok van Blerk decides to stay and face the challenges 

Africa presents.] (Van Blerk 2009)
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‘Tyd Om Te Trek’ personalises the issue of white emigration from South 

Africa by presenting a narrative about two lovers at a crossroads in their 

relationship. The protagonist’s lover wishes to leave Africa, but he is torn. 

In the end, he loses her because he decides to stay to take on the ‘challenges 

Africa presents’. The opening stanza of the song presents the personal 

dilemma that the protagonist faces: 

Ek het jou nie verloor nie, maar wat het jou gewen?

Jou paspoort op die tafel het my vas gepen

Jy sê daar kom ’n oorlog wat diep daarin jou brand

Jy vra kom ek saam na waar jy moet gaan

Jy sê dis tyd om te trek om jou hart te vat

Jy sê dis nie om ons uitmekaar te spat

Maar jou woorde aan my, wil ek hier agter bly

En as jy vra moes jy vra, maar jy’t my gesê

Want jou wyse plan is dit wat jy wou hê

Jy sê daar’s geen plek vir jou hier

Jy sê dis tyd om te trek 

[I have not lost you, but what won you over?

Your passport on the table had me frozen to the spot

You say that a war is approaching and it burns deep inside of you

You want to know whether I am coming with you

You say that it is time to move/trek, to cut emotional ties

You say that it is not meant to tear us apart

But your words, do I want to stay here [seem to suggest otherwise]

And if you had to ask me, but you were actually telling me

Is this clever plan what you want?

You say there is no place for you here

You say that it’s time to move/trek] (Van Blerk 2009)
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The music video provides a great deal of contextual detail that politicises 

the lyrics, which, save for a reference to ‘donker Afrika wat soveel van ons 

vra [dark Africa that asks so much from us]’, does not situate the lovers’ 

dilemma in the context of white South Africans’ relationship to Africa. 

The setting is an old farmhouse surrounded by a maize plantation. After 

the establishing shot, we see Van Blerk’s character sitting on the veranda 

looking through a pile of black-and-white photographs. The photograph 

at the top of the pile in his hand is that of a black man who, as we later 

discover, is the leader of a band of well-armed militiamen. We then see a 

vista of mountains and a river before we are introduced to the protagonist’s 

love interest, a young white woman who appears to be a doctor who 

dedicates her time to playing with the local black children and taking 

care of the locals with the aid of her stethoscope. We then see Van Blerk’s 

character looking at the next photograph, his lover, before he looks up at 

her as they trade longing looks. The implied narrative is that Van Blerk’s 

character is a journalist doing a story on the local armed gang, who, in 

turn, are planning an attack on his homestead. The attack ensues and his 

lover flees with the children amid mortar explosions and machine-gun fire 

while the journalist returns fire and makes a hasty retreat. In the end, his 

lover is rescued by another white man with a small aircraft. She bundles a 

black child into the plane and they depart, but the protagonist makes it to 

the bush runway too late. 

This video evokes neocolonial stereotypes of African males as 

bloodthirsty savages who pose a threat to the safety of white people, who want 

nothing but to help innocent black children. The malevolent characterisation 

of young black men in this video aligns with AfriForum’s responses to 

black UFS students’ protests and black anger at the Skielik shootings as 

racist in nature. In each instance, AfriForum suggested that white citizens 

felt threatened and they indicated that they would lodge complaints with 

the HRC. In many respects, incendiary utterances – such as the ‘kill the 

Boer’ slogan – made by figures like former ANC Youth League (ANCYL) 

leader Julius Malema play into such perceptions.12 In a review essay of 
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Johann van Rooyen’s (2000) The New Great Trek: The Story of South Africa’s 

White Exodus, Scott M. Schönfeldt-Aultman critiques the argument that 

violent crime is directed specifically at white South Africans and this is the 

key motivation for white emigration from South Africa – the brain-drain 

argument, in other words:

Such rhetoric reasserts the notion of the ‘great white hope’, white 

power, white privilege, whites as salvation of declining black-ruled 

South Africa, whites as fearful of and remedy to the ‘swart gevaar’ 

(translated as ‘black peril’, ‘black threat’, or ‘black danger’, and 

a common rhetorical device employed historically when whites 

referenced a non-white-governed South Africa). This is the rhetorical 

work these rhetorics do – accurate or not. It is a dominant discourse 

that continues to construct whiteness and blackness and normalcy 

and otherness in particular ways. (Schönfeldt-Aultman 2009: 117)

The video by Van Blerk visualises this fear of the swart gevaar by presenting 

images of armed black men who are bent on killing the protagonist and 

send his love interest and scores of black villagers running as chaos ensues. 

The rural setting’s descent into mayhem is signified by a scene in which 

the militia attack what appear to be UN peacekeepers who are ensuring the 

safe passage of refugees, including the young white female doctor and the 

children under her care. A number of stereotypes are, therefore, employed 

in the song’s lyrics and music video: Africa as the dark continent; the black 

male as savage; the African child as innocent, helpless and in need of white 

maternal care; and the African woman as helpless and unable to fend for 

her children (represented by a woman who sits on the ground hopelessly as 

a long line of refugees flee under the watchful eye of a UN soldier). Homi 

Bhabha theorises the seemingly contradictory ways in which black subjects 

are stereotyped in colonial discourse:

It is recognizably true that the chain of stereotypical signification is 

curiously mixed and split, polymorphous and perverse, an articulation 

of multiple belief. The black is both savage (cannibal) and yet the most 
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obedient and dignified of servants (the bearer of food); he is mystical, 

primitive, simple-minded and yet the most worldly and accomplished 

liar, and manipulator of social forces. In each case what is being 

dramatized is a separation – between races, cultures, histories, 

within histories – a separation between before and after that repeats 

obsessively the mythical moment or disjunction. (Bhabha 1994: 82)

The protagonist’s decision to stay in order to ‘tackle the problems of Africa’ 

(Van Blerk 2009) underlines a set of stereotypical notions of the racial other 

that frame the white subject as superior. It is the savage black militia who 

drive the female doctor away, but at least she is able to save one innocent 

black child from Africa’s imminent demise, which the protagonist will face 

with the same courage he displays when he dodges bullets in his attempt to 

reach his fleeing lover.

Challenging racism

A song that explores some of the same political territory from an opposing 

perspective is the militant ‘Get Out’ by hip-hop MC Zubz, who was born 

in Zambia, raised in Zimbabwe and now resides in South Africa. The song 

departs from much of his previous and subsequent work, in that it expresses 

anger at racism in South Africa. The FF+ lodged a complaint with the 

Broadcasting Complaints Commission of South Africa (BCCSA) after the 

South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) screened the music video 

on a late-night music show a number of times. The mise en scène for the video 

appears to be a low-lit basement, where black men in army fatigues are lined 

up as Zubz raps to the camera in the foreground. Images of an AK-47 rifle 

and pangas are flashed on screen in time with references to guns and pangas 

in the lyrics, and machine-gun effects also feature in the song. These effects 

are reminiscent of gunfire in songs like ‘I’m an African’ by black nationalist 
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rap crew Dead Prez. The rapper’s rhetorical response to what he deems to be 

white condescension is unmistakably violent:

Tell the oppressor fight

And tell my people fight

Well, you need to… 

Because you feel the gun blast [machine-gun effects] right

You know you really need to watch out 

’Cause see that condescending tone you adopt when you talk to me

could get your head blown, serious

Mistake my kindness for weakness just like your forefathers did

I’ll blind you with heat quick... 

Understand I’m gonna get this panga to your neck.  

Take what is mine today and I’ll rob you tomorrow.  

Take my time it’s payback.  

Tell my people fight. And tell the oppressor get out...

It’s not all white people that’s racist. It’s not all white people that 

perpetuate the imbalance. (Zubz 2006) 

The BCCSA ruled on the matter of Zubz’s music video being screened on 

the SABC. Its ruling does not affect the matter of DVD distribution or its 

availability on social-media platforms, for instance. It ruled that the SABC 

contravened the Broadcast Code because the video constituted an incitement 

to violence, but it did not offer a ruling on the question of whether the work 

amounted to hate speech (BCCSA 2008). The FF+, therefore, managed to 

employ democratic mechanisms in order to challenge the video’s airplay on 

the SABC. The irony is that this party’s political constituents would have 

opposed the democratic transition that made Chapter Nine bodies, such 

as the BCCSA and the HRC, possible during the late eighties and early 

nineties. On the other hand, one could make the argument that this music 

video legitimates conservative arguments that Afrikaners are a persecuted 

minority and the exclusive target of violent crime. 
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On a bonus track on Tumi’s solo album, Whole Worlds, Zubz reflects 

on the experience with the BCCSA:

I’m Zimbabwean, yes, and I feel it in my bones

Lived in Jo’burg, yep, but I don’t really feel at home

Coz it’s harder when your brother getting smothered in paraffin

Just coz he’s from the wrong part of these borders and

All of them are cool with me I rapped here ten years

But they bothered when I screw with them with tracks that offend ears

Banned me this year throw rocks at my art

But I’m standing next year shit top of the charts

What, an innovator I make my own moves

Tumi, they stay so confused, I don’t play by their rules

They booty ass cheeks never question my profession

Zubz the last let’ at his best in every session. (Tumi and Zubz 2009) 

Hip-hop musician Zubz
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To Zubz, the BCCSA ruling amounted to being ‘banned’. He felt silenced. As 

mentioned, Zubz was born in Zambia, raised in Zimbabwe and then settled 

in South Africa. From his perspective, the BCCSA ruling heightens the 

sense of not ‘feeling at home’ in South Africa – particularly in the context of 

continuing xenophobic violence towards African foreigners in South African 

townships.13 Given his middle-class background, this is not necessarily a 

reality Zubz would have to face directly, but he still expresses his sense of 

kinship with his ‘brothers’ ‘from the wrong part of these borders’ (Tumi and 

Zubz 2009). Despite the adversity he faces, he is motivated to excel as an 

artist. He ends the song with the assertion ‘got so much more to bring, and 

I ain’t even started / I traded in the rapper so I can be the artist’ (Tumi and 

Zubz 2009). 

Competing understandings of whiteness

However, challenges to white conservatism after apartheid do not come 

exclusively from black artists. White punk rockers Fokofpolisiekar (FPK) 

have offered scathing criticism of the Calvinist community that raised 

them – frequently eliciting a great deal of flak. FPK explore themes of white 

guilt about possible complicity in apartheid, reflecting Van der Westhuizen’s 

contention that many ‘Afrikaners – both leaders and followers – pleaded 

ignorance’ about atrocities committed during apartheid (Van der Westhuizen 

2007: 287). In ‘Die Seksuele Revolusie’, FPK offer a great deal more self-

reflective exploration of white privilege than that offered by Van Blerk in ‘De 

La Rey’ or ‘Tyd Om Te Trek’.

onskuld is ’n vrug

’n droë metafoor wat ouer raak

ek stap versigtig met ’n blinddoek op

ons kort ’n leier

’n bedrieër om ons op te sweep
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om vir ons rigting te kan gee

en al die kenners stem ooreen 

[innocence is a fruit

a dry metaphor that ages

I tread carefully wearing a blindfold

we need a leader

a traitor to sweep us up

to give us direction/purpose

and all the experts are in agreement] (FPK 2005) 

The band uses the metaphor of a fruit that ripens and then becomes rotten 

as it ages – an image that shows how fragile the idea of white innocence is 

in the context of apartheid. It is for this reason that the speaker walks about 

gingerly with a blindfold; he implies one would have to go through great 

pains to be innocent or blind to the realities of what was done for the sake of 

white privilege during apartheid. In the next stanza, it would appear that he 

is echoing Bok van Blerk’s call for a leader in a time when young Afrikaners 

apparently have no leader to turn to (Grobbelaar & Schoeman 2007).

However, this leader is a ‘bedrieër’ (traitor) who can sweep them 

up and give them direction. This traitor may either be someone like H.F. 

Verwoerd, who mobilised white support for the ultimately unsustainable 

system of apartheid, or it could be F.W. de Klerk, who came to power after the 

formidable P.W. Botha, only to do the unthinkable: release Nelson Mandela 

and negotiate with the ANC. It may also be Marthinus van Schalkwyk, who 

succeeded F.W. de Klerk as leader of the National Party, only to lead it to its 

demise and eventually secure a cabinet position for himself with the ANC. In 

their song ‘Brand Suid-Afrika’, FPK also express the theme of white innocence 

and guilt, but issue a challenge to their fans:

en ons vir jou

landmyne van skuldgevoelens

in ‘n eenman-konsentrasiekamp
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jy kla oor die toestand van ons land

wel fokken doen iets daaromtrent

brand Suid-Afrika 

[and we (will live and die) for you

landmines of feelings of guilt

in a one-man concentration camp

you complain about the state of our country

well, fucking do something about it

burn South Africa] (FPK 2006) 

South African punk rockers Fokofpolisiekar
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The line ‘en ons vir jou’ is a reference to ‘Die Stem’, South Africa's 

apartheid-era national anthem. The full line reads: ‘En ons vir jou, Suid-

Afrika’. It alludes to the sacrifice that white citizens pledge to make for 

South Africa, a reference to patriotism. The singer compares feelings of 

white guilt to being caught in a minefield or being trapped in a solitary life 

in a concentration camp – feelings of loneliness and self-destruction. The 

challenge to listeners is that they should do something about it, although it 

is rather ambiguous what should be done. The call to ‘burn South Africa’ 

could be read as an incitement to violence in contemporary South Africa, but 

it could also be read as a call to obliterate the apartheid past. Either way, the 

rhetoric is violent – not unlike that employed by Zubz in ‘Get Out’. 

Another artist who explores the issue of white guilt is the Tennessee 

rapper Brown, who spent a great deal of his time working with Cape Town’s 

street children. Brown recorded a track with the producer Phax Mulder as 

part of a German–South African AIDS-education project in Cape township 

schools. German activists worked with Cape hip-hop activists, such as DJ 

Eazy and DJ Azuhl, in order to bring children from historically coloured and 

black schools together in order to bridge racial divides. The project, Ubuntu 

(an African worldview that focuses on human allegiance), consisted of 

life-skills workshops that employed music and performance. One of the final 

products was an album titled Each One Teach One, which featured a song by 

Brown, ‘Blood On My Hands’. Like FPK, Brown addresses the topic of white 

guilt and his experience of white South Africans who refuse to engage in 

dialogue about apartheid:

I look around and still see so much white guilt

From the days when so much blood was spilt

Paving the streets of a nation that was built

But let’s begin to piece it back together like a quilt

Let’s tilt our focus back to the past

Not dwell, but spell out what happened to the masses

Our task is remove the mask if you can’t see this then you need to 

clean your glasses
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Let’s choose discretion and learn a lesson from the oppression dealt 

out in the previous session

We can’t afford regression with aggression

We have to move forward, now here’s my confession

Just because they called me Caucasian that’s what allowed me to own 

a plantation

Now I never owned a slave but yeah I know the slaves gave blood for me

Born into white supremacy, taking things that were not meant for me

I’m from the southern state of Tennessee

I’m not guilty, but I have to take responsibility

For the transgressions of my ancestors

Now I stand beside the protestors knowing very well I can never 

change the past

But I can change the future, paving new paths (Brown 2007)

The song argues that South Africans can only move forward constructively 

by confronting the past truthfully. Although Brown rejects the idea of 

white guilt, he embraces the idea of taking responsibility for the fact that 

racism has shaped the privileges that he has enjoyed by virtue of being 

white. It is for this reason that he aligns himself with the struggles of the 

marginalised. However, Brown’s position does not go uncontested. In fact, he 

was apparently criticised by another white musician for recording the song. 

By way of response to this criticism, he recorded another song, ‘It’s Not All 

Good’, during the second Ubuntu project in South Africa on an album titled 

I Have a Dream. The song’s chorus starts with a German female vocalist 

singing ‘alles is gud’ (all is good). Brown responds by rapping ‘no, it’s not all 

good’. The chorus is meant to challenge claims that all is well in South Africa 

after apartheid. This challenge functions much like the chorus in ‘Blood On 

My Hands’: ‘Blood on my shirt, blood on my pants / Blood on the hands of 

all the white South Africans / It’s not easy to admit it, you’d just rather forget, 

that’s why I remind you as I spit it’ (Brown 2007). Brown positions himself 

as the voice that is there to remind white South Africans about the violence 
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that secured white privilege. At the same time, he takes care to indicate that 

he, too, has ‘blood on [his] shirt, blood on [his] pants’ – he also has to accept 

responsibility for the racist past that continues to shape the present. In the 

final stanza, he reflects upon the negative feedback that he received after he 

recorded ‘Blood On My Hands’:

Yeah, I got a little flak for my bloody hand track

And if I could do it again, I would never take it back

I made it clear that it wasn’t an attack

But maybe it was your guilt that made you wanna fight back

It got back to me that another MC 

who happens to be the same race as me

He had a problem with the way I freely

spoke about the problems of white Mzansi

forgetting that I am also a whitey 

fighting the problems of the past in this country

But maybe it wasn’t meant to be

that he never understand me 

Let’s just agree to disagree  

(Brown & Pesch 2008)

Brown’s response to his critic contains an element of resentment, but also 

continues to issue the challenge to white South Africans to get involved in 

trying to fight ‘the problems of the past in this country’ (Brown & Pesch 2008). 

This call to action is legitimated by the fact that the artist is indeed involved in 

initiatives geared towards securing social justice. For example, in 2009 Brown 

attempted to piggyback onto the Sixteen Days of Activism Against Violence 

Against Women and Children in South Africa by launching a blog called 

‘365 Days of Activism’. During the anti-violence campaign, he stayed on the 

streets for 16 days and blogged about his experiences of living on the street 

as a white adult among street children.14 In an online response to criticism 

directed at Brown for being an American who makes generalisations about 

white South Africans, Brown offers the following response:
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I do not think this song is a broad generalization about how South 

African society ‘feels’. It is a song about how I feel about the matter. 

Some (only white) South Africans have had a problem with this track 

and most especially because I am American. But I have found that 

other white South Africans were able to hear the point behind the 

track is to bring togetherness rather than merely piss people off.

In the very line you quoted I used the phrase ‘it seems’, which 

is not an absolute, but merely an observation. I am also not ‘fresh off 

the boat’ and have lived here, working with kids on the streets, for 

10 years, plus I am the first to admit that America is messed up; it 

is a land driven by capitalism, built on the backs of slaves, and only 

through the death of many native Americans. There is nothing great 

or glorious about it and there is still MUCH repatriation that needs 

to take place there; much that can never be made right. Especially 

coming from the deep south of America, I know what it is and means 

to work through white guilt, and I have blood on my hands from 

the transgressions of my slave-owning forefathers. (Brown 2009: 

Facebook comments thread) 

Brown thus counters criticism of his being an American outsider who judges 

all white South Africans with self-righteous zeal by emphasising that he 

framed his observations as personal ones that are based on his discussions 

with white South Africans about social change and apartheid history. In this 

reply, he again draws attention to the fact that he knows that his identity is 

tied up with a history of complicity in racism towards African Americans 

and indigenous Americans. This sort of self-reflection is absent from the 

work of Bok van Blerk, whereas FPK’s work reveals a significant amount of 

introspection in this regard.

The story of music in contemporary South Africa seems to be that 

of discursive clashes, notwithstanding the hegemony of US commercial 

imperatives in the music industry itself. Artists offer varying and, at times, 

contradictory perspectives of life in South Africa. As Zubz’s experience 
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with the FF+ suggests, questions emerge about the quality of public 

debate via the media on the topic of racial transformation after apartheid. 

However, underground rappers like Brown and punk rockers like FPK 

perhaps suggest that debate about social change need not be polarised 

along racial lines. Brown’s self-reflective music is particularly interesting 

because he takes his cue from older hip-hop activists like Prophets of da 

City, Black Noise and Brasse vannie Kaap, who do more than merely offer 

lyrical challenges to apartheid: they also support their messages with 

action that is meant to educate young people about issues from racism and 

xenophobia to HIV.15 

To return to the modified version of Jonathan Jansen’s question that 

I posed earlier, it is clear that one cannot make sweeping generalisations 

about the links between racist actions and the kinds of media consumed 

by young people. However, one can argue that the appeal of pop singer Bok 

van Blerk, whose work relies on problematic racial stereotypes and remains 

silent on the role of Africans at a key stage in South African history, tells us 

something about the ways in which certain Afrikaners see themselves and 

the racial ‘other’. In this regard, Ngugi wa Thiong’o’s discussion of the effects 

of racism is helpful:

One of the worst effects of racism is the way it numbs human 

sensibility. Horrendous things have been done to a section of the 

population without other sections registering the horror, because 

their feelings have been numbed to a point where they are unable to 

see, or hear, what is in front of their eyes and ears.  

(wa Thiong’o 1993: 121)

This insight may, in part, explain why so many white South African citizens 

said that they did not know what was being done in their name during 

apartheid; many may not have registered what was in plain sight. Wa 

Thiong’o’s interpretation may also explain why fans or supporters of Bok 

van Blerk have not, to my knowledge, remarked upon the absence of black 

subjects from ‘De La Rey’ and why the FF+, Solidarity or AfriForum have 
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not objected to the use of racist stereotypes in the music video for ‘Tyd Om 

Te Trek’. Wa Thiong’o’s argument certainly makes it possible for one to 

imagine how an 18-year-old youngster may target impoverished black people 

in a shooting spree. More so, it would explain why the humiliating video 

produced by the Reitz residence students did not meet with the immediate 

disapproval of their fellow students and why it managed to win an award. 

What is most interesting is that Zubz’s own assertion of his identity as 

an African foreigner who is pained by the fact Africans are ‘smothered in 

paraffin’ could also be read in relation to Ngugi wa Thiong’o’s insights into 

the ways in which racism allows subjects to dehumanise people. In this 

instance, it is black South Africans who are complicit in violence against 

fellow Africans. The legacy of racism in South Africa is, therefore, more 

complex than relationships between black and white subjects alone.

Race, the red herring

However, South Africa’s media discourse on racial polarisation through 

media events such as the UFS Reitz video, the Skielik shootings or remarks 

made by ANCYL leader Julius Malema potentially divert attention from 

factors, to paraphrase Zubz, that perpetuate the imbalance in post-apartheid 

South Africa. Research by William Mervin Gumede and Moeletsi Mbeki 

suggests that distributive justice has not been achieved largely because of 

black economic empowerment (BEE). Gumede argues that former president 

Thabo Mbeki and current president Jacob Zuma had been assigned to 

enter into economic negotiations with the National Party and key corporate 

players while the more publicised political negotiations to end apartheid, 

the Convention for a Democratic South Africa, were taking place (Gumede 

2005). Gumede contends that this was where the real decisions about South 

Africa’s transition were being made (Gumede 2005). In fact, negotiations 

between the ANC and South African corporations had been taking place 

well before the release of Nelson Mandela in 1990 (Gumede 2005). Moeletsi 
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Mbeki contends that key corporations, like financial giant Sanlam, made very 

few concessions during the political transition, given that real discussions 

about reparations and the equitable redistribution of wealth were taken 

off the agenda. Instead, BEE was the tool employed to co-opt key political 

activists into becoming the new black elite who would obtain a share in the 

wealth accumulated by white corporate South Africa (Mbeki 2009: 67). It 

is from this perspective that one can make sense of the passing of GEAR 

(Growth, Employment And Redistribution), a neoliberal economic strategy 

that placed a great emphasis on obtaining foreign direct investment in order 

to ensure that the market will generate sufficient funds to uplift South 

Africa’s poor citizens (Gumede 2005: 106–110). The policy, which was in line 

with the IMF’s structural adjustment programmes, failed to attract sufficient 

foreign direct investment to meet this objective. Instead, we have seen the 

growth of a ruling black elite in the face of growing discontent over poor 

service delivery and unemployment – GEAR was considered by trade unions 

to compromise the rights of workers in terms of job security, work conditions 

and a basic minimum wage in favour of corporations through concepts such 

as labour flexibilisation (Gumede 2005: 279–280). In his book Why Race 

Matters in South Africa, Michael MacDonald makes the links between racial 

nationalism and capitalism explicit:

The advantage of the African economic elites is that they upset the 

historic equation between blackness and poverty; summon racial 

nationalism, hitherto the idiom of resistance and revolution, on 

behalf of capitalism; and legitimate ongoing economic inequalities. 

Thus South Africa’s formula for stable democratic capitalism: 

racial nationalism legitimates ‘non-racial’ democracy; ‘non-racial’ 

democracy legitimates capitalism; and capitalism, building an African 

bourgeoisie along with black middle classes in conjunction with the 

democratic state, gives material substance to and sustains the salience 

of racial nationalism. Racial nationalism, not for the first time in 

South African history, is bending to the needs of the political economy.  

(MacDonald 2006: 4)
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In many respects, we see a return to the kind of racial nationalism of the 

apartheid era. It is for this reason that City Press editor Ferial Haffajee argues 

that the ANC lost the coloured and Indian vote in the 2011 municipal elections 

because it appears to have abandoned non-racialism (2011). She accounts for 

this shift by suggesting that 

the ANC brought the ideology of minority and majority into its 

mainstream thinking when it assimilated the nationalists like 

Marthinus van Schalkwyk into its fold. It co-opted the coloured and 

Indian nationalists too (people we had regarded as sell-outs), all of 

whom brought this dangerous ideology of difference right into the 

non-racial heart of the party.16

However, this explanation accounts for only one part of the story. Mbeki, 

Gumede and MacDonald’s discussion of economic policy and racial 

nationalism should not be overlooked. Their arguments resonate with Frantz 

Fanon’s description of the emerging national middle class, which he describes 

as ‘underdeveloped’, in postcolonial African states (Fanon 1968: 149). He 

contends that ‘neither financiers, nor industrial magnates are to be found 

within this national middle class. The national bourgeoisie of underdeveloped 

countries is not engaged in production, nor in invention, nor building, nor 

labor; it is completely canalized into the activities of the intermediary type’ 

(Fanon 1968: 149–150). Mbeki echoes this assessment in his outline of 

two dominant classes in post-apartheid South Africa. The first is the black 

upper middle class that dominates political life, but ‘plays next to no role 

in the ownership and control of the productive economy of South Africa’ 

(2009: 73). The second class is the owners and controllers of the ‘Minerals-

Energy Complex (MEC)’ (Mbeki 2009: 73). It is the MEC that dominates 

social and economic structures, ‘which has led to a uniquely South African 

system of capitalism that is mining-, cheap labour- and electricity-intensive’ 

(Mbeki 2009: 81). Mbeki asserts that the root of South Africa’s ‘growing 

impoverishment’ is the ‘destruction of the manufacturing sector’ (2009: 79). 

This assertion is confirmed by Seeraj Mohamed’s contention that neoliberal 
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economic policies undermine the advancement of the developmental state in 

South Africa (Mohamed 2010: 156). Mohamed argues that 

South African policy-makers’ acceptance of neo-liberal policy 

prescriptions and the mainstream definition of good governance had 

a double negative impact on economic development in South Africa. 

The first impact is that they adopted neoliberal economic policies, 

which included widespread tariff liberalisation, inflation targeting 

and pursuing low fiscal deficits. The role of the state in the economy 

has been reduced. Acceptance of this approach to economic policy 

has meant that inadequate attention has been paid to the structural 

weaknesses of the economy. Therefore, instead of deepening the 

industrial base and promoting industrial diversification away 

from mining and mineral beneficiation and associated industries, 

economic policies such as tariff liberalisation, pro-cyclical monetary 

policies, ignoring an overvalued exchange rate and reducing the 

government’s budget deficit have contributed to a decline in the 

manufacturing sector. (Mohamed 2010: 158)

The decline of the manufacturing sector presents a serious problem, 

given that South Africa’s official unemployment rate is 20 per cent and 

unemployment, in the broad sense of the term, is 40 per cent (Mohamed 

2010: 158). Mohamed holds that policy-makers, who argue that South Africa 

is in the process of modernising from a manufacturing economy to a 

service economy, do not realise that ‘South Africa is a chosen destination for 

short-term portfolio investment flows and not long-term direct investment 

flows’ (2010: 159). The strategy of making the country attractive to foreign 

investors by liberalising the economy and by reducing the role of the state in 

the economy does not hold long-term benefits for all of its citizens. Instead, 

many of the positions available in the services sector are low-skilled and badly 

paid, and many positions in ‘business services are the result of outsourcing, 

where workers previously employed in manufacturing and mining jobs now 

work in services companies and have less job security, fewer benefits and 
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sometimes become a part of the informal sector’ (Mahomed 2010: 159–160). 

From this perspective, the existence of the black elite minority is anything 

but evidence of social transformation or restorative justice after apartheid. 

This black elite is the subject of Tumi’s ‘The Now Rich’. In this song, 

rapper Ngwenya plays the role of a car guard who asks Tumi if he can look 

after his car for some money shortly after Tumi parks his car. Ngwenya 

addresses Tumi’s persona: ‘Hola, hola, BEE...’ (Tumi & Ngwenya 2006). 

Tumi responds: ‘What? I must pay you to watch my car? Come on, man, 

look at my car. You should pay me to look at my car’ (Tumi & Ngwenya 

2006). The arrogance and consumerism of Tumi’s character in the song is 

underscored by his opening rap:

God damn it, I’m fly

You couldn’t pigeon-hole the version I drive

It’s that six point o something

Man, I am burning that tire 

Through the suburban locale

With the superbest attire

Can’t even word it at times

But still I am turning your eye

Young, perverted and high

I service the lie 

That the free market

Gives what’s deserved in your pie

And half the world believe it

Others church to Jesus

I am a skeptic with the best shit

My purse is religious (Tumi & Ngwenya 2006)

Ngwenya’s character in the song represents one of many people who work 

in the informal-employment sector and rely on the goodwill of the public 

to make a living. The contrast between the power of the car owner and the 

car guard’s predicament is made clear by Tumi’s mocking response that 
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the guard should pay him to watch his presumably expensive car. The very 

fact that the driver is addressed as ‘BEE’ positions him as a member of the 

black minority elite described by MacDonald, Gumede and Mbeki. The song 

exposes the contradictions of post-apartheid South Africa – particularly in 

Tumi’s lack of empathy for the car guard. Tumi’s rap draws attention to the 

perception that the exception of the black elite proves the norm, hence the 

assertion that he services the lie that the free market gives ‘what’s deserved 

in your pie’ (Tumi & Ngwenya 2006). It is for this reason that race acts 

as a red herring. Fanon’s observations about racism and xenophobia in 

postcolonial African states seem appropriate to the South African context:

From nationalism we have passed to ultra-nationalism, to chauvinism, 

and finally to racism. These foreigners are called on to leave; their 

shops are burned, their street stalls are wrecked, and in fact the 

Tumi and his live band the Volume have pushed aesthetic and political boundaries in hip-hop.
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government of the Ivory Coast commands them to go, thus giving 

their nationals satisfaction. (Fanon 1968: 156)

Unlike Ivory Coast, the South African government has denounced acts of 

violence against African immigrants, although it has been criticised for 

responding to the crisis too slowly and underestimating the extent of the 

problem.17 However, Haffajee’s discussion about the apparent shift away from 

non-racialism, Zubz’s reflection on not feeling at home in South Africa and 

MacDonald’s discussion of the rise of racial nationalism make for a striking 

parallel with Fanon’s assertions. In essence, discourses on racial polarisation 

in South Africa oversimplify the complexity of struggles for social change – 

especially when performances or utterances that invoke apartheid-era binaries 

divert attention from the ways in which continuing class inequalities, which 

are largely racialised, frustrate sustainable strategies to achieve social justice. 

Ironically, just as South Africa promised to become a democratic country and 

its citizens placed their faith in the promise of a nation state that protects all 

of its citizens, it was the embrace of neoliberal macroeconomics that shaped 

what was possible. In their discussion of global capitalism, Michael Hardt and 

Antonio Negri contend that ‘capital no longer rules merely over limited sites 

in society. As the impersonal rule of capital extends throughout society well 

beyond the factory walls and geographically throughout the globe, capitalist 

command tends to become a “non-place”, or really an every place’ (2004: 

101–102). Post-apartheid citizens’ political rights are, therefore, limited by the 

decentralised operation of global capital, which appears to be unaccountable 

to nation states. However, as the first chapter’s discussion of needletime 

suggests, the power of media monopolies, such as the major labels, can be 

contested – especially if the Department of Trade and Industry takes the 

suggestions of the Performers’ Organisation of South Africa (POSA), The 

African Commons Project and other civil society interest groups into account 

when it reviews collection societies and, possibly, copyright legislation. 

The agency of artists and activists should also not be underestimated, 

notwithstanding inherited class inequalities. The global power of capital, 
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on the one hand, and the power of subjects in the local context, on the other 

hand, could be described, therefore, as an unstable equilibrium.

The next chapter explores the uneasy relationship between the 

apartheid past and the post-apartheid present, particularly with regard 

to artists’ uneven access to global audiences. It also builds upon Ngugi 

wa Thiong’o’s discussion of the impact of racism on subjects’ inability to 

recognise other subjects as human. This will be done via an exploration of 

cultural appropriation, racial interpellation and Fanon’s arguments about 

colonial discourses’ power to position black subjects as objects among objects 

(1967). In essence, I will argue that Die Antwoord is blackface.
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July 2011. Accessed 17 July 2011, http://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/Politics/

SA-begins-shutting-doors-to-rest-of-Africa-20110715.)
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IF THE APPEAL OF Bok van Blerk’s music lies in the fact that it voices the 

frustrations of certain Afrikaners after apartheid via its mythical celebration 

of heroes such as Koos De La Rey, then perhaps Die Antwoord’s success 

lies in the fact that the band celebrates perceived aspects of white, Afrikaans 

working-class identity that are glossed over by Afrikaner nationalist 

discourses. These are perceived features of white Afrikaner identity that 

do not easily fi t into the sorts of heroic representations of white male 

protagonists that dominate music videos such as ‘De La Rey’ or ‘Tyd Om 

Te Trek’. If Bok van Blerk is the troubadour and selective historian of a 

glorious Afrikaner past, then Die Antwoord is Van Blerk’s poorer, less 

educated, crass and decidedly more embarrassing relation who parodically 

draws attention to the fact that not all white Afrikaners fi t squarely into 

dominant representations of Afrikanerdom. It is perhaps for this reason 

that Die Antwoord have been so well received by Afrikaans audiences. 

In his editorial for The Media magazine, Rian Grobler writes that after 

1994 Afrikaners ‘felt marginalised, threatened that the new dispensation 

would, eventually, “murder” their precious language’.1 Of course, as I 

Racism 2.0: 
Die Antwoord’s blackface3
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argue elsewhere, Afrikaans is not exclusively their ‘precious language’.2 

Grobler contends that, despite Afrikaners’ worst expectations, a number of 

developments indicated that Afrikaans would prosper: Afrikaans festivals, 

such as Aardklop and the Klein Karoo Kunstefees, were well attended; 

Afrikaans TV soap operas, such as Egoli, Sewende Laan, Binnerlanders 

and Villa Rosa, were big hits; and Afrikaans bands flourished.3 The bands 

that Grobler mentions are Foto Na Dans, Brasse vannie Kaap and Jan 

Blohm.4 Brasse vannie Kaap’s appeal lay in the fact that they were coloured 

artists performing in Afrikaans (Haupt 2006), which would inspire white 

Afrikaans rappers like Jack Parow.5 

These affirmations of Afrikaans have allowed Afrikaners to imagine 

Afrikaans cultural expression beyond the confines of Afrikaner nationalism. 

Says Grobler: ‘With the shackles of apartheid finally shed, the volk’s 

[Afrikaner nation’s] collective culture, carefully constructed and maintained 

by church and state, started to integrate, making way for diversity in 

abundance.’6 The editorial by Grobler indicates that the issue of The Media 

in question ‘celebrates the Afrikaans media in all its manifestations’.7 The 

masthead for this particular issue is playfully retitled Die Media and the 

models featured on the cover are the members of Die Antwoord. A cover 

line reads ‘“Die Antwoord” [die antwoord is Afrikaans for ‘the answer’] to 

Afrikaans?’ In closing, the editorial arrives at its prognosis: ‘For anyone who 

still questions the future of Afrikaans, it is very much alive and well, thank 

you very much. That is die antwoord.’8 It would, therefore, appear that a great 

deal of hope is pegged on the success of Die Antwoord as the answer to the 

ascendance or survival of Afrikaans cultural expression in and beyond South 

Africa’s borders.

Die Antwoord describe themselves as a zef rap rave crew. Band 

members are Ninja (Waddy Jones), Yo-Landi Vi$$er and DJ Hi-Tek, a 

character who has been played by different people in their videos. Jones’s 

previous rap performance projects include Original Evergreen, Max 

Normal, Max Normal.TV and the Constructus Corporation. Although Die 
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Antwoord make questionable claims that they lead the zef counter-culture 

movement in South Africa, what is interesting is that they link the term 

– which apparently meant ‘common’ or ‘kitsch’, but now means ‘cool’ – to 

eighties white, working-class culture.9 As the personae adopted by band 

members Ninja and Yo-landi Vi$$er suggest, not all Afrikaans people aspire 

to middle-class respectability. From Grobler’s perspective, this may very 

well account for the band’s appeal. In this regard, Ninja’s persona seems 

to borrow heavily from male, coloured, Afrikaans-speaking working-class 

stereotypes from the Cape Flats – a term often used metonymically to allude 

to coloured townships, such as Manenberg, Mitchells Plain and Heideveld, 

even though this area is also home to black townships and suburbs, like 

Gugulethu, Langa and Khayelitsha. The Cape Flats are also home to a broad 

spectrum of suburban people, in terms of race and class. Die Antwoord’s 

ambiguous allusion to both working-class white and coloured stereotypes 

could be read as cultural appropriation, or it could be read as an indication 

that it is class, and not race, that accounts for commonalities between white 

and coloured identities. Apartheid’s attempts to employ race as the key 

marker of difference is subverted by the dynamics of class and poverty – 

hence the National Party’s post-war project to fast-track the class ascendance 

of white Afrikaners through institutions like the Broederbond. 

In this chapter, I analyse the work of South African viral-video success 

story Die Antwoord as a point of entry into a discussion of racial identity 

politics and access to digital media and the music industry. Specifically, I 

pose the question, ‘Is Die Antwoord blackface?’10 I argue that the strength of 

their work relies upon their social-media savvy, their access to high-quality 

media-production tools as well as their self-referential parody of white and/

or coloured working-class subjects, the very subjects who have yet to make 

the promise of Web 2.0 work for themselves – be it as consumers, citizens 

or artists – on the scale achieved by Die Antwoord. I argue that this form of 

appropriation has a long history in the music industry, both in South Africa 

and the US.
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The road to fame

Die Antwoord demonstrate the potential of artists to leverage off the power 

of social media to circumvent the gatekeeping practices of conventional mass 

media. They shot to fame in a short amount of time by posting their music 

videos, music and ‘mockumentaries’ or promotional videos on their own 

website (www.dieantwoord.com) and social-media platforms like Myspace, 

YouTube and Facebook. In an article for The Daily Maverick, Kevin Bloom 

recalls Die Antwoord’s electric performance at rock festival Oppikoppi 

2009. Bloom writes that the audience, which could have numbered 6 000, 

screamed in ‘off-the-hook abandon’.11 Little did Bloom know that this was 

but the beginning for the band. ‘Brilliant as their Oppikoppi performance 

was, though, there couldn’t have been too many fans in the audience who 

would’ve guessed that six months later Die Antwoord would go global.’12

Social-media success story and South-African rap band Die Antwoord
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Writing for The Media magazine, Angola Badprop claims that the 

band enlisted the help of an ‘internet-savvy mate who calls himself Griffin’ 

to post ‘10 free songs on this Net pirate’s self-acclaimed “zefste saait oppie 

interwebs [the most zef site on the internet]”, watkykjy.co.za’.13 Apparently, 

the songs were downloaded 50 000 times in four months. The music video 

for ‘Enter the Ninja’ ‘boasts 3.8 million’ views on YouTube, while ‘Zef Side’ 

was viewed 1.8 million times. Badprop writes that YouTube uploads of songs 

without music videos also did well: ‘Wat Pomp’ enjoyed 608 215 hits, while 

‘Jou Ma se Poes in a Fish Paste Jar’ enjoyed 44 060 hits. It appears that 

New York photographer Clay Cubit mailed the YouTube videos to website 

BoingBoing. Mari Basson saw the band at Ramfest 2009 for the first time – a 

year before their viral road to fame in early 2010 (Basson 2010). Although she 

makes no mention of Cubit, Basson outlines some of the events that led to 

their global fame:

An article featuring Die Antwoord appeared on BoingBoing on  

1 February after blogger Xeni Jardin picked it up on a friend’s blog, 

Sophisticated Funk, possibly via YimiYayo, who blogged about them 

on 28 January.

Also, on 1 February an article in the Guardian [a UK daily] 

featured Die Antwoord. An article also appeared on Buzzfeed and 

MetaFilter. A day later...DListed picked it up via BoingBoing, featuring 

it on their site too (under the section ‘Hot Sluts of the Day’), calling 

[the band] ‘equal parts horror and awesome’.

Two days after their initial post, BoingBoing posted a more 

in-depth follow-up post. It seems it was only the beginning. On the 

same day they were featured on American television’s hugely popular 

Attack of The Show. Then Europe picked it up with a post on pop 

culture blog, TasteLikePizza.com. Ah the Dutch – always adoring 

Afrikaans artists, even though Die Antwoord is surely not rapping 

about kitties.

On 5 February Die Antwoord was featured on New York 

Times.com and on Dutch VK Mag, whose community call them all 
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kinds of nice things like ‘vette shit’ and ‘echt te dope’ with their ‘lekkere 

beats’ [fat shit; dope/cool; nice beats]. On 8 February they featured on 

iAfrica.com.

The band also got mentions from Katy Perry and Fred Durst 

on Twitter, which, by the way, is still giving them a lot of love if you 

check out the search results. (Basson 2010)

It seems, therefore, that online and mass-media coverage of the band 

snowballed within a time frame of eight days. And not long after, Die 

Antwoord had signed a record deal with Interscope, which is owned by 

Universal – one of four holding companies that control 75 per cent of global 

market share (Patry 2009: 120). The band’s use of social-media platforms, 

like Facebook, YouTube and Myspace, caught the attention of online youth-

media sites, such as BoingBoing, as well as more conventional news media 

(the New York Times and the Guardian), before grabbing the attention of a 

major music label. In short, these musicians’ success was propelled by the 

validation of music fans, bloggers and journalists before a music label paid 

attention to their work. It is tempting to laud their rise to fame as a success 

story, a tale about the power of social media to bypass the gatekeeping 

functions of mass media, such as TV and radio, in order to empower 

independent musicians and their fans alike. However, José van Dijck argues 

that Web 2.0 tools do not necessarily present a threat to the operation of 

commercial mass media, not least because many of them are owned by 

corporate monopolies, like Google. As the Interscope record deal with Die 

Antwoord suggests, social-media platforms are potentially good tools for 

talent scouts looking to discover the next Justin Bieber:

YouTube’s role as an internet trader in the options market for fame is 

unthinkable without a merger between old and new media. Ironically, 

YouTube fame only counts as fame after it is picked up by traditional 

mass media – television, movies, newspapers, and so on.  

(Van Dijck 2009: 53)
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From this perspective, mass media are anything but obsolete. Indeed, their 

positions of power are reinforced when they recognise novel or unusual 

tweets, uploads or posts by the online community. In other words, their 

hegemonic gatekeeping function goes unchallenged when they take in, 

acknowledge and evaluate new online trends, representations, strategies and 

media events without necessarily having to relinquish control over the forms 

of media that they do own or control. The advent of social media, therefore, 

does not necessarily spell the end of mainstream conventional media. 

Die Antwoord’s position in this context is worth exploring, given 

that they are based in Africa, which finds itself at the wrong end of the 

digital divide. In a paper on the role of mobile media in South Africa’s 2009 

national elections, Marion Walton and Jonathan Donner write that, in 2008, 

less than 10 per cent (i.e. 4.1 million) of South Africa’s population had fixed-

line access to the internet (Walton & Donner 2011: 120). However, mobile 

phone subscriptions ‘per 100 people climbed from 35.9 per cent to 90.16 per 

cent’ between 2003 and 2008 (2011: 120). By contrast, landline subscriptions 

declined during the same period from 10.3 per cent to 9.2 per cent (Walton 

& Donner 2011: 120). The most common means of accessing the internet is 

via mobile phone, and not by computer (Walton & Donner 2011: 120). Walton 

and Donner contend that many people ‘are unaware that they are using 

the internet when using mobile instant messaging or accessing operator 

content via GPRS [general packet radio services]’ (Walton & Donner 2011: 

120). The authors reveal that 13 million South Africans use the mobile instant 

messaging and chat application MXit, which means that three times more 

people access the internet with mobile phones than with desktop computers. 

These findings are positive because they imply that South Africans are able 

to navigate their way around the digital divide. 

However, mobile access to the internet has limitations, depending 

on the level of sophistication of one’s mobile phone. For example, one may 

be able to chat, tweet, upload Facebook status updates or read news and 

weather reports, but more complex tasks are difficult or impossible. For 
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example, viewing or uploading extended video clips would not be possible 

in most cases. For unsigned musicians to use social media to promote 

their work they would need a desktop computer and decent bandwidth to 

edit and upload the work. Mobile access to the internet limits promotional 

work to text-based updates and uploads of photographs. Judging by the level 

of sophistication of Die Antwoord’s music videos, music production and 

social-media strategies, they do not fit into the category of musicians who 

reach audiences with limited internet access – in other words, the digital 

divide does not affect everyone equally in the global south. For instance, in a 

recent conference paper titled Social Distance, Mobility and Place: Global and 

Intimate Genres in Geo-Tagged Photographs of Guguletu, South Africa, Marion 

Walton reveals that only one band – spaza14 rappers Driemanskap – uploaded 

geo-tagged photographs of Gugulethu onto Flickr (Walton 2010: 3). The 

photographs were promotional shots for one of their albums. On the other 

hand, 57 per cent of the images were uploaded by tourists, and 16 per cent 

of the snapshots were uploaded by visitors from other parts of South Africa 

(2010: 3). Gugulethu residents, therefore, formed the minority of people who 

uploaded geo-tagged images of their neighbourhood onto Flickr. Walton’s 

research suggests that the digital divide reflects racialised class disparities 

that persist after apartheid. The issue of internet access aside, the high 

production values of Die Antwoord’s music and videos suggest that the band 

is well resourced.

Reading Die Antwoord

Although Die Antwoord’s parodic work references white and coloured 

working-class subjects, it is clear that the artists themselves are far better 

resourced than the subjects on whom they have based their work. The set 

design, props, costumes, cinematography and editing of the band’s music 

video ‘Enter the Ninja’ suggest that a great deal of conceptualisation and 

expertise went into producing this video. The video opens with a scene in 
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which Ninja (Waddy Jones) addresses the camera and positions himself as 

representative of South African culture: ‘Checkit. Hundred per cent South 

African culture. In this place, you get a lot of different things. Blacks, whites, 

coloureds. English, Afrikaans, Xhosa, Zulu, watookal [whatever]. I’m like 

all these different things, all these different people fucked into one person’ 

(Die Antwoord 2010). Before Ninja commences this monologue, there is a 

close-up shot in which only the left side of his face and naked shoulder are 

visible in the low-lit set. His head is tilted down and his eyes are closed as he 

holds his hands to his face, as if in prayer. Images of tattoos on his body are 

flashed briefly in time with eerie sound effects that one normally encounters 

in horror films or slasher movies. As he begins to speak, we do not see his 

eyes; in fact, we mostly just see his mouth, which draws attention to what 

appears to be gold in his teeth. The tattoos that are flashed as he speaks 

include an image of cartoon character Richie Rich, accompanied by his 

name; a hand wielding a knife; and the words ‘pretty wise’ at the base of his 

Shot from the video of Die Antwoord’s ‘Enter the Ninja’
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throat. In the rapid edit of images, we also see a close-up shot of late hip-hop 

and visual artist Leon Botha, who suffered from a rare disease, progeria. The 

prematurely ageing profile of this young artist is presumably meant to add 

to the eeriness produced by the jump cuts and grating sound effects during 

Ninja’s lead-in to the song. 

By the end of the monologue, we see Ninja’s full profile as he 

scowls directly at the camera; this shot is alternated with that of Botha. A 

combination of references is thus made. Ninja is meant to appear sinister 

and menacing by associating the opening scene with the genre of the 

slasher or horror film, specifically those parts of such films where the 

edits and sound effects signify that the plot is about to take a violent twist 

at the hands of a ‘psycho’, a term that he references towards the end of the 

film. This appearance is facilitated by the tattoos on his body. Although his 

accent may mark Jones’s character as white, Afrikaans and working-class, 

the tattoos allude to Cape Flats gang culture. In fact, the references to the 

knife, Richie Rich and the graffiti image of Casper the Friendly Ghost 

wielding a large penis are reminiscent of prison-gang tattoos and gang 

graffiti. The term ‘pretty wise’ alludes to ‘raak wys’ – a call for people to 

become wise or ‘get with the programme’. To become wise, in this context, 

means to become streetwise or to obtain the knowledge that is needed to 

gain the respect of gang members. The aesthetic of the tattoos on Ninja’s 

body mimics those of prison-gang tattoos, in that they appear to be hand-

drawn with makeshift materials at gang members’ disposal. They are not 

meant to resemble professionally designed tattoos that can be purchased 

in tattoo parlours. What is interesting about Ninja’s tattoos is that they 

allude to prison tattoos connotatively without actually making denotative 

connections. The band does not refer directly but alludes to the numbers 

gangs, the 26s and 28s, via tattoos and the graffiti that appears in the 

background of their set. 

By contrast, Mitchells Plain rapper Isaac Mutant’s YouTube video 

for his song ‘Boo’ is simply composed of a slideshow of township scenes 

focusing specifically on the menace of gang violence (Isaac Mutant 2008). 
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One shot includes the 26s gang graffiti on a concrete fence and another still 

image frames a close-up shot of a gangster from behind. In the foreground, 

we see half of his head covered in a rear-facing baseball cap, part of his 

tattoo-covered back and his right arm as it holds out a knife with a long 

blade. The subject appears to be standing in the middle of a township street 

facing children on a pavement outside a sub-economic house and a Wendy 

house, a wooden shed of the sort which is often used by Cape township 

residents15 as an alternative home in light of the fact they cannot obtain 

housing from the Cape City Council. The gangster’s foregrounded body is 

in focus and dominates the shot, whereas the children in the background 

are somewhat out of focus. His presence is, therefore, constructed as 

menacing in relation to the children. Isaac Mutant’s reference to gang 

culture and violence is, therefore, clearly denoted in his low-budget 

music video, and reflects much of what he has rapped about in his critical 

reflections on his life in Mitchells Plain (for example, in his scathing attack 

on local politicians, church leaders and gangs in ‘Die Kak Wat Hier Gebeur’ 

[‘This Shit That Happens Here’]). On the other hand, the set design and 

costumes of Die Antwoord are able to evoke associations with coloured gang 

culture without actually confronting the gritty detail of township life under 

the shadow of gangs. Ninja’s lyrics operate in a similar manner by using 

terms and expressions associated with Cape Flats gangster-speak: ‘Trying 

to fuck up my game with razor sharp lyrical throw-stars, here my flow’s 

hot / ho$tyle, wild out of control / ninja skop befokte rof taal [Ninja kicks 

fucked-up rough language] / rough rhymes for tough times’ (Die Antwoord 

2010; transcription by www.watkykjy.co.za). The term ‘hosh’ is a gangster 

appellation, similar to the greeting ‘awê’. In this context, ‘ho$tyle’ alludes 

to either gangster style or cool style. The use of the dollar sign in Afrikaans 

blogger Griffin’s transcriptions of ‘Enter the Ninja’ is also a reference to 

gang graffiti, which often employs these symbols in words where the letter 

‘s’ is meant to be used. The dollar signs also feature prominently in graffiti 

on the set where Ninja performs his rap. Two large dollars signs are made 

up of the images of two S-shaped snakes with swords crossing through 
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them vertically. In addition, the name of the band’s debut album, $O$, 

employs these symbols. One could read the repetition of these symbols 

as Cape gangsters’ obsession with US culture as well as the desire to 

become rich. The style of the graffiti text also marks neighbourhoods as 

gang territory, and the aesthetic differs noticeably from the wider range of 

styles, themes and colours employed by hip-hop graffiti artists when they 

create murals or simply tag public spaces. In essence, superficial references 

to Cape gang culture are made in order establish the street credibility of 

Jones’s persona, Ninja. The rap borrows from battle rhymes in its rhetorical 

aggression and boasts that

Ninja is poes koel, but don’t fuck with my game boy  

or I’ll poes you, life is tough, when I get stuck and my time is up  

I push through, till I break-break-break on through to the other side 

fantastically poor with patience like the stalker 

Ninja is hardcore, been cut so deep feel no pain.  

(Die Antwoord 2010; transcription by www.watkykjy.co.za)

The term ‘poes’ is a pejorative term for ‘vagina’ and could be translated as 

‘cunt’. Here, it is used as an adjective that qualifies the term ‘cool’ (‘koel’). 

Ninja’s repetitive use of this term, along with other Afrikaans expletives, is 

meant to position him as ‘hardcore’. Interestingly, however, Die Antwoord’s 

lyrics are actually in English and employ English syntax, while code-switching 

into Afrikaans and employing Afrikaans expletives. The language, therefore, 

borrows heavily from non-standard dialects of Afrikaans, while making itself 

accessible to a wider, English-speaking international audience. The use of 

certain aspects of Cape Flats dialects of Afrikaans, code-switching, references 

to kung fu and karate movies and Die Antwoord’s spoof of gangster rap form 

part of the band’s parodic intertextuality. This is taken even further when 

Yo-Landi Vi$$er steps into frame. 

The set for Yo-Landi Vi$$er’s bedroom characterises her as a 

youngster who worships her favourite rapper. It resembles a theatrical set 
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design more than that of a realist film. Before she enters the scene, the 

lighting illuminates her bed, dresser, bedside table, stool, mat and the wall 

above her bed. Everything else in the room is shrouded in darkness. The 

wall is covered in poster-size photographs of Ninja in various poses. In some 

shots, he has covered his face with his hand; in others he is in a ninja suit. 

As she steps into frame, she stops at her portable mono radio and cassette 

player on her dresser and is heard pushing a button before she flops onto 

her bed. Yo-Landi is dressed in a short school tunic and has pigtails. The 

song’s chorus begins and her high-pitched childlike voice underscores the 

youthfulness of the character she portrays. As she lies down, we jump to a 

shot of someone in a ninja suit slowly raising a sword. We return to Vi$$er 

as the keyboards begin to play the introduction to the song and we see her 

turning to remove what appears to be a letter under her pillow. We then cut 

to an earlier shot of graffiti on Ninja’s chest: ‘How can an angel break my 

heart?’ This shot fades into a scene where Ninja is lying on his bed spinning 

a ninja star. The chorus commences and we see Vi$$er lying on her side 

with her thigh exposed. We have a better view of the Ninja poster on the 

wall behind her and her teddy bear is also framed here. The sexualised 

representation of this character, along with Vi$$er’s diminutive frame, is, 

therefore, meant to be read in relation to the cues that emphasise the fact 

that she is a minor. Later in the song, she performs a striptease on her bed to 

reveal her underwear as she changes to an oversized T-shirt bearing Ninja’s 

image. One could argue that the sexualisation of Vi$$er’s youthful character 

is meant to allude parodically to child pornography, but it also objectifies 

her – thereby undermining arguments about parodic intent. In the scene in 

which she raises her dress, we see a close-up shot of her panties prominently 

featuring a hand-drawn dollar sign. This close-up shot fades to Ninja as he 

grabs his crotch and begins his next verse with the words ‘Ninja is poes koel’. 

The sexual innuendo is clear enough and the phallic power that he claims to 

possess is rendered sinister by the fact the girl is clearly as a minor and he is 

presented as a decidedly older and hardened adult thug.
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Debate 2.0: The case for blackface 

As a social-media phenomenon, Die Antwoord have been interesting precisely 

because of fans’ and detractors’ responses to their music, videos and media 

strategies. After all, social media only have value because people employ 

Web 2.0 tools to upload content, consume that content and engage in debates 

and exchanges with producers of the range of media on offer and with other 

consumers of those media. In this sense, social media form part of the 

attention economy. Although the range of responses to Die Antwoord to be 

found online is too numerous to summarise here, it is worth considering 

how some individuals have utilised the band’s music to debate issues relating 

to identity and representation. On 11 February 2010, author Richard Poplak 

wrote an article about Die Antwoord for The Walrus Blog. South Africa–born, 

Canada-based Poplak attempted to decode Die Antwoord’s work for audiences 

that are not South African. A link to his article was posted on Book Chat on 

website Book Southern Africa soon afterwards. Book Southern Africa hosts 

profile pages of southern African fiction and non-fiction authors, and allows 

visitors to register and post comments on forum pages. The comments thread 

to this particular post is particularly interesting. Poet and former academic 

Rustum Kozain entered the discussion and identified a number of substantial 

factual errors in Poplak’s piece. The most pertinent issues that he raises relate 

to the politics of race and representation:

To me, Die Antwoord is basically blackface and blackface is tricky; it 

exists on a continuum from satire to parody to mimicry to misdirected 

appropriation, but the points on the continuum are given valency by 

reception. As Ninja and Yo-landi are personas, I’ll take Die Antwoord 

as satirical.16 

This extract from Kozain’s comment thread raises a number of concerns 

that are central to our discussion of ‘Enter the Ninja’. Eric Lott writes that 

blackface minstrelsy was developed in nineteenth-century America when 

‘white men caricatured blacks for sport and profit’ (Lott 1993: 3). He explains: 
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‘Although it arose from a white obsession with black (male) bodies, which 

underlies white racial dread to our own day, it ruthlessly disavowed its fleshy 

investments through ridicule and racist lampoon’ (1993: 3). Lott contends 

that ‘the minstrel show had disastrous consequences – particularly since 

black people had little room to contest publicly the social meanings generated 

out of their culture’ (1993: 102). Blackface minstrelsy, therefore, generated 

a range of meanings that could not be controlled by black subjects, given 

that they did not have the means to provide competing representations of 

blackness. Blackface revealed less about black subjects and more about white 

racist projections of black identities (Lott 1996: 101). Michelle Alexander 

writes that blackface pandered to white racism and made ‘whites feel 

comfortable with – indeed, entertained by – racial oppression’ (Alexander 

2010: 168). Kozain’s understanding of blackface sits with Lott’s description 

of the term. Die Antwoord create caricatures of coloured subjects, specifically 

the Cape Flats gangster, in order to parody gangster rap music. Waddy Jones’s 

mimicry of coloured identities produces a range of meanings of colouredness 

that cannot be controlled by the communities that he caricatures in service 

of his artistic project. To paraphrase Lott, they do not possess the symbolic 

power to challenge the representations of colouredness that now circulate on 

the ‘Interweb’ beyond South Africa’s national borders. But, as Kozain argues, 

Jones also references white working-class subjects: 

But what are they satirising or parodying? The people on which the 

personas are based? i.e. the ‘coloured’ gangster or ‘gangster’ or youth? 

Or is it white working-class youth, the select few who, due to new 

proximities in working-class and lower-middle-class neighbourhoods, 

are now developing habits and mannerisms that will not raise an 

eyebrow on the Cape Flats taxi line?

This to me is interesting: that Die Antwoord suggest a fusion 

of white Afrikaans working-class and ‘coloured’ working-class 

identities, expressed in the most eloquent way through dialect/s.

But it cannot escape parody. Waddy Jones is, after all, 

not white working-class Afrikaans (maybe he has roots there, I 
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don’t know; he lives in Higgovale [a wealthy, historically white 

Cape Town neighbourhood]. Although language identity may be 

slippery here); at the class remove that he inhabits, and...yes, the 

racial remove too, the adoption of the persona of Ninja treads that 

difficult and exhausting terrain of South African entertainment 

culture wherein ‘coloured’ people almost always figure as coon – 

delightful language skills (Afrikaans, after all, was born on their 

tongues) enhanced by gold-capped teeth. Tattoos that mimic the 

style of prison-garnered ‘tjappies’ (stamps), but tattoos that know to 

stay well clear of any other direct references to gangs. For me, the 

depth of the invention is probably the most troublesome, because it 

reveals an anthropological bent: it is not a persona that has emerged 

in any organic way, such as our identities change in different 

environments; rather, it is a persona invented, but clearly based on 

detailed anthropological study.17

As Kozain contends, Jones is neither coloured nor white Afrikaans working-

class, and he suggests that Jones would have had to engage in some sort of 

anthropological research on his subjects in order to capture so much detail in 

his act – so much so that Jones knows well enough not to make his references 

to prison-gang tattoos too direct. In fact, according to a number of hip-hop 

artists in Cape Town, Jones spent quite a bit of time with Cape Flats Afrikaans 

rappers, such as Isaac Mutant and Garlic Brown, in the build-up to the launch 

of Die Antwoord as an act. He also engaged with Damian Stephens (Dplanet), 

who owns an independent music label, Pioneer Unit, which has signed 

Afrikaans and spaza rappers, such as Driemanskap, Rattex, Jaak and Konfab. 

Jonathan Hart describes cultural appropriation as the process by which ‘a 

member of another culture takes a cultural practice or theory of a member of 

another culture as if it were his own or as if the right of possession should not 

be questioned or contested’ (Hart 1997: 138). For Hart, the unequal relations of 

power are an important element of this practice:
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The debate over cultural appropriation is about whether speaking 

for others or representing them in fictional as well as legal, social, 

artistic, and political work is appropriate or proper, especially when 

individuals or groups with more social, economic, and political power 

perform this role for others without invitation. This appropriation of 

culture probably occurred before human records, but it has also been 

a function of ‘tribal’, national and imperial expansion. (Hart 1997: 137)

Uneven power differentials produced by the history of colonial domination 

and imperialism, therefore, play a significant part in the practice of cultural 

appropriation, particularly in post-apartheid South Africa. As I argue in 

Chapter 2, the racial inequities created by apartheid have persisted, thanks to 

the country’s macroeconomic policies, which ensure that already privileged 

individuals are more able to take advantage of media and communication 

technologies, like social-media platforms. David Hesmondhalgh positions 

the question of power relationships in relation to marginal communities’ 

contribution to cultural expression on a global scale:

What does it mean, for example, to borrow from the cultures of 

more vulnerable social groups? What forms of accreditation and 

recompense are ethically desirable when engaging in such borrowing? 

These questions are important in any consideration of modern music 

because, for a variety of social and historical reasons, including the 

denial of literacy to slave populations, relatively dispossessed peoples 

have had a proportionately large influence on global popular music. 

This is most notably true of African Americans, whose syncretic 

musics, from jazz to blues to soul to hip-hop, have been the basis of 

the most globally disseminated sounds. (Hesmondhalgh 2006: 55)

Hesmondhalgh’s argument is that black subjects have often not been 

acknowledged or rewarded adequately for the extent to which their cultural 

expressions were appropriated and for the considerable influence of 
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their work upon the world. His reference to the era of slavery and racist 

exploitation of black labour draws our attention to the uneven bargaining 

power of black subjects in negotiating white power. Although he offers 

the history of slavery in the US as an example, one should remember that 

his discussion also applies to the black experience in South Africa, where 

colonialism, the enslavement of Africans and diasporic South East Asians, 

as well as legislated apartheid, shaped the agency of black subjects. Relations 

of power aside, cultural appropriation need not be an intentional distortion 

of black subjects. As Perry Hall contends, ‘although whites have consistently 

been attracted by black rhythmic/musical sensibilities, this attraction is 

often obscured or distorted by racist habits of thoughts and association that 

provoke suppression and denial, even while conjuring powerful attractions’ 

(PA Hall 1997: 34). It is from this perspective that white representations or 

projections of blackness reveal more about white subjects than about black 

identity. In her discussion of the legacy of the minstrel shows in US gangsta 

rap and ‘other forms of blaxploitation’, Alexander states that ‘today’s displays 

are generally designed for white audiences’ (Alexander 2010: 168). This 

situation is not very different from ‘the minstrel shows of the slavery and Jim 

Crow eras,’ she argues (Alexander 2010: 168). Not surprisingly, we find that 

the ‘majority of consumers of gangsta rap are white, suburban teenagers’ 

(Alexander 2010: 168). This may, in part, explain why Die Antwoord has been 

so popular in the US.18

One could make the argument for blackface in Die Antwoord’s 

performances at worst, or merely for cultural appropriation at best, but it 

is not immediately apparent that the use of white working-class cultural 

expression fits neatly into either category. However, it is clear that a large 

part of Die Antwoord’s appeal in and outside of South Africa lies in the fact 

that it evokes the ‘white trash’ stereotype, which has entered mainstream 

entertainment media through popular US TV comedies like My Name 

is Earl. In her research on representations of the white working class in 

the UK, Beverly Skeggs holds that the term ‘white trash’ ‘encompasses 

perfectly the association of the working class with waste and disgust – it 
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racialises the working class so that distance can be drawn from other forms 

of whiteness’ (Skeggs 2004: 103). Annalee Newitz and Matt Wray concur 

with this view: ‘The term “white trash” helps solidify for the middle and 

upper classes a sense of cultural and intellectual superiority. But…“white 

trash” is not just a class slur – it’s also a racial epithet that marks out 

certain whites as a breed apart, a dysgenic race unto themselves’ (Newitz 

& Wray 1997: 1). Die Antwoord’s use of white, Afrikaans (NB: not all white, 

Afrikaans people necessarily see themselves as Afrikaner) working-class 

stereotypes, therefore, could be read in racial and class terms, especially 

in light of the continuing appeal of Van der Merwe jokes, which, like jokes 

about the Irish, characterise white Afrikaners as stupid, naïve, unrefined 

and worthy of derision. The more recent incarnation of Van der Merwe jokes 

is the self-invented character Vernon Koekemoer, whose images and jokes 

circulated by email and on the internet until Koekemoer managed to make 

his way into Nandos TV adverts with film and TV martial arts icon Chuck 

Norris, himself the subject of many jokes along with David Hasselhoff.19 It 

is from this perspective that Jones’s upper- or middle-class position as an 

English-speaking white person who caricatures white and coloured working-

class subjects comes to be racialised. Skeggs applies Bourdieu’s concept of 

symbolic capital to make sense of how the working class is misrepresented 

and marginalised:

The working classes, who create their own culture (obviously in 

negotiation with the history of representations and positions), and not 

in conditions of their own choosing, have far less potential to generate 

exchange value from their culture because of the social circuits in 

which they operate. To convert their cultural resources into symbolic 

capital would require access to conversion mechanisms, and this is 

where representations are central, because they attribute value to 

different people, practices, objects and classifications, thereby limiting 

the potential for exchange. One of the central issues in this evaluating 

process is how differentiation is made between culture worth having 

and knowing, and culture that is not. (Skeggs 2004: 96)
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The power of the middle and upper classes lies in their ability to control the 

means of representation that frame working-class subjects in certain ways. 

Without the means to convert ‘cultural resources into symbolic capital’, black, 

coloured and white working-class subjects have limited means to control the 

ways in which the meanings of racial and class identities are interpreted. 

This point is demonstrated by the fact that very few Cape hip-hop artists, 

with the exception of hip-hop veterans Prophets of da City, Brasse vannie 

Kaap, Black Noise and Godessa, have managed to find international 

audiences for their music, notwithstanding the fact that some of them have 

employed online strategies. None of these artists have enjoyed the level of 

success that Die Antwoord has achieved in such a short period of time. 

Die Antwoord’s ability to convert cultural resources into symbolic 

capital is demonstrated not merely by the international success that they have 

achieved via mass and new media, but also by the ways in which they have 

been represented by local mass media. One salient example is the upmarket 

magazine/lifestyle programme Top Billing’s interview with the group in an 

episode in July 2011. The show’s anchors normally present the programme 

from the home of a wealthy individual, whose property is showcased later 

in the programme. Interviews with the owner, interior designers and/or 

architects of the house or apartment normally focus on design elements and 

the opulence of the setting. In many respects, the show reflects the triumph 

of neoliberal economics in post-apartheid South Africa and offers the perfect 

example of the kind of consumerism that is ridiculed in Tumi and Ngwenya’s 

‘The Now Rich’, discussed in Chapter 2. The Top Billing interview with Die 

Antwoord is, therefore, anomalous because the interview is reportedly set in 

Rocklands, Mitchells Plain (an impoverished Cape Flats township that was 

allocated to coloured people under the Group Areas Act during apartheid). 

The voice-over script after the opening sequence with the presenter positions 

the interview as follows:

It is not every day that Top Billing get an invite to come and braai 

in Mitchells Plain but when it is from futuristic rap-rave crew Die 

Antwoord, our curiosity got the better of us. Representing a fresh new 
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style called Zef, Die Antwoord has taken the world by storm. When 

launching their first music videos in February 2010, their website, 

www.dieantwoord.com, received 41 million hits in that month alone. 

The world couldn’t get enough of Ninja, Yo-Landi Vi$$er and DJ 

Hi-Tek, and they have toured all over North America, Canada, UK, 

Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Norway, Finland, France, Spain, 

Belgium, the Netherlands, Hungary, Sweden, Denmark, Czech 

Republic, Serbia, Poland, New Zealand, Australia and Japan. They 

have featured in numerous international magazines such as the New 

York Times, Rolling Stone Magazine and Dazed and Confused.20

The suggestion, therefore, is that, were it not for an interview with this 

rap act, this TV show would not ordinarily come to a working-class 

neighbourhood, such as Mitchells Plain. Jones and Vi$$er do not live in 

this township and do not share its residents’ collective experience of forced 

relocation under apartheid laws and the subsequent poverty and hardship 

that Mitchells Plain’s remote location from places of employment in the city, 

for example, imposed on them. In the feature, as well as in the photographs 

that were posted on the Top Billing website, there is no indication that 

Jones and Vi$$er or the Top Billing crew interacted with residents of the 

neighbourhood where the shoot took place. The location is at the front 

of a house on a narrow Mitchells Plain street. The establishing shots are 

composed of a quick pan into an empty street, a man walking his dog, three 

girls running and a young man dozing at his fruit-and-vegetable stall, which 

is situated on the porch of a home. Once the scene is set, presenter Jeannie D 

walks down an alley as she introduces the interview somewhat awkwardly:

‘We’re in Mitchells Plain to find the answer. With lyrics like “Ai yai 

yai, I am your butterfly. I need your protection. Be my samurai” 

and with quite interesting looks, some might say...quite disturbing, 

we’ve discovered – and I’m sure millions of fans around the world 

might agree with us – that Die Antwoord is disturbingly cool. Aweh, 

my bru.’21 
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Like the voice-over script, Jeannie D’s script merely identifies Mitchells Plain 

as the location for the shoot, but she goes further by concluding the shot with 

a reference to Cape Flats Afrikaans – ‘Aweh, my bru’. Stereotypical markers 

of colouredness are, therefore, employed without actually engaging the 

coloured people who are to be seen in the shoot and in the stills photographs 

used as a backdrop to the interview with Die Antwoord. Instead, it is Die 

Antwoord’s international success that is foregrounded. The checklist of the 

band’s tour locations is a reminder that none of the coloured rappers with 

whom Jones spent time and none of the speakers of the Cape Flats dialects 

of Afrikaans who are referenced in this band’s lyrics are included in their 

international success. There is no evidence of reciprocity. Instead, this rap 

act’s viral success demonstrates that they possess the necessary conversion 

mechanisms to capitalise on the cultural resources of Cape Flats working-

class subjects. 

‘Look, a Negro!’

The currency of Cape Flats Afrikaans has been the subject of work by 

Prophets of da City (Haupt 2001), but, more recently, the documentary 

Afrikaaps by director Dylan Valley takes up this theme in interesting new 

ways. The film documents the progress of a collaborative hip-hop theatre 

project, which debuted at the Baxter Theatre in Cape Town and then 

moved to the Klein Karoo Nasionale Kunstefees (KKNK), an arts festival in 

Oudtshoorn, Western Cape. The KKNK has historically been seen as a white, 

Afrikaans arts festival. The film also tells the story of the director’s own 

evaluation of his relationship with Afrikaans and coloured identity, having 

largely seen himself as English-speaking for most of his childhood. A scene 

that illustrates rather well the power of racial interpellation and the difficulty 

of converting cultural resources into symbolic capital is the cast’s discussion 

with Lavender Hill High School pupils about the respective currencies of 

standard and non-standard dialects of Afrikaans. One pupil explains: 
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If someone interviewed me and I’m talking and I didn’t hear them 

properly, then I’ll say, ‘Sorry, brother, what did you just say?’ Then 

immediately he’s going to get the impression that I’m a gangster. 

Regardless of whether I have a degree or how intelligent I am. He’s 

going to judge me by the language I used. For one question he’s going 

to judge me for that job, which could impact on my life.  

(English translation in Valley 2010) 

Afrikaaps cast member Moenier Adams makes a similar point: ‘I’m scared to 

speak like I really do because even when I got to college and stuff, you know, 

Scene from Afrikaaps, directed by Dylan Valley
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and I spoke like I did, I got like looks and stuff like. Now my Afrikaans isn’t 

as nice as Jits, you know’ [‘Jits’ means ‘cool’, but in this case it is a reference 

to the other artist in the shot, Jitsvinger] (Valley 2010). In an opinion piece 

that was originally published in Chimurenga magazine, Rustum Kozain 

contributes to a debate about coloured identity politics and uncritical 

references to ‘the coloured voice’ as if it were a singular entity. Kozain’s 

Fanonian reflection on how the fact of his blackness is perceived echoes the 

remarks made by Adams and the high school pupil:

For most of my day, I am a decently educated person who teaches 

18-year-olds and older about literature, English literature. It is not 

entirely preposterous to think that I may have the son or daughter 

of the white woman I encounter on the sidewalk in my class. When 

she clutches her bag though, I am no longer a teacher to her son or 

daughter. With the aid of that powerful tool we call national crime 

statistics, she has been able to reduce me to a cipher of criminality: 

the black man. I am no longer an agent in how the world sees me. 

(Kozain 2006: online)

The mere sight of Kozain’s body racialises him – regardless of the extent 

of his education or intelligence – and hegemonic discourses on crime, race 

and gender have interpellated him. In a scene from Afrikaaps, Charl van 

der Westhuizen and Jethro Louw walk the streets of Oudtshoorn in a bid to 

distribute flyers for their show at the KKNK. We see two presumably white, 

Afrikaans adolescents approaching Van der Westhuizen in a car park. It 

turns out they believe that he is selling cannabis. Valley’s translation reads: 

‘I just met a Rasta around the corner and he said I could smoke there. Could 

you organise a smoke for me?’ (Valley 2010). Despite the fact that Van der 

Westhuizen tells him that he ‘got the wrong guy’, he persists in his attempt 

to purchase cannabis from Van der Westhuizen. In his view, these two 

dreadlocked men cannot be anything other than drug dealers. Louw then 

takes the opportunity to redirect the conversation to the show that they are 

promoting. In another scene, we find that the prejudice that Louw and  
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Van der Westhuizen have to negotiate contend with at KKNK does not 

happen strictly along racial lines. Valley translates the views of a man of 

colour who challenges Louw’s credentials as a spokesperson for their theatre 

show, as follows: ‘Listen, you have to get someone who knows what the deal 

is, man. He’s a very bad, what do you say?’ As he struggles to find the correct 

word, Louw finishes his sentence for him: ‘Representative’ (Valley 2010). 

The irony is that the man makes a judgement call on Louw’s eligibility as 

a representative for the show when he hardly seems articulate enough to 

raise his superficial objection. Echoing Kozain, the mere sight of Van der 

Westhuizen and Louw positions them in the eyes of the people whom they 

encounter on the streets of Oudtshoorn – their interaction with certain 

people on the street suggests that they are no longer agents in how the world 

sees them, to paraphrase Kozain.22 

For both the Lavender Hill High School pupil and Moenier Adams, 

their use of language is an avenue via which racial and class interpellation 

potentially limits their agency and freedom to define themselves on their 

own terms. Their perceived ability to convert Cape Afrikaans – or Afrikaaps, 

as it is called in the documentary, or gamtaal, as it has been termed 

pejoratively (cf. Haupt 2001) – into symbolic capital is limited, regardless of 

their education or intelligence. This perception is confirmed by mainstream 

media representations of coloureds. One example is the Sunday World column 

Bitch’s Brew by Nomakula Roberts. The editorial in question, Jou Ma Se 

Kinders,23 was intended as a parody, but generated so much public criticism 

that the article was removed from the Sunday World website. In the piece, 

Roberts provides the following description of coloureds:

She insists that black guys don’t date crazy people.

‘What?’ she says. ‘Coloureds are nuts because:

 ◆ They drink Black Label beer and smoke like chimneys.

 ◆ They shout and throw plates.

 ◆ They have no front teeth and eat fish like they are trying to 

deplete the ocean.

 ◆ They love to fight in public and most are very violent.
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 ◆ They’re always referring to your mother’s this or your mother’s 

that.

 ◆ They know exactly what tik is.

 ◆ They love designer clothes.

 ◆ They love making love and leave even the randiest negro 

exhausted.

 ◆ They walk around in their gowns and pyjamas during the day.’ 

What is wrong with my friend? I wonder.24 

Despite the attempt at parody, a large number of pejorative racial stereotypes 

are confirmed in this piece and we find that Kozain, Adams and the 

Lavender Hill High School pupil’s concerns about being interpellated by 

hegemonic discourses on racial identity are legitimated – notwithstanding 

the fact that Kozain’s article was published nine years before Roberts’s 

column. The column presents coloured people as violent, confrontational, 

alcoholic, drug-addicted, materialistic, oversexed, lazy and verbally abusive. 

Although the sorts of stereotypical representations offered in this column 

are arguably exceptional, it is not clear how the piece made it through the 

filtering processes of a mainstream commercial newspaper. In an opinion 

piece published on media website Bizcommunity, Chris Moerdyk argues 

that the Roberts column should have been vetted by the subeditor (Moerdyk 

2011).25 However, it is the editor, Moerdyk argues, ‘who actually has the sole 

responsibility for checking what goes into the newspaper’ (2011). From this 

perspective, the decision to scrap Roberts’s column completely hardly seems 

to constitute sufficient action, particularly because corrective measures 

were already supposed to have been put in place after former Sunday Times 

(sister newspaper of the Sunday World) columnist David Bullard was fired for 

writing a piece that was deemed to be offensive (2011). 

The representational issues at stake here echo Frantz Fanon’s 

discussion of racial interpellation in Black Skins, White Masks:
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‘Dirty nigger!’ Or simply, 

‘Look, a Negro!’

I came into the world 

imbued with the will to find a 

meaning in things, my spirit 

filled with the desire to attain 

to the source of the world, and 

then I found that I was an 

object in the midst of objects.

Sealed into that 

crushing objecthood, I 

turned beseechingly to 

others. Their attention was a 

liberation, running over my 

body suddenly abraded into 

nonbeing. Endowing me once 

more with agility that I had 

thought lost, and by taking me out of the world, restored me to it. But 

just as I reached the other side, I stumbled, and the movements, the 

attitudes, the glances of the other fixed me there, in the sense in which 

a chemical solution is fixed by a dye. I was indignant; I demanded an 

explanation. Nothing happened. I burst apart. Now the fragments have 

been put together again by another self. (Fanon 1967: 109)

The fragments of Kozain, Adams and the Lavender Hill High school pupil’s 

subjectivity have been reassembled by others’ view of them; that is, via 

their awareness of how they are perceived when they speak their mother 

tongue, the non-standard dialect of Afrikaans. In other words, they are now 

careful not to speak in ways that come naturally to them for fear of being 

interpellated in restrictive ways. One might say that they have internalised 

their interpellation by observing hegemonic norms, but one may also 

Frantz Fanon
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argue that the exchanges presented in Valley’s film suggest that they make 

strategic decisions about when to speak the Cape Flats Afrikaans dialect. 

These strategic decisions could be read as evidence of agency on their part, 

but the idea of how black subjects are hailed and located by hegemonic 

discourses endures. One could argue that a measure of fragmentation has 

taken place. W.E.B. Du Bois’s notion of double consciousness seems apt in 

this respect: ‘It is a peculiar sensation, this double consciousness, this sense 

of always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring 

one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and 

pity’ (Du Bois 1903, 2009: 6). Du Bois allows us to think about the ways in 

which hegemonic discourses interpellate black subjects and frustrate their 

attempts to represent themselves on their own terms. 

The notion of double consciousness still finds currency in 

contemporary society, particularly one that is saturated by commercial 

media messages. One example is a Nivea advertisement that was printed 

in the September 2011 issue of Esquire magazine (Flock 2011).26 The 

advertisement, which is part of Nivea’s ‘Look like you give a damn’ 

campaign, features a clean-shaven, black male model who is about to throw 

away the head of a black man with Afro-style hair and a beard (Flock 2011; 

Gerhart 2011).27 Copy to the right of the model reads: ‘Look like you give a 

damn’, and the copy across the model anchors the meaning of his action: 

‘Re-civilize yourself’ (Flock 2011; Gerhart 2011). He is, therefore, dumping 

his former self, the bearded black man who had an Afro. The key objection 

to the advertisement was that a similar Nivea commercial featuring a white 

male model was anchored by the text ‘Sin City isn’t an excuse to look like 

hell’ (Gerhart 2011). The message, therefore, seems to be that white males, 

already being civilised, are not in need of recivilisation, whereas black males 

do need to be recivilised. From this perspective, the stereotypical ‘nigger’ 

is in conflict with the metrosexual or civilised, modern black man. In the 

advertisement, it is the civilised, modern black male who overcomes his 

inner ‘nigger’ to make himself acceptable to ‘civilised’ society, as presented 

from the point of view of the Nivea print advertisement. Nivea stopped the 
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advertising campaign following swift negative responses to it on blogs, 

Facebook and Twitter. In fact, Questlove, the drummer for the hip-hop band 

The Roots, wasted no time in tweeting about the advertisement: ‘Lotion with 

a 38 yr old atlanta strippers name really wants my head off. uncivilized?’28 

Questlove’s assertion that the severed head resembles him allows one to 

think about the power of racial stereotypes in contemporary media. On the 

other hand, Nivea’s quick reaction to criticism directed at it via social-media 

platforms suggests the ability of newer media forms to challenge corporate 

media strategies.

Poet Daniel Beatty dramatises this conflict in his poem ‘Duality 

Duel’, which concerns the conflict between the narrator’s inner ‘nigger’ 

and his Ivy League-educated ‘nerd’ counterpart. Beatty represents his 

persona’s assimilation into the mainstream, white education system as split 

subjectivity, or double consciousness: ‘There’s a battle going on inside of me 

between my well-crafted external persona and internal force trying to break 

free / It’s a battle, you see, between the nerd and the nigger in me’ (Beatty 

2010). In the end, it is the ‘nigger’ who has his say: ‘Cause this assimilating 

bullshit will surely beat you down…Put the strut back in your walk, say what 

you really feel / Be all of you for all of us can heal / The time for lying and 

denying is through / It’s time, nerd, journey to the nigger in you!’ (2010). 

In Beatty’s poem, the act of overcoming double consciousness is an act of 

healing if black subjects can represent or define themselves on their own 

terms – hence the command ‘Be all of you for all of us can heal’ (2010).  

Du Bois was writing specifically about the black experience in the US. 

However, Paul Gilroy believes that this concept resonates more widely: 

Double consciousness was initially used to convey the special 

difficulties arising from black internalisation of American identity…

However, I want to suggest that Du Bois produced this concept at 

the junction point of his philosophical and psychological interests 

not just to express the distinctive standpoint of black Americans, but 

also to illuminate the experience of post-slave populations in general. 

(Gilroy 1993: 126) 
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In the Top Billing shoot, coloured subjects are framed as objects ‘in the midst 

of objects’ (Fanon 1967: 109) – as props in the fictitious construction of Jones 

and Vi$$er as authentic working-class characters with ghetto credentials. 

Residents of the neighbourhood are not engaged directly and merely look 

on as Die Antwoord command the attention of the television viewers. And 

the feature provides no acknowledgement of Mitchells Plain hip-hop artists 

– such as DJ Azuhl, DJ Eazy, DJ E20, Mr Devious, EJ von Lyrik, DJ Hamma, 

Isaac Mutant and DJ Ready D – who played a key role in launching Afrikaans 

hip-hop in South Africa. In this instance, there is no attempt at dialogue 

between Top Billing and Die Antwoord, on the one hand, and Mitchells Plain 

residents, their lived experiences and its artists, on the other hand. Perry 

Hall conveys a sense of how this objectification works:

Most poignantly, the black human beings whose collective living 

experiences most consistently contribute innovative impulses to the 

music of the wider culture continue as despised, feared, rejected 

symbols of undesirability. This description does not refer specifically 

to individual performers and artists who bring innovation to the 

wider culture, though many of them have indeed suffered abuse of 

various kinds in this process. Rather, it suggests that, while the white-

dominated wider culture absorbs aesthetic innovation, it continues to 

avoid engaging or embracing the human reality, the very humanity, of 

those whose shared living experiences collectively created the context 

in which such innovation is nurtured, maintained, and supported. 

In the course of this appropriative process, these people and their 

experiences, their connection to the aesthetics, have in essence 

become ‘invisible’ as the forms purport to become color-blind.  

(PA Hall 1997: 32–33)

In response to Jeannie D’s question about why international fans find Die 

Antwoord appealing, Vi$$er replies: ‘I think they dig the flavour. They find it 

fascinating. They think we exotic. They think we different and they hunger 
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for something new, although a lot of our lyrics is Afrikaans and we use a 

lot of Zef slang.’29 Ironically, as she offers this explanation, we see cutaway 

shots of people at the house where the braai is being held and residents in 

the street beyond the front fence – they are the curious, exotic objects whom 

Die Antwoord and Top Billing are borrowing to make their performance 

come across well and the TV interview a success. The interview also contains 

cutaway shots from the music video of ‘Enter the Ninja’. The Top Billing 

interview makes the relations of power between Die Antwoord and its subjects 

of parody clear. The use of Rocklands as an ‘exotic’ location, where a braai of 

burgers (as opposed to chops and sausage, signifiers of a more affluent South 

African national identity) is being staged, as well as the music video’s many 

references to ninjas signal South Africa’s colonial past and the musicians’ 

position in the country’s hierarchies of power. Edward Said’s elucidation on 

orientalism seems apt. Said contends that the ‘Orient was Orientalised not 

only because it was discovered to be “Oriental” in all those ways considered 

commonplace by an average nineteenth-century European, but also because 

it could be – that is, submitted to being – made Oriental’ (Said 1978, 2000: 72). 

In other words, Top Billing and the band have the power to frame coloured and 

white working-class identities in ways that suit their project. Specifically, Top 

Billing and Die Antwoord demonstrate how subjects interpellated as coloured 

are made aware of how they are seen through the eyes of others in amused 

(read: parodic) contempt, to paraphrase Du Bois. 

The irony is that, despite concerns about cultural appropriation in 

their performances, the band has a strong sense of ownership in the work 

that they have produced. When director Sean Metelerkamp and his company 

Harry & Co won an award at the YouTube Biennial of Creative Video (the 

event was held at the Guggenheim Museum, New York) for directing a 

video titled ‘Zef Side’, Die Antwoord disputed the fact that Metelerkamp 

had directed the video – notwithstanding the fact that he was credited as the 

director of this video on Die Antwoord’s website (May 2010; Morgan 2010).30 

Jones issued a somewhat abusive response to Metelerkamp’s success:
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Check it: SEAN METELERKAMP who claimed to ‘direct’ ZEF SIDE 

is a fuckin parasite and a liar. Ninja, Yo-landi and DJ HI-TEK started 

DIE ANTWOORD five years ago on our own. Sean took some photos 

of us and interviewed us under our direction then stabbed us in the 

back and keeps using our music and imagery without our permission. 

That art award is a fuckin wank. Sean, fuck you and your old alcoholic 

slut boss in the face. (May 2010; Morgan 2010) 

Die Antwoord seems to be suggesting that their work has been appropriated 

and that Harry & Co and Metelerkamp are violating their exclusive rights to 

their music and images. Harry & Co, however, disputes this claim:

Die Antwoord did not contribute any money towards either the video 

or the photographs, and, as a result, they did not formally commission 

or offer a material benefit to [Metelerkamp] or Harry & Co, to produce 

them, something that would have entitled them to ownership of any 

related content. At the same time, that their likenesses are in the 

related content is confirmation that they did agree to appear in both 

the video and the photographs. In addition, they have actively been 

using both for marketing purposes, to further promote their band and 

the Die Antwoord brand.

In copyright law, the heart of the issue is that ideas cannot be 

copyrighted, so in legal terms it is irrelevant as to who contributed to 

the ideas used in the video or the photographs, something that is most 

often...the result of a collective collaboration. Instead, the copyright 

initially belongs to whoever ‘reduced such ideas into material form’, 

and in both these cases, this was [Metelerkamp] and Harry & Co. 

Sean Metelerkamp has never stated that he is entirely responsible for 

the concept all round, but that he acted as the director and was a key 

contributor to the ideas cannot be disputed.

In legal terms, Sean’s right to be identified as the author 

(director and photographer) of the video and stills [is] enshrined in 

Section 20 of the Copyright Act, or the so-called Moral Rights clause.31
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The public exchange between Die Antwoord and Harry & Co confirms that 

the band’s success was the result of collaboration between the musicians 

and a film-production company with a keen interest in branding, marketing 

and publicity (see www.harryandco.tv). The band did not commission 

the work done by Metelerkamp and the company, which appears to have 

covered the costs of the production. Harry & Co makes the legal basis for 

Metelerkamp’s role as director and photographer clear: it is Metelerkamp 

who has set down the ideas for the production on film – in material form, in 

other words. It appears that Die Antwoord have not disputed the company’s 

response to Jones’s initial allegations. In his coverage of the dispute, Andrew 

Lloyd Morgan poses the question, ‘So what do you reckon? Genuine anger 

at a company claiming to have been behind Die Antwoord or just another 

brilliant marketing gimmick?’ (Morgan 2010). This may very well be part 

of the band’s marketing strategy, but it does not detract from the arguments 

presented here. The band has been able to leverage the resources of subjects 

in a highly skilled network of artists and professionals in order to launch the 

viral phenomenon that is Die Antwoord. Their success has by no means been 

random and demonstrates the kinds of conversion mechanisms they had 

at their disposal to turn the cultural resources of economically and socially 

marginal subjects into symbolic capital. In order to achieve this, they would 

already have had the necessary cultural or economic capital to negotiate 

collaborative relationships with highly skilled, media-savvy professionals. 

These are networks and resources that are not available to black hip-hop 

musicians on the Cape Flats – whether they are Afrikaans or spaza rappers.

Doosdronk at Die Nekkies 

Concerns about Cape rappers’ relatively uneven access to social and 

economic capital aside, Die Antwoord’s collaboration with Afrikaans comedic 

rapper Jack Parow and Francois van Coke (lead singer of Fokofpolisiekar) on 

a song titled ‘Doosdronk’ at Ramfest 2009 (held at Die Nekkies, Worcester, 
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Western Cape) raises concerns that go beyond the agency of urban coloured 

rappers. The song (available on YouTube) seems to celebrate or parody 

drunken partying:

party party party party [pronounced ‘paatie’ in the song] 

hos ja 

jirre maar ek’s in my poes in [god, I’m fucked] 

dude hy’s moere fokken wasted [dude, he’s fucking wasted] 

hello hoe lyk it [hello, what do you say] 

ek en jy naked [you and me naked] 

kyk hier, kyk hier [look here, look here] 

fok jou [fuck you] 

kom ons koop ’n fokkin dop gou [come, let’s buy some booze  

 quickly] 

kom baby score my die witblits [come baby score me the witblits  

 (distilled wine)] 

sit terug [sit back] 

vat ’n fokkin sluk vannie klipdrift [take a fucking swig from the  

 Klipdrift] 

aah shut up jou fucking bastard [ah, shut up, you fucking bastard] 

don’t fuck around with the  

drunken master  

kyk hier jou ma se poena [look here, your mother’s cunt] 

don’t want gehelp vir my kopseer [don’t want help with my headache] 

hepppa 

kyk hier mommie ek’s ’n rapper [look here, mommy, I’m a rapper] 

ons party nou hos, nou lekker [we’re partying now, lovely] 

la di da di

party party party party

(Die Antwoord 2009; transcription from www.lyricsmania.com; 

author’s translation)
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The term ‘doos’ means ‘cunt’ and is meant to qualify dronk (drunk). In the 

performance at Ramfest 2009, Ninja adopts the persona of a drunken man 

who brawls with his female partner, Yo-Landi Vi$$er. She hurls a number of 

Afrikaans curses at him: ‘Fok jou! Jou vuil vokken hond! Wies jy? Niks! Jy’s niks. 

[Fuck you! You fucking dirty dog! Who are you? Nothing! You are nothing!]’ 

Jack Parow attempts to intervene. Ninja beats the woman to the ground as 

he shouts ‘Jou fokken bitch [You fucking bitch]’. The police supposedly arrive 

and, before they head into the chorus, they chant ‘Fok ’n polisiekar! [Fuck, a 

police car!]’ – a pun on Van Coke’s band, Fokofpolisiekar. 

One could argue that this enactment of alcohol-fuelled, gender-

based violence cuts across class boundaries. However, the characters’ use 

of code-switching and Afrikaans expletives, which are often stereotypically 

associated with coloured working-class subjects, situates this performance 

in terms of race and class. The caricatures presented here operate in the 

same field of associations as the stereotypes that are invoked in Nomakula 

Roberts’s column, discussed above. This particular performance, however, 

becomes especially racialised, given that the festival largely attracts white 

rock and metal fans and because of the venue’s proximity to the farming 

community of the Hex River Valley of the Western Cape. The performance of 

the drunken partying takes place at a festival where an abundance of alcohol 

is bound to be consumed in a festive atmosphere. Indeed, Van Coke holds up 

a glass of what looks like beer at the beginning of the song. The staging of 

violence – specifically gender-based violence – adds another dimension to the 

performance. Any attempt to make the case for intended irony or parody in 

their performance falls by the wayside. The real irony, perhaps not intended, 

is that farm workers in the Hex River Valley have long struggled with the 

dopstelsel (literally, ‘tot system’), foetal alcohol syndrome and gender-based 

violence on farms, which have historically been owned by white farmers, 

thanks to apartheid.32 Jeanne Viall, Wilmot James and Jakes Gerwel argue 

that, 15 years after the ‘dop system was made illegal’, it remains a problem 
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on many farms in the Western Cape – so much so that non-governmental 

organisations Dopstop and Women on Farms were established to 

address aspects of the problem, which include ‘alcoholism, child neglect, 

absenteeism, low motivation, domestic violence and poor health’ (Viall, 

James & Gerwel 2011: 132–134). According to research by London, Nell, 

Thompson and Myers, farm workers in the Western Cape continue to face 

problems relating to alcohol abuse, violence and poverty:

Farm workers have inherited a considerable burden of morbidity as 

a result of the historical legacy of poor living and working conditions 

in the agricultural sector. Alcohol abuse, the inheritance of the ‘dop’ 

system, high levels of interpersonal violence and injury, and evidence 

of chronic adult malnutrition are among some of the key public health 

issues identified. (London et al. 1998: 110)

Leslie London argues that public perceptions of coloured people as heavy 

drinkers ‘have much to do with the dop system’, which is ‘...geared towards 

the social control of farm workers and their families’ (London 1999: 1407). 

In a study of domestic violence on farms in the Western Cape, Penny 

Parenzee and Dee Smythe contend that alcohol abuse, thanks to the legacy 

of the dopstelsel and the rise of shebeens in rural areas, plays a significant 

role in ‘triggering and perpetuating’ domestic violence on farms (2003: 

34). The working and living conditions in which farm workers generally 

find themselves also leave much to be desired. In a report titled Ripe with 

Abuse: Human Rights Conditions in South Africa’s Fruit and Wine Industries, 

Human Rights Watch contends that farm workers’ human rights are 

routinely violated by farmers (Human Rights Watch 2011). The report 

reveals that some of the problems that they face include poor housing 

conditions, evictions, limits on freedom of association, occupational 

hazards, the legacy of the dopstelsel and domestic violence (Human Rights 

Watch 2011). The organisation reports that it documented at least two farms 
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where workers were partially compensated with alcohol and that Western 

Cape farms have ‘one of the highest levels of foetal alcohol syndrome in the 

world’ (2011: 66). 

With this context in mind, it is, therefore, difficult not to interpret 

Ninja and Vi$$er’s caricatures in this performance as racial stereotypes 

evoked for the purpose of entertainment, whether they are meant to 

represent coloured farm workers, suburban drinkers or ‘white trash’. To 

paraphrase Skeggs (2004), Kozain and Lott, the musicians’ use of informal 

dialects of Afrikaans and racialised caricatures demonstrates their ability 

to exercise symbolic power to generate meanings out of coloured and/or 

white working-class identities that cannot be controlled by farm workers, 

working-class coloureds or ‘white trash’. These representations are anything 

but flattering. The success of the performance thus hinges upon cultural 

appropriation and, more specifically, modern-day blackface because 

perceived aspects of coloured identity are caricatured and ridiculed for the 

enjoyment of Ramfest’s largely white audience. It is from this perspective that 

Rian Grobler’s optimism about Die Antwoord being the answer to the future 

of Afrikaans is problematised. Although it is admirable that Gobler wants 

to distance Afrikaans from the history of apartheid in his eagerness to see 

artists reinventing Afrikaans identity, such efforts have to acknowledge the 

uneven relations of power between Afrikaans speakers in South Africa. Even 

though Die Antwoord acts as a counterpoint to the less critical, nostalgic 

celebrations of Afrikaner identity in the work of Bok van Blerk, for instance, 

the project is undermined by its own race and class politics. Instead of 

reinventing Afrikaans identity, Die Antwoord uses mass-media strategies to 

repackage apartheid-era thinking on racial identity for post-apartheid South 

Africans, international audiences and expatriates. In the end, Die Antwoord’s 

privileged access to sophisticated resources and media-savvy professionals 

demonstrates that the racialised class divide, as discussed in Chapter 2, is 

very real nearly two decades after the end of apartheid. 
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The following chapter approaches the topic of South Africa’s racialised 

class divide via an examination of films that frame black male subjects 

in very specific ways, and I will show that a critical examination of music 

helps us understand the limited ways in which black masculinity has been 

positioned in film and the media. In the end, I will suggest that the Academy 

Award-winning film Tsotsi, particularly, offers a very limited view of post-

apartheid South Africa. 
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oliver schmitz’s film Hijack Stories, Gavin Hood’s Academy Award-

winning Tsotsi and Ralph Ziman’s fi lm Jerusalema provide meaningful 

insights into the construction of black masculinity in post-apartheid cinema, 

media and youth culture. A key argument that this chapter advances is that 

South African cinema and media place a great amount of emphasis on black 

masculinity as an embodiment of the heterosexual, streetwise gangster. I 

explore this idea through a discussion of the popular and controversial TV 

drama Yizo Yizo and its use of kwaito as a means of accessing its primary 

audience, township youth. This sets the scene for a discussion of Tsotsi’s 

use of kwaito as a means of authenticating its narrative. This chapter also 

considers actor and kwaito star Zola’s rise to fame since he fi rst landed the 

role of the villain Papa Action in Yizo Yizo 2 in 2001, and his presence in 

Tsotsi as the successful gangster Fela and his dominance in the fi lm’s kwaito 

soundtrack. 

The tendency to emphasise specifi c types of black masculinity is not 

unique to South Africa. It parallels Hollywood representations of African 

American men, as well as the worldwide appeal of gangster rap,1 which 

comes to signify the pervasiveness of US cultural imperialism. In this 

Gangsta currency: 
Shooting black men4
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regard, I examine debates about the use of hip-hop in African American 

cinema to develop key themes and for aesthetic purposes. The key issue 

is that the image of the black man as thug/gangster/tsotsi2 has been 

commodified to such an extent that the agency of black male subjects and 

artists to construct their own personal trajectories is somewhat curtailed by 

market forces.

The real deal…

My analysis of Hijack Stories, which Schmitz wrote with poet Lesego 

Rampolokeng, will reveal that the film provides one with the opportunity 

to think about the media’s role in constructing limited subject positions for 

black subjects. This happens via the characters Sox (Tony Kgoroge) and Bra 

Zama3 (Rapulana Seiphemo), who swop roles by the end of the narrative. Sox 

is an actor who cannot secure the role of Bra Biza, a gangster in a TV drama, 

because he is no longer connected to his old neighbourhood, Soweto. After 

securing a privileged education, he now lives in Rosebank, Johannesburg, 

and is one of the continuity presenters for SABC 1’s Simunye, which 

includes a multicultural/‘rainbow’ cast that features Camilla Walker, a white 

presenter who speaks Zulu. According to Sox’s uncle, Bra Dan, his mother 

worked hard to ensure that he had access to an education that would ensure 

his upward mobility. However, it is this position of class privilege that 

makes it difficult for him to land the role of Bra Biza, who, one imagines, 

embodies all of the qualities that his mother had hoped he would never 

internalise. In Sox’s meeting with Bra Zama and his crew at a shebeen, a 

key theme emerges. The scene starts with a shot of a TV broadcast of Sox 

and Walker introducing a music video, ‘Hey Ta Da’, by well-known hip-hop 

group Prophets of da City. As the presenters’ lead-in ends, Grace (Moshidi 

Motshegwa) makes fun of Sox:
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Grace: [Sings SABC 1 pay-off line] Simunye. We are one [laughs at Sox].

Joe: We live in a fucked up society, you know that?

Zama: So what do you want, Mr Rainbow Nation?

Sox: Come on, man. It’s just a job, you know. I’m actually practising 

for the audition to play Bra Biza. I haven’t got the job yet. I just want to 

study the real…gangster just to make it more convincing.

Zama: Bullshit.

Sox: I just want to base it on the right person.

Zama: You think I’m like Bra Biza?

Sox: It looks like it.

Zama: Bra Biza?

Sox: Ja.

Zama: Bra Biza? On TV?

[Cut to scene of Bra Biza terrorising a neighbourhood.]  

(Schmitz 2000)

The film opens with a scene from the show for which Sox is auditioning. 

We see Bra Biza and his crew hijacking a car from a businessman, who is 

also humiliated in the process. Biza’s villainous and apparently legendary 
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character does not appear to be very different from the arch-villain Papa 

Action of Yizo Yizo, who was played by Ronnie Nyakala in the first series 

and then by Zola (whose real name is Bonginkosi Dlamini) in the second. 

The role of Papa Action was, therefore, established by the time Zola secured 

the part, much like the role of Bra Biza, which was already being established 

by the time Sox endeavours to land the part. The shebeen scene makes it 

apparent that Grace, Zama, Fly and Joe do not buy into SABC 1’s attempts to 

sell the ideal of South Africa as a ‘Rainbow Nation’ to its viewers. As one of 

the subsequent scenes in the car with Zama, Fly and Joe suggests, this ideal 

is only plausible for more privileged individuals, like Sox, who lives in the 

desirable neighbourhood of Rosebank. ‘Mr Rainbow Nation’ is, therefore, 

not authentic in the eyes of Zama and his crew – nor in the eyes of a shebeen 

patron in Grace’s street when he chases Sox out of the shebeen and down the 

street. But these characters are not the only ones who demand authenticity. 

The casting director who is tasked with finding the actor who will play Bra 

Biza frames Biza in the following manner:

Casting director: OK, Sox. Here we go. Bra Biza. The meanest 

gangster who ever lived. He rapes. He kills. He takes no prisoners. I 

want anger, I want viciousness, I want horror. You ready?

Sox: Aha.

Casting director: And action.

Sox: [Nothing.] (Schmitz 2000)

In short, Sox’s experience of class privilege does not allow him to portray this 

role convincingly. His mother’s wish for him to escape the unstable social 

and schooling environments that Zama experienced during the final years 

of apartheid now counts against him in post-apartheid South Africa. It is the 

thug, or tsotsi, who now appears to have the most value in the entertainment 

industry and this sends Sox into an identity crisis. This also explains why it 
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is Zama who succeeds in landing the role of Biza by the end of the film, thus 

blurring the boundary between the ‘real’ and ‘reel’. To recall the discussion 

of double consciousness in Chapter 3, it is arguable that Sox is alienated 

from life in his own neighbourhood because he was assimilated into the 

historically privileged, white suburb where he was schooled and now resides. 

Like the nerd in Daniel Beatty’s ‘Duality Duel’, he needed to suppress his 

roots in order to succeed in the suburbs and the city. Ironically, it is the 

figure of the township thug, a stereotypical construction of mass-mediated 

entertainment, to which he now needs to aspire in order to attain success.

Hijack Stories raises important insights about the gangster genre, 

which could best be understood in relation to Schmitz’s earlier film 

Mapantsula, which he co-wrote with lead actor Thomas Mogotlane. 

Mapantsula tells the story of a self-serving tsotsi, Panic (Mogotlane), who is 

rather unconcerned with the climate of political protest against the apartheid 

regime. This changes after he is arrested with political activists and is 

expected to betray them in his interrogation sessions. In her discussion of 

Mapantsula, Lesley Marx writes that the gangster occupies an ambiguous 

position with regard to capitalism and democracy:

Gangster films bring to the centre those marginalised, exploited 

and abused by a capitalist system. They expose inequities and the 

frustration and violence bred by political, social and economic 

inequality. But their gangster heroes aspire to the goals set by the 

system: goals of material wealth, political power and sexual control. 

(Marx 1996: 11) 

This ambiguity can also be seen in gangsta rap music, which places an 

obsession with ‘bling’ (overt expressions and performances of opulence) at 

the forefront of its lyrics and music videos. Marx refers to Keyan Tomaselli’s 

claim that Mapantsula should not merely be read as a film about ‘black 

exploitation’, but should also be seen as a condemnation of capitalism (Marx 

1996: 19; Tomaselli 1993: 72). The class divide experienced by marginalised 

characters like Panic is, therefore, racialised, thanks to the system of 
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apartheid, and Hijack Stories continues to explore some of the issues that 

were raised by Mapantsula. In this regard, Schmitz has the following to say 

about Hijack Stories’ key thematic concerns:

It’s exactly this issue of ‘what has changed’ and thinking about a new 

generation that prompted me to look at a story of youth and how they 

are dealing with issues of identity. Either to hang on to the past and 

its bad memories and not wanting to or being able to move on, or 

wanting so badly to put all that in a closet and lock the door, to change 

your identity completely...that’s really what the movie is about.4

If Mapantsula explores injustices perpetrated by the apartheid state, Hijack 

Stories considers some of the continuities between life before and after the 

first democratic election in South Africa. To some degree, this film examines 

the agency of its key characters and the choices that they make. It is Zama 

who offers a critique of the class contradictions that persist in South Africa’s 

democratic dispensation. In the scene before Sox’s first lesson in being a car 

thief, he tries to get to the bottom of Zama’s life as a criminal:

Sox: So how did you get like a gangster, nê?

Zama: He thinks we are criminals.

Sox: No, man, you’re a gangster, right? So what’s the problem?

Zama: Do I look like a dirty criminal?…The criminals are the people 

you live with. (Schmitz 2000)

Zama’s response to Sox’s line of questioning reveals that he is at odds with 

the ‘new’ South Africa and official attempts to either position him as a happy 

citizen of the ‘Rainbow Nation’ or as a criminal who acts without a clear 

sense of purpose beyond personal enrichment. His answer implies that he 

recognises that the systematic race and class injustices experienced under 

apartheid continue, partly because of the country’s adoption of neoliberal 
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economic policies like GEAR (the South African government’s Growth, 

Employment And Redistribution strategy) (Bond 2001: 41). In a turn of 

events that confirms Marx’s discussions of the ambiguous position occupied 

by gangsters, Zama leaps at the chance of auditioning for the role of Bra Biza 

and slipping into Sox’s Rosebank life. Zama’s ability to bring authenticity to 

the portrayal of Bra Biza parallels Zola’s rise to stardom after he secured the 

part of Papa Action for the second series of Yizo Yizo.

The appeal of kwaito

A key element of Zola’s success as a musician and actor is his ability to project 

the image of the authentic gangster/thug/tsotsi. This was critical to the success 

of Yizo Yizo 2. Clive Barnett writes that the show ‘was developed with the 

primary aim of generating wide public debate about educational issues, and of 

changing the attitudes and behaviour of students, teachers and principals, and 

parents’ (Barnett 2004: 259). One of the show’s ‘defining characteristics’ was, 

therefore, its claims to authenticity and believability (Smith 2003: 250). René 

Smith contends that the ‘prevalence of YFM [a music radio station] and the local 

music genre, kwaito,5 constitutes a deliberate effort on the part of the creators of 

the series to represent real township life experiences’ (2003: 250). Zola’s record 

label, Ghetto Ruff, played a role in the popularity of kwaito, as it released the 

Yizo Yizo 2 soundtrack, which features key kwaito artists like Mandoza, Arthur, 

Ishmael, Wanda, Thembi Seete and, at this stage, relative newcomer Zola. The 

approach of the show, which was devised in the first series, paid off because 

Yizo Yizo attracted 1.2 to 2.1 million viewers, making it the most watched 

programme on South African TV (Barnett 2004: 259). Smith claims that there 

was a great deal of reciprocity between the series and the album and that they 

contributed, therefore, to each other’s success (Smith 2003: 250). Smith writes: 

‘Viewed as a celebration of youth culture, as an incredible asset to black South 

African youth culture, and as a form of resistance, kwaito thus is an integral 

part of representations of “real-life” township experience’ (2003: 250). 
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The notions of affirmation and resistance in kwaito are partly 

ascribable to its use of scamtho/tsotsitaal, a language form that largely makes 

use of non-standard dialects of isiZulu, English, Sesotho and Afrikaans. One 

could argue that scamtho functions like the non-standard dialect of Afrikaans, 

gamtaal, as employed by Cape-based rap groups Prophets of da City (POC) 

and Brasse vannie Kaap (BVK) – and, over recent years, a host of younger 

artists like Jitsvinger, Terror MC, Die Man Van Staal, Hemel Besem, Jaak, 

Marlon Burgess and Burni Amansure (of Godessa). This dialect of Afrikaans 

has typically been seen as a marker of coloured identities within apartheid 

discourse and continues to be seen as such within certain circles. The 

reference to gamtaal points to the biblical story of Ham and is meant to refer 

to the ‘shame’ of miscegenation – it is, therefore, the language of the sons 

of Ham. In an earlier work, I argue that POC and BVK employ gamtaal (or 

what POC calls ‘ghetto code’) to challenge the legacy of apartheid and racism 

by aligning this dialect with the discourse of Black Consciousness (Haupt 

2001). POC went so far as to include rappers Ishmael and Junior so that the 

crew could rap in indigenous languages on songs such as ‘Zulu Muffin’ from 

Age of Truth (see Haupt 2001). Interestingly, Junior later went on to form the 

kwaito band Boom Shaka and Ishmael joined kwaito crew Skeem, which was 

known for affirming black popular cultural history of the eighties with the hit 

song ‘Waar Was Jy?’ Russell Potter’s discussion of the subversive potential of 

non-standard dialects of English in his discussion of hip-hop provides a sound 

understanding of the politics of scamtho and gamtaal:

On the one hand, there are hegemonic vernaculars, such as ‘Received 

Standard English’ (the term postcolonial critics use to highlight 

the arbitrary status of the privileged ‘standard’ dialect of English); 

posed against them, appropriating and subverting their claims to 

‘standardness’, are what I would call resistance vernaculars, since 

even to speak these vernaculars is in a crucial sense to make inroads 

against the established power-lines of speech. (Potter 1995: 57–58)
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In the cases of gamtaal and scamtho, we find that identities that were negated 

within neocolonial discourses are validated by the appropriation of the very 

dialects that were framed negatively within these dominant discourses. 

Subverting the standard dialects of Afrikaans, English, isiZulu, isiXhosa 

or Sesotho also subverts the power of historically dominant discourses 

that positioned subjects as marginal and, therefore, without agency. Yizo 

Yizo went some way in validating not merely a music genre and cultural 

expression, but also a range of black identities that were emerging from the 

ruins of the monolithic discourse of apartheid.

However, despite the success of the series in affirming identities 

and encouraging debates about the key issues that affect the lives of 

young township youth, an SABC evaluation of Yizo Yizo found that it was 

Yizo Yizo publicity shot
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‘significantly less successful in stimulating discussion around issues of 

rape and sexual harassment’ (Barnett 2004: 263). One can make sense of 

this finding by considering René Smith’s claim that Yizo Yizo commodified 

violence in its attempts set its narrative up as ‘real’ or authentic:

The contradictions of representing gender-based violence in the 

series lie at the precise moment of representation where violence is 

commodified in the process of representing the ‘real’. In this regard, 

certain representations of violence within Yizo Yizo are substantiated 

by the dramatic intent of the series (violence as a ‘cliffhanger’). 

(Smith 2003: 261) 

Therefore, the very narrative conventions of TV dramas, like cliffhangers, 

undermine the creators’ attempts to present key social concerns in ways 

that would engage audiences who would watch the programme in order to 

be entertained more than out of a sense of obligation to deal critically with 

key social problems. Despite the success of the series, there is, therefore, a 

measure of uncertainty about its success in challenging conservative gender 

politics. Barnett contends that Yizo Yizo ‘uses a popular television format to 

build a large audience, but in “leaving” the classroom and by deploying the 

aesthetics of popular culture it relinquishes a significant degree of control over 

the communication process in educational broadcasting’ (Barnett 2004: 264). 

In the end, there is no certain way of ensuring that the show’s key objectives 

have been met and that the work, as a whole, has been interpreted in ways that 

facilitate positive social change, especially with regard to gender politics. 

The appeal of kwaito may play a role in authenticating the TV 

programme, as the music continues to circulate long after the series came 

to an end. This positive spin-off for kwaito has also been beneficial to Zola 

as an actor and musician. He managed to build upon his initial success 

with Yizo Yizo 2 by securing the role of Fela in Tsotsi as well as by featuring 

prominently on the soundtrack that was released by Ghetto Ruff. This label 

has done well in capitalising on the film’s success by including kwaito music 

videos in the film’s DVD package, by releasing a Tsotsi double-disc music CD 
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as well as by releasing a Tsotsi music video DVD that includes a bonus audio 

disc. The kwaito soundtrack is put to good use in Tsotsi and does much to set 

the scene for the development of the film’s narrative. 

Based on the novel by playwright Athol Fugard, the film tells the story 

of a tsotsi who finds redemption after hijacking a car without realising that he 

has also stolen a baby in the process. We meet Tsotsi (Presley Chweneyegae) 

and his gang, Aap (Kenneth Nkosi), Boston (Mothhusi Magano) and Butcher 

(Zenzo Ngqobe), in the first scene of the film. Aap and Butcher are rolling 

dice, while Boston looks on as he reads the newspaper and Tsotsi is staring 

out of the door of his home in a Soweto informal settlement. Butcher 

ends the game and asks Tsotsi what they are doing tonight. Tsotsi turns 

in a close-up shot and Zola’s song ‘Umdlwembe’ starts playing. The song 

continues as they make their way out of Tsotsi’s home, down the street past 

the communal tap, where Miriam (Terry Pheto) is queuing for water along 

with other residents, towards the railway station. As they make their way past 

Still from Gavin Hood’s Academy Award-winning film Tsotsi
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the shebeen, a smartly dressed Fela (Zola) and his crew are standing next to 

his Audi cabriolet. An amused Fela says: ‘Hah...the little gangster. You learn 

to drive yet?’ (Hood 2005). Tsotsi does not reply as they pass Fela’s crew; 

he shows Fela the finger. All the while, Zola’s ‘Umdlwembe’ is playing, and 

the scene cuts to an aerial shot of the neighbourhood. It becomes apparent 

that the plan is to seek out a commuter from the city as he makes his way 

from work with his pay packet. ‘Umdlwembe’, which many kwaito fans would 

recognise from Zola’s debut album by the same title, does much to set the 

scene for the impending train murder and robbery:

Qafutushu kulobumnyama 

Sesi yoibona bafana baseZola

Bamba imoto abone ukuti umzala ufuna amagegeba

Bekha la phezulu kwamatafula

Sesi busy siyaxovaxova

Slender hoza la bekha la ngiti hoza uzosijoina 

Siphete indlela yomlilo hluvum iyashosholoza

Buddi lam...omunye munye futi ubuza iholo enoyotwala

Asifika kuleyo indawo kuzosala amafelokazi 

He kuyawufa intsizwa kuyosale aboguluva masifika kuleyo indawo

[Out of the darkness

We are going to meet the boys from Zola

Steal this car so that he can see that Cuz wants money

Look what’s on top of these tables

We are busy enjoying ourselves [binge drinking]

Slender, come here come join us

We have a road of fire [car] 

My friend...another one just asked where is the alcohol

When we get there widows will be left behind

Men are going to die but the real thugs will stay behind when we get 

there.] (Zola 2005)
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The song’s narrative does not relate directly to the train scene, but does 

convey the idea of dangerous thugs who are about to wreak havoc. It also 

lays down the priorities of the crew: the acquisition of money, women and 

alcohol, and a love of violence – thereby making the characters’ gender 

politics quite clear. 

Unlike in the case of Yizo Yizo, it is not merely the use of kwaito 

that authenticates the film in the minds of South African audiences, 

but the presence of Zola in the film, albeit in a supporting role, and on 

the soundtrack. In his own words, in South Africa Zola is ‘more famous 

than the Cullinan Diamond’.6 He adds: ‘And I have no bodyguards. A 

top celebrity like me can walk into a party and of course I’ll sign a few 

autographs, but there’s no trouble.’7 In fact, it is Zola who features most 

South African musician, actor and presenter Zola featured in Gavin Hood’s Tsotsi.
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prominently on the covers of the Tsotsi music CD and music video DVD. 

South African viewers are meant to recognise him, remembering his role 

as Papa Action in Yizo Yizo, and his celebrity status as a kwaito star lends 

credibility to Tsotsi. Many viewers may also remember that he starred 

in director Zola Maseko’s Drum as the Sophiatown tsotsi Slim, who has 

two memorable scenes in the film. The first takes place when a gangster 

challenges Slim to a knife fight and Slim butchers his opponent effortlessly 

without much fanfare – and without messing up his immaculate outfit. 

The second memorable scene occurs towards the end of the film, when 

Slim stabs protagonist Henry Nxumalo (Taye Diggs) to death, at the behest 

of apartheid henchman Major Spengler (Greg Melville-Smith). The scene 

suggests that gangsters like Slim enjoyed a great deal of power in the 

townships because of strategic alliances with the police and intelligence 

operatives hoping to undermine anti-apartheid activism. 

One might say that Zola is well on his way to being typecast as a 

gangster in his fledgling film career. According to Dorian Lynskey, Zola does 

not ‘mind that most of his screen roles are mobsters’. Zola rationalises the 

issue in the following way:

‘I’ve got a chance to portray what I could have been, and kids who 

know me can say, “Hey, hold up. He made different decisions, so 

maybe we can follow him.” I took Zola as a stage name to make a 

point: I may come from Zola but I am a man apart.’8

Zola seems to be employing the sort of logic that Smith describes in her 

analysis of Yizo Yizo. He gets to become a celebrity and role model by 

creating the image of the authentic thug/tsotsi. 

As a whole, the introductory sequence in Tsotsi is stylishly shot and 

edited, and has the appeal of slick Hollywood gangster films or hip-hop and 

kwaito videos that focus on what the late gangster rapper Tupac Shakur 

dubbed ‘thug life’. His song ‘Bury Me a G’, from the album Thug Life, 
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Volume 1, offers one example of the ways in which ‘thug life’ is represented 

by gangster rappers. In the song, he describes the life of a thug in a way that 

appears to be celebratory:

Thinkin back, reminiscin on my teens

A young G, gettin paid offa dopefiends

Fuckin off cash that I made

Nigga what’s the sense of workin hard if you never get to play?

I’m hustlin, stayin out ’til it’s dawn

And comin home, at 6 o’clock in the mornin

Hands on my glock, eyes on the prize

Finger on the trigger when a nigga ride

Shootin craps, bustin niggaz out the do’

Pick my money off the flo’, God bless the tre-fo’

Stuck on full, drunk again

Sippin on gin with a couple of friends (ha ha)

Say them Thug Life niggaz be like major pimps

Stickin to the rules wasn’t made for sin (beotch!)

And if I die, let it be

But when they come for me, bury me a G

[Chorus:] 

I ain’t got time for bitches

Gotta keep my mind on my motherfuckin riches

Even when I die, they won’t worry me

Mama don’t cry, bury me a G

(Shakur 1994; transcription by Original Hip-Hop Lyrics Archive)

‘Umdlwembe’ and ‘Bury Me a G’ are similar in that they articulate an 

obsession with accumulating wealth, drugs and alcohol, and with sexual 

power. 
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The performance of masculine aggression is a key aspect of both 

texts, along with an expression of a ‘kill or be killed’ credo. Another key 

song on the Tsotsi soundtrack, ‘Ghetto Scandalous’, expresses the same kind 

of masculine aggression: ‘Ghetto scandalous, ghetto scandalous / He lova 

tata icova sesiya vela / Don’t fuck with us buddi lam [Ghetto scandalous, 

ghetto scandalous / Thugs better take cover ’cause we are already here / 

Don’t fuck with us, friend].’ (Zola 2005). The roles that Zola portrayed in 

Yizo Yizo, Drum and Tsotsi, as well as the Hijack Stories reference to Bra 

Biza, are strongly reminiscent of the aggressive and often nihilistic lyrics 

performed by Shakur in ‘Bury Me a G’. The key exception is that Schmitz 

and Rampolokeng’s script actually appears to comment on the values that the 

media prioritise in their representations of black men. For many audiences 

who are already familiar with Zola’s work as an actor and musician, Gavin 

Hood’s theme of redemption could be lost as they engage with the film 

via a different route, i.e. the kwaito soundtrack that works well with the 

film’s visual aesthetic and is also meant to authenticate Hood’s project. 

Hood’s dramatic intent is, therefore, potentially undermined within certain 

communities of viewers. The sorts of nihilistic and rhetorically violent music 

produced by Shakur – and echoed by Zola in ‘Umdlwembe’ and ‘Ghetto 

Scandalous’ – have made their way into Hollywood representations of 

African Americans. 

In his essay on John Singleton’s remake of the film Shaft, Matthew 

Henry writes that African American films have used rap and hip-hop for 

‘aesthetic and thematic purposes’ (Henry 2002: 114). It is the ‘tough guise’ that 

has a great deal of currency in popular culture (2002: 116). According to Henry,

a particular type of black masculinity – one defined mainly by an 

urban aesthetic, nihilistic attitude, and an aggressive posturing – has 

made its way into the cultural mainstream in the last two decades. 

Although there are numerous contributing factors, this image of black 

masculinity has developed largely as a result of the commodification 

of hip-hop culture and ‘videomercials’ that sell it. More specifically, 

it is the result of the popularity of the urban ‘gangsta’ and his 
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embodiment in the gangsta rap of artists such as Dr. Dre, Ice Cube, 

Snoop Doggy Dog and Tupac Shakur. (Henry 2002: 114)

Bakari Kitwana concurs with this perspective when he argues that nothing 

‘was more effective at reinforcing the association between nihilism and the 

new black culture than the black gangster film’s portrayal of the thugged-out 

young black male’ (Kitwana 2002: 130). Kitwana contends that this new 

culture sees ‘any remnants of Black Consciousness and/or community-

centered activism as outdated and out of touch’ (2002: 133–134). The belief 

that the gains of the civil rights movement have not ‘secured our inalienable 

rights’ is the key idea that drives this perception of the previous generation 

(2002: 133). 

Kitwana’s interpretation is interesting in the face of the fact that 

Tupac Shakur’s mother, Afeni, was a member of US civil-rights group the 

Black Panthers. However, this may not apply to the dynamics of kwaito in the 

South African context, where black South Africans constitute the majority. 

At least in principle, the political gains made by black South Africans differ 

from those made by African Americans. Nevertheless, there may be an 

overlap in terms of a newer generation of artists’ perceptions of the ‘struggle’ 

generation. Angela Impey suggests that kwaito’s ‘materialistic tendencies 

are towards materialistic, hedonistic, and flighty preoccupations, and groups 

such as Boom Shaka appeared to unleash amongst young black consumers 

an explosive desire to disengage from the long years of oppression and 

protest of the apartheid era’ (Impey 2001: 45). In a sense, kwaito liberates 

artists from eighties protest culture (2001: 49). 

It is debatable just how widely this sense of ‘liberation’ was felt by 

artists and music fans. Artists like Thandiswa and her band Bongo Maffin 

have produced Afrocentric music and continue to enjoy much support. 

Thandiswa’s debut album Zabalaza offers one example of certain post-

apartheid artists’ continuing engagement in critical social reflection. On the 

title track of her album, Thandiswa provides the following criticism of the 

class divide in South Africa:
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I rise early in the morning

To stand at a street corner

With my child at my back

Asking for money

I walk the dead of the night

Trying to forget

Wanting to forget

All my pain

This should not be happening

At my father’s house

Why is it this way

At my father’s house

For their blood and their tears

For their struggle and pain

Cause they gave up their lives for this

And it makes me want to scream

When I see things this way

Come and see what I see everyday

Ooh! Babies going to bed hungry

Ooh! My peers are dying of AIDS

Ooh! We sleep in shacks 

At my father’s house  

(Thandiswa 2004)

‘Zabalaza’ concerns itself with the racialised class disparities that persist 

in South Africa after apartheid, despite the sacrifices that citizens made 

to achieve a democratic dispensation. The perspectives that Thandiswa 

presents in this song resonate well with Oliver Schimtz’s questioning of 

‘what has changed’ in post-apartheid South Africa via his film Hijack Stories. 

The key exception, however, is that Thandiswa’s reflection on poverty in 

post-apartheid society is neither angry nor cynical. Her persona, therefore, 

contrasts with Bra Zama’s cynicism and willingness to exploit the system to 

South African musician Thandiswa Mazwai  
of Bongo Maffin
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get ahead. Therefore, Thandiswa – much like many South African hip-hop 

artists such as POC, Black Noise, Godessa, BVK, Tumi and the Volume, 

Hymphatic Thabs, Terror MC and Zubz – is an example of a new generation 

of artists who continue to raise some of the same key social or political 

concerns that were raised in 1980s protest culture. Her work is significant 

because Bongo Maffin is considered to be one of the pioneer bands – along 

with Boom Shaka and solo artists like Arthur, who now owns the key kwaito 

label 999 – during kwaito’s ascendance in the 1990s. 

Zubz gives a critical reflection on South Africa’s post-apartheid present 

and offers a solution. Like Tsotsi, ‘A Different Life – Live It Up!’ is hopeful, but, 

unlike Hood’s film, the song explores the agency of its characters while also 

referencing South Africa’s political context. The rapper adopts the persona of 

an 11-year-old schoolboy who was given an assignment on his neighbourhood. 

The verse commences with the voice of a child and then Zubz’s voice fades in 

to take over the rest of the narration. Some of the issues that Zubz raises in 

the first verse include AIDS orphans and the prevalence of shebeens ‘since 

Mandela got free’, a reference to US rap group Dead Prez’s socially conscious 

album Let’s Get Free (Zubz 2009). The second verse tells the story of a 

number of other social ills that plague the narrator’s neighbourhood:

To our right there’s the girl who passed Matric, but couldn’t afford to 

go to UCT

She’s pregnant now by the daddy at number 6 who’s the pastor at UBC

Next to her over the fence the guy we’re all convinced jacks cars in 

the CBD

Had a Benz on the second, a Beamer on the seventh

Last week he drove the new TT

Further back to the left lives this rapper who gets laughed at cos he 

catches taxis

Across from him lives a cop that’s been fired

They exposed him on 3rd Degree 

Further down is the church where we all sing a verse of praise every 

Sunday of each week
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Cos even though there’s wrong here it’s still our home

Which we all choose to build and not leave (for real) (Zubz 2009)

The song makes reference to teenage pregnancy; relationships between 

teenagers and adult males (specifically community leaders, such as priests 

or teachers); violent crime (hijacking); and corruption in the police force. 

Despite these problems, the narrator indicates that his community has 

faith, as indicated by the fact that they attend church regularly, and that they 

choose to remain in order to make positive changes. Interestingly, Zubz’s 

depiction of problems in this community decentres the role of the thug. The 

suspected hijacker is one of many characters who epitomise the challenges 

faced by the narrator’s neighbours. He, therefore, does not occupy a central 

position in the narrative and no space is created to either demonise or 

sensationalise the character. Thus, this community is more complex than 

filmic representations of working-class neighbourhoods, where thugs like 

Fela and Bra Zama from Tsotsi, and Nazareth and Lucky from Jerusalema, are 

accorded much importance. 

A(n) (extended) moment of fracture

In this respect, Ralph Ziman’s Jerusalema does not take very long to create 

links between township poverty and a life of crime in its story about the 

rise of its protagonist, Lucky Kunene, dubbed ‘the Hoodlum of Hillbrow’ 

by journalists in the film. Unlike the narrator in Zubz’s song, there is no 

indication that the protagonist feels the need to contribute positively to his 

community – beyond taking care of his mother and presumed siblings’ 

material needs. 

The film opens with a high-angle shot of a blood-soaked Kunene lying 

on his bed asleep as his voice-over narration begins. We cut to a close-up shot 

of his bloodied gun and a clear glass of fluid by his bedside table. We also a 

see a sharp pair of tweezers, which may have been used to remove a bullet 
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from his bleeding torso. The narrator says: ‘I had two heroes. Karl Marx and 

Al Capone. Al Capone said, “If you are going to steal, steal big and hope like 

hell you get away with it.” And Karl Marx said, “All property is theft.” I think 

they’d both be proud of me’ (Ziman 2008). The scene we are witnessing is 

that moment in the narrative when Kunene is about to be arrested as his 

criminal empire is falling apart. Following his arrest, a Sowetan journalist, 

who had been tracking Lucky Kunene’s rise to fame in Hillbrow, demands to 

know the truth ‘this time’. She tells him to start at the beginning. This allows 

Ziman to cue a montage of shots that compress the story of Nelson Mandela’s 

release, political negotiations, township protests and the ominous presence of 

soldiers in the townships. This montage is followed by a young Lucky and his 

friend Zakes hustling on a train; they are selling ‘Fong Kong’ (fake) perfume. 

Upon his arrival at home, Lucky learns that he has been accepted by a 

university’s school of business studies. His happiness is short-lived, however, 

when it turns out that the university has not offered him a scholarship, which  

will make it very difficult for him to pursue his dream. In order to underscore 

Lucky’s poverty, this scene is followed up by a dinner scene in the Kunenes’ 

kitchen. They have no electricity; three kerosene lamps light the room. On 

the table we see a kerosene lamp, a plate of bread, a jam jar, tin mugs and a 

pot of tea. The message is clear enough. Their supper is meagre and there are 

many mouths to feed. The prospects of Lucky raising enough money to go to 

university are slim. As Lucky’s mother begins to pray, we see four children 

along with Lucky and Zakes seated at the table. Before long, a resentful child 

asks, ‘Why does Zakes always eat here? Why doesn’t he go home?’ (Ziman 

2008). What is left unsaid is that his loyal friend’s family life is possibly more 

dire than Lucky’s, whose religious mother holds everyone together. 

As is the case with US ‘hood’ films, like Menace II Society, the 

influence of male figures outside of the home plays a large role in the 

decisions that the protagonist makes. Positive male role models are either 

absent from Jerusalema, or they play a minor role in driving the plot (as 

is the case with Caine’s grandparents in Menace II Society, or the absence 

of a father figure in the life of Doughboy in Boyz N the Hood). Lucky falls 
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under the sway of a Soviet-trained Umkhonto we Sizwe9 veteran-turned-

gangster, Nazareth, in his efforts to find ways of raising money for his 

tuition fees. Before long, Lucky drops out of school to become a car hijacker. 

Notwithstanding the positive influence of his mother, whom he clearly 

respects, he chooses the path offered by Nazareth. In a scene after a joyride 

with Nazareth on a hijacking expedition, he settles down in bed to read a 

book titled How to Win Friends and Influence People. Such literature will 

stand him in good stead when he engages the various residents of the slum 

buildings that he manages to appropriate. His mother enters his room and 

offers him the Bible: ‘Lucky, if you’re looking for guidance, the Bible is the 

book to read’ (Ziman 2008). Instead of taking up her suggestion, he goes 

to sleep. His rejection of his mother’s values could be read as parallel to his 

cynicism towards the democratic transition. 

However, his attitude to change contains the sort of irony that is 

absent from the dialogue of Tsotsi or from Bra Zama’s bitter ‘Rainbow 

Nation’ taunts directed at Sox. Lucky’s voice-over narration, which links 

South Africa’s political narrative with his own criminal story, is decidedly 

tongue-in-cheek: ‘Freedom, the new South Africa, a new dawn, a new day, a 

fresh start, a clean page, a new beginning’ (Marx 2010: 274; Ziman 2008). 

As Lesley Marx suggests, ‘the film derives much of its effectiveness from its 

astute and unnervingly funny attack on South African Newspeak – taking 

the glimpse we have of this attack in Hijack Stories to new heights’ (Marx 

2010: 274). Marx characterises actor Rapulana Seiphemo’s ironic use of 

‘South African Newspeak’ as wry, smooth and charming (2010: 274). This 

charming dimension of Lucky’s character contrasts with the threatening and 

somewhat egotistical Nazareth, who, like Butcher in Tsotsi, is bloodthirsty. 

We are not invited to identify with him as readily as with Lucky, whose 

childhood past is depicted at length. In fact, it is Nazareth who introduces 

him to the world of violent crime. A key turning point in the film occurs 

when he and Zakes participate in a cash van heist, modelled on a heist scene 

in Michael Mann’s Heat, only to witness the murder of the cash van staff 

before they are even given the opportunity to surrender. For most of the 
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movie, we do not see Lucky beating or murdering anybody, which makes 

it easier for us to applaud his intelligence and ambition. By the time we do 

see him engaged in gun battles, we have been invited to despise Nigerian 

drug dealer and pimp Tony Ngu and Nazareth, who crosses the line when 

he becomes a drug addict and impulsively murders a landlord’s lawyers as 

they leave a building after a heated verbal exchange. Like Butcher, whose 

bloodthirsty demeanour is punished when Tsotsi prevents him from 

committing another murder, Nazareth’s death is met with little sympathy. 

Like the police inspector – Blakkie Swart – who pursues Lucky Kunene, Ngu 

is not characterised in any great depth. He is unlikeable because he runs a 

brothel and manipulates both Nazareth and Leah’s brother, who dies of a 

drug overdose. It is clear that Ngu will stop at nothing to extend his drug 

empire, whereas we are led to believe that Lucky stands by his promise to 

clear his buildings of drug dealers and sex workers. Therefore, although 

Lucky uses underhand tactics to effectively hijack buildings from landlords 

(who are not depicted sympathetically either), he makes good on his promises 

to his tenants. He leaves the less savoury tasks of ‘conflict resolution’ to 

Nazareth and his henchman. As with Nazareth, we are not meant to identify 

with the cowering Ngu when a vengeful Lucky shoots him and he falls from 

the top floor of his crime headquarters. The xenophobic resentment directed 

at Ngu does not seem to be condemned or framed ironically either – Lucky’s 

contempt for Ngu seems genuine. 

As with Tsotsi, the protagonist in this film is justified when he pulls 

the trigger – apart from instances of xenophobia, his character is meant to 

be redeemable on some level. Whilst Tsotsi’s youthful innocence and his 

decision to return the baby and face the consequences of his actions redeem 

him, it is Lucky’s charm, wit, intelligence and, as seen in his random 

encounter with Leah in the streets of Hillbrow, compassion that help us 

identify with him. It is for this reason that the film ends triumphantly when 

he realises his youthful ambition of escaping to Durban. Marx argues that, 

unlike Tsotsi, Jerusalema is not concerned with the redemption motif, but that 

it offers a critique of the contradictions of dominant discursive formations 
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of the multicultural Rainbow Nation in the face of inequalities produced by 

South Africa’s macroeconomic policies. However, she contends that the film 

does not fit as easily into this category as Hijack Stories:

Indeed, the fractured generic identity of the film – too cynical for an 

old-fashioned morality tale or a Warshovian tragedy, and too conscious 

of itself as political commentary to be completely at ease with the 

Menippean extremes of satire – produces a tale well fitted to the 

fractured moment of South Africa’s transition, even if its gangster 

ethos runs counter to the country’s preferred national narrative. 

(Marx 2010: 277)

As in Hijack Stories, the gangster is rewarded by the end of the film. He gets 

away and is able to face ‘a new dawn, a new day, a fresh start, a clean page, 

a new beginning’ (Ziman 2008) – as his narration frames the new South 

Africa. He is able to achieve a level of success that the country’s new elite 

minority has been able to attain by other means. The film’s closure seems to 

fit the formula of the heist genre to some extent, but, unlike Neil (Robert De 

Niro) in Heat, Lucky is able to get away when ‘the heat [is] around the corner’ 

(Mann 1995). Unlike the case of the nuanced machismo of the cat-and-mouse 

interaction between gangster Neil and cop Vincent in Heat, Lucky has no 

real adversary but the ‘system’, which he characterises so effectively in order 

to pull the wool over the Sowetan journalist’s eyes. Another key difference is 

that the closure is anything but final. Lucky imagines that he will replicate 

his formula for success in Durban and that his new girlfriend may join him, 

notwithstanding the fact that her brother was killed in a power struggle 

between him and Ngu. 

Marx believes that Jerusalema fits well into South Africa’s fractured 

historical moment. She may very well have a point, given that South Africa’s 

new crime-fighting unit, the Hawks, reportedly has a success rate of about  

11 per cent, compared with the now defunct Scorpions’ success rate of 90 per 

cent.10 The Scorpions, located in the Directorate of Public Prosecutions, was 
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the investigative unit tasked with probing the arms deal. It was disbanded 

when Jacob Zuma took up the presidency and the cases relating to the 

arms deal were handed over to the Hawks, headed by Anwar Dramat.11 The 

Hawks pulled the plug on the arms-deal investigations, which have allegedly 

implicated a large number of politicians.12 From this perspective, the ease 

with which Lucky Kunene is able to escape prosecution for his crimes 

makes sense.

The social cohesion that Zubz’s churchgoing community in ‘A 

Different Life – Live It Up!’ actively works on in the face of the problems that 

they experience is absent in Jerusalema and Hijack Stories. Instead, these 

films have the stylised image of the thug taking centre stage in order to 

reveal both directors’ vision of post-apartheid South Africa. The chorus to 

Zubz’s song seems to speak directly to this vision:

Scene from Ralph Ziman’s Jerusalema
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Yeah, I see what you show on TV

But this life is a whole different thing to us and

Yeah, I see what you print in magazines

But this life is a whole different thing to us and

Yeah, I see what they screen in movies

But this life is a whole different thing to us and

We came too far to give it up

This is our life and we plan to live it up. (Zubz 2009)

The song’s chorus seems to respond to dominant film and media 

representations of black working-class communities and seizes agency from 

those who have the symbolic power to represent them. The affirmation of the 

lives that they lead contrasts with the cynical outcome of both Schmitz’s and 

Ziman’s films. However, it also differs from Hood’s apolitical treatment of a 

young hoodlum’s road-to-Damascus experience. 

As Ziman’s reference to Heat demonstrates, the influence of 

US popular as well as counter-cultures on black South African cultural 

expression should not be underestimated. Black South African artists’ 

fascination for African American cultural expression dates back to the 1940s 

(Coplan 1985: 148; Haupt 2001: 175). David Coplan contends that only ‘a few 

jazz musicians of the 1940s brought anything identifiably South African 

to their playing of American swing’ (Coplan 1985: 148). This had much to 

do with the internalisation of negative colonial assumptions about rural 

African subjects and, later on, apartheid policies that pushed for ‘separate 

development’ (1985: 148). Black South African artists’ relationship with 

African American jazz musicians ultimately had a positive effect because 

this mutual engagement led ‘South African jazzmen to re-examine their 

own indigenous resources’ (1985: 189). This affirmation of black African 

identities and cultures took on an added significance with the rise of Black 

Consciousness (BC) in Africa and in African American communities in 

the 1970s. Elsewhere, I argue that it is this history that sets the precedent 

for South African hip-hop artists like POC looking to BC-orientated 
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hip-hop crews from the US – such as Public Enemy, Afrika Bambaatha and 

KRS-One – as well as key BC icons like Malcolm X for inspiration in their 

anti-apartheid performances (Haupt 2001: 176). However, black urban youth’s 

fondness of African American popular and counter-cultures took place 

within the broader context of the rise of US cultural imperialism. In the 

years that preceded the decline of apartheid, the SABC shifted from offering 

just one TV channel to presenting its viewers a choice of three TV channels: 

TV1, TV2 and TV3. Although these channels seemed to be segregating 

viewers along the lines of language, race and culture, what is more 

significant for the purposes of this discussion is that SABC programming 

made use of a large amount of US content. By the late 1980s, viewers watched 

a range of shows, such as Solid Gold, Fame, The Cosby Show, Miami Vice, 

Wiseguy, Spenser: For Hire, A Man Called Hawk, The Tracey Ullman Show, 

Cheers, Hill Street Blues, Knight Rider and Magnum, P.I., to name a few. In an 

informal discussion with former POC MC and producer Shaheen Ariefdien, 

he recalled that a similar pattern was emerging at the time that he spent 

in the former apartheid-era homeland Bophuthatswana. The homeland’s 

TV and radio programming offered consumers an impressive range of 

entertainment, which was mostly obtained from the US. Ariefdien’s way of 

making sense of these changes in South Africa, which had only introduced 

TV programming in the late 1970s, was that the apartheid government was 

dazzling its citizens with US entertainment while the townships burnt. In 

short, it was offering citizens spectacle as a means of diversion. At the same 

time, the previously isolated apartheid state was now also giving viewers a 

glimpse of less-restricted societies abroad, as well opening the door to US 

cultural imperialism.

Smith’s concerns about Yizo Yizo’s failure to interrogate its own 

problematic gender politics resurface via Tsotsi’s use of music as well as 

the construction of Zola as a celebrity figure, notwithstanding the fact that 

he also hosted a reality TV show, Zola 7, along the lines of etv’s Let’s Fix 

It or Oprah Winfrey’s charity Angel Network. Zola 7, which attempted to 

improve the lives of less-fortunate Zola fans, would perhaps not have been 
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possible had Zola not already achieved celebrity status. To be fair, some of 

Zola’s other songs, such as ‘Don’t Cry’, are critical of black-on-black violence, 

similar to the way in which Tsotsi’s train murder scene offers critical 

commentary.13 But the key question that remains is, exactly what version of 

masculinity guarantees young male subjects success in the realm of popular 

culture and who sets the agenda for such subjects’ personal trajectories? 

Issues raised by Smith are, therefore, relevant beyond a discussion of 

Zola’s career. The prominence given to the figure of the male, heterosexual 

thug in Tsotsi, Hijack Stories and Jerusalema tells us a great deal about the 

narrow kinds of representations of South African black male identities that 

attract cinema audiences, as well as about the pervasiveness of commercial 

Hollywood imperatives.14 Zola’s success also begs the question of whether 

the exception proves the rule – a question one might pose in response to 

the success of BEE beneficiaries or the global stardom of African American 

talk-show host Oprah Winfrey. Does Zola’s ascendance to stardom as a 

singer and actor fundamentally change the problems in the music industry, 

as discussed in Chapter 1, and is it a signifier of transformation in South 

Africa? The closing remarks in Chapter 2 would suggest that the answer to 

these questions is no. Until South Africa manages to make changes to its 

economic policies, it is unlikely to become a developmental state. In fact, if 

it were to make drastic changes in its policies, it ‘could lead to capital flight 

by institutional investors and balance of payment problems’ (Mohamed 

2010: 164). It is from this perspective that Jerusalema’s Lucky Kunene’s rise 

to infamy is significant because his cynicism and rapid-fire justifications 

for his questionable actions signify the failure of the post-apartheid state to 

deliver on its promises. But this failure has a very particular set of causes, 

which have much to do with the extent of the compromises that the ANC 

made during negotiations before the first democratic elections. Seeraj 

Mohamed contends that 

the government failed to impose conditions on companies that moved 

their primary listings offshore and also failed to impose conditions 

on their continued operations in South Africa. Furthermore, the 
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government did not force these companies to admit their role and 

complicity in the apartheid system at the Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission, and allowed them to get away without compensating 

South African society and the ‘victims’ of apartheid business 

practices...At the same time, the government lowered corporate tax 

rates, liberalised financial markets and reduced capital controls, 

creating a more market-friendly environment for foreign investors...

Furthermore, the South African state has ceded control of its mining 

and some of its financial corporations to the ‘impatient capital’ in 

the form of the shareholder value movement. The orientation of 

these companies is towards the short-term interests of institutional 

investors in the US and Europe. (Mohamed 2010: 163)

It is the ANC’s concessions to large corporations, such as Anglo American, 

that encouraged capital flight and absolved these corporations of legal and 

moral responsibility for their complicity in apartheid-era injustices. As 

a consequence, they did not feel compelled to assist the government in 

pursuing a path towards a more equitable, developmental state that would 

ensure restorative and distributive justice. Instead, it is shareholders, and not 

the state, who have the power to steer actions undertaken by corporations, 

particularly when it comes to determining how seriously they take the 

concept of corporate social responsibility. 

Like Kunene and Hijack Stories’ Zama, major corporations did not 

have to answer for their crimes – with the notable exception being that 

the scale of their transgressions differs remarkably. Unlike Tsotsi, who 

finds redemption when he returns the stolen baby by the end of Tsotsi and, 

thereby, attempts to correct an injustice, corporations that benefited from 

apartheid have not been pushed to engage in any significant measure of 

introspection – they do not need to be redeemed. ‘Instead,’ says Mohamed, 

‘the odious history of South African big business is ignored and these 

companies are allowed to portray themselves as having played an active 

role in ending apartheid and as champions of democracy’ (Mohamed 2010: 
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163). Laugh It Off’s culture jam15 of the Carling Black Label beer brand 

reflects this idea. In their version of this brand, Laugh It Off challenged 

South African Breweries’ depoliticised representation of black and white 

manual labourers working together harmoniously as equals in their TV 

commercials (Haupt 2008). At the end of their working day, they drink 

Carling Black Label beer together. Laugh It Off’s subversion of the Carling 

Black Label brand replaces the words ‘Carling Black Label Beer’ with ‘Black 

Labour, White Guilt’, thereby drawing attention to South Africa’s history of 

racist exploitation of black people (Haupt 2008). The jam also allows one to 

consider South African Breweries’ past. For example, the company enjoyed 

a monopoly during apartheid and complied with the National Party’s racial 

segregation policies (Kelk Mager 2010). 

However, Mohamed’s comments are not solely applicable to South 

Africa; they may very well apply to corporations in other repressive 

contexts. For example, the Guardian reports that Vodafone Egypt aired a 

TV commercial that attempted to take credit for the civilian protests that 

led to the resignation of former president Hosni Mubarak. Jack Shenker 

writes that the ‘short film features screen grabs of Facebook and Twitter 

messages posted by Egyptians approving of the Vodafone ad campaign, 

then an audio recording of Hosni Mubarak’s resignation as president being 

announced on TV’.16 However, Vodafone Egypt, along with other mobile-

communications companies, apparently obeyed the Egyptian government’s 

orders for a ‘communications blackout at the height of the revolution’.17 

Vodafone also allowed Mubarak’s regime to ‘send out anti-revolutionary 

text messages en masse to subscribers’.18 Likewise, Coca-Cola and Pepsi 

launched commercials that appeared to celebrate and take credit for the 

outcome of the revolution. The Coca-Cola advertisement (which carries the 

theme ‘make tomorrow better’) is set in a grey, cloud-covered Cairo, save 

for a bright-red Coca-Cola billboard. Middle-class residents are then seen 

climbing ladders to the tops of buildings; they use mountaineers’ ropes to 

pull back the clouds over the city to reveal a clear, sunny sky. The shots are 

interspersed with scenes of people drinking Coca-Cola, as if to suggest that 
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the Arab Spring was somehow inspired by and celebrated by the soft-drink 

manufacturer. The Pepsi commercial is similar. A young man in his city 

apartment drinks from a can of Pepsi. A cola-coloured bubble appears above 

his head and he sends a message to everyone in his contacts list from his 

laptop. We then see various young people responding to his message using 

their mobile phones and laptops. The spread of his message is signified 

by the fact that the city walls change from grey to bright colours. Finally, 

he steps out onto his balcony, sees that many people have responded to his 

message and raises his can of Pepsi into the air in a revolutionary salute 

(Swedenburg 2011). Egyptian blogger Sophia Azeb contests the allusions 

that both soft-drink advertisements make. Her objection to Coca-Cola’s 

and Pepsi’s representations of themselves is based on her assertion that 

‘Coca-Cola and Pepsi Cola have enormous bottling plants in Egypt, and 

they commit the same offenses there as elsewhere – water hoarding, 

environmental contamination and extreme abuse of workers’ (Azeb 

2011). Echoing Mohamed’s contention about South African corporations 

after apartheid, Azeb writes that ‘while the revolution persists – for labor 

rights, for land rights, against the military regime and against neo-liberal 

interference – Coca-Cola and Pepsi join Vodafone by casually erasing their 

contribution to Hosni Mubarak’s dictatorship and rewriting the narrative in 

their favor’ (2011). 

Both authors’ arguments acknowledge the extent of large corporations’ 

symbolic power, which is far more substantial than that of marginal subjects 

in local and global contexts. Vodafone, Coca-Cola and Pepsi’s attempts to cash 

in on the revolution in Egypt are not only attempts at commercial co-option, 

but also seek to depoliticise this historical turning point. The cinematic 

representation of marginal subjects’ struggles in post-apartheid films, such 

as the Academy Award-winning Tsotsi, also runs the risk of depoliticising 

key issues – particularly when such subjects do not have the same kinds of 

symbolic power as large corporations, film-production companies and their 

sponsors. For example, the concept of redemption in Tsotsi applies to an 

individual whose struggle is not presented within the context of apartheid 
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and continuing racial inequalities (Rijsdijk & Haupt 2007). We do not see the 

bigger picture in Hood’s film and are not afforded the opportunity to think 

about the systemic link between Tsotsi’s life in the township and the power 

of the state and global capital in shaping the macroeconomic environment. In 

short, Tsotsi’s struggle is depoliticised. It is from this perspective that Zama’s 

anger at ‘Mr Rainbow Nation’ (Sox as a representative of the ‘new’ South 

Africa) makes sense. Zama offers a damning judgement of South Africa’s 

post-apartheid elite in his exchange with Sox: ‘The criminals are the people 

you live with.’

Notes

1  Gangsta rap is one version of hip-hop that embodies gangster values and 

thematises the aspirations and struggles of gangsters. This version of hip-hop is 

widely accepted to have taken root on the west coast of the US. East coast hip-hop 

was born in the East Bronx of New York and has historically been spoken of 

as the home of ‘conscious’/socially aware hip-hop, which attempts to speak to 

experiences of racism in the US. Early hip-hop artists who are credited with the 

birth of ‘conscious’ hip-hop include Afrika Bambaatha, Public Enemy and KRS 

One. In South Africa, hip-hop artists who have been regarded as ‘conscious’ 

include Black Noise, Prophets of da City, Brasse vannie Kaap, Tumi and the 

Volume, Godessa, Zubz and Jitsvinger. See the following texts for information on 

hip-hop in the US and elsewhere: Nelson (1998); Rose (1994); Mitchell (2001).

2  Tsotsi is a term popularly used for a type of criminal/gangster associated with 

South African townships. See Glaser (1998) and Nkosi (1971) for nuanced readings 

of the term.

3  Bra Zama is named after the TV game show and scratch card Zama Zama. The 

story of his name becomes an important element of the film’s turning point. 

Zama held up a truck transporting Zama Zama cards and since then there was 

much speculation in the neighbourhood about what really happened to the cards.

4  SA Film (2004). 
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5  Bhekizizwe Peterson writes that kwaito was largely developed after 1994 in Zola 

(a poverty-stricken township in Soweto) by DJs who responded to music fans’ calls 

for music that celebrated the release from the restrictions of apartheid (Peterson 

2003). The genre is ‘an urban syncretic form that draws on an eclectic range of 

local and international sources, the most important ones being South African 

bubblegum, rap, reggae, ragga, rhythm and blues, as well as European and 

American house-music’ (Peterson 2003: 198).

6  Lynskey D, I saw blood on the streets, Guardian Unlimited Arts, 16 March 2006. 

Accessed 14 August 2006, http://arts.guardian.co.uk/features/story/0,,1731901,00.

html.

7  Lynskey 2006.

8  Lynskey 2006.

9  Umkhonto we Sizwe (MK), which means ‘spear of the nation’, was the military 

wing of the ANC in the struggle against apartheid.

10  Ajam K, Hawks’ success rate only 11 per cent, Independent Online. Accessed 

16 October 2010, http://www.iol.co.za/news/hawks-success-rate-at-only-11-

percent-1.686623. 

11  The arms deal refers to allegations of bribery and corruption on the part of the 

South African government when it initiated a process of procuring a substantial 

amount of military equipment from European arms manufacturers. The 

Standing Committee on Public Accounts (SCOPA), along with individuals like 

Andrew Feinstein, an ANC member of Parliament, attempted to investigate these 

allegations. However, Feinstein eventually resigned when his attempts proved 

unsuccessful. He went on to write about his experiences in After the party:  

A personal and political journey inside the ANC (Fenstein 2007).

12  Brümmer S, Sole S, Basson A and Ntsaluba G, Arms deal probe (2000–2010), 

Mail & Guardian, 15–21 October 2010.

13  In the song’s music video – which is available from Zola: Part One. The Journey – 

Zola plays three characters: a homeless person, a gangster and a bridegroom en 

route to his wedding. By the end of the video, the gangster stops the bridegroom’s 

car and shoots him as the homeless man looks on helplessly. The music video cuts 

to black and the following text is displayed: ‘We are killing ourselves’ (Zola 2005). 

The social comment that Zola offers here resonates well with the train murder 

scene, which in itself comments on the futility of black-on-black violence. 
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14 For very insightful research on Hollywood representations of black masculinity, 

with particular reference to gangster films, see Chan (1998); Denzin (2003); and 

Gormley (2005).

15  According to Naomi Klein, culture jamming is ‘the practice of parodying 

advertisements and hijacking billboards in order to drastically alter their 

messages. Streets are public spaces, adbusters argue, and since most residents 

can’t afford to counter corporate messages by purchasing their own ads, they 

should have the right to talk back to images they never asked to see’ (Klein,  

2001: 280).

16 Shenker J, Fury over advert claiming Egypt revolution as Vodafone’s, Guardian, 

3 June 2011. Accessed 17 August 2011, http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/

jun/03/vodafone-egypt-advert-claims-revolution.

17 Shenker 2011.

18 Shenker 2011.
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the final chapter of this book would ideally have been about the 

performances of South African musicians at the opening ceremony of the 

2010 Soccer World Cup (SWC), which was hosted by South Africa, but this 

is not the case. The event was heralded as a victory for Africa and promised 

to gainsay pessimistic accounts of violence in South Africa and disprove the 

country’s assumed inability to host such a large-scale event. The SWC was 

also positioned as a development opportunity for the nation as well as the 

rest of Africa. With so much talk and excitement about this international 

sporting event, one could reasonably have expected that any one of a number 

of South African musicians or bands, like Freshlyground, for example, 

would have taken centre stage at the opening ceremony of the SWC. After 

all, the opening ceremony set the tone for the rest of the World Cup and 

the celebratory event allowed the Local Organising Committee (LOC) to 

frame the experience appropriately for local and international audiences. 

However, it was two international acts that enjoyed the limelight at the 

opening ceremony. Colombian singer Shakira and Canadian (Somali-born) 

rapper K’Naan were the headline acts after having secured the privilege of 

performing their songs for the SWC’s opening ceremony. 

Wavering fl ag: Compromise, 
soccer and capital fl ight5
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Although there was a measure of disappointment at the fact that 

South African musicians did not take centre stage and were not given the 

opportunity to access international audiences through the event itself, the 

release of the music videos and the sheer scale of the event’s marketing 

via its official artists, one could argue that a positive outcome is that both 

Shakira and K’Naan are from the global south and that this fact should be a 

source of pride. 

K’Naan’s high profile in the concert is particularly significant in 

light of the fact that Somalia has received a great amount of negative press 

attention on account of the ongoing war in that country as well as the fact 

that piracy on the east coast of Africa has been blamed on his countrymen. 

His participation in the event is also positive in the face of Somali 

immigrants’ struggle with xenophobic violence and intimidation in working-

class neighbourhoods in South Africa. The SWC and K’Naan’s prominent 

role in it offered South Africa a diplomatic opportunity to overcome its 

isolation from the rest of Africa (Ndlovu-Gatsheni 2011: 401–402), thanks 

to 48 years of apartheid under the National Party, and criticisms that the 

current government had been slow to respond to reports of xenophobic 

violence and intimidation against African immigrants. However, this 

positive reading is undermined by questions about how much South Africa 

and the participating musicians needed to compromise in order to participate 

in this FIFA (Fédération Internationale de Football Association) event. 

In this chapter, I will argue that the key musicians in the opening 

ceremony needed to make certain compromises in order to secure their place 

on the stage. K’Naan made the strategic compromise of deleting political 

lyrics from his song, ‘Wavin’ Flag’, in order to record a version that was more 

in line with FIFA and Coca-Cola’s wish for a celebratory and upbeat song. 

On the other hand, Shakira’s strategic compromises were made well before 

the FIFA event was scheduled to take place. Born in Colombia to parents of 

Latin American and Lebanese descent, Shakira’s musical style, lyrics and 
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representation of her body changed as she began to seek wider audiences, 

first in her home country and then in the US. In certain respects, she is 

the ‘palatable foreigner’ (Gontovnik 2010: 144) who needs to make herself 

acceptable to a US audience and then goes on to obtain transnational appeal. 

The compromises that she makes with regard to her physical appearance 

and artistic choices intersect with the politics of race, gender and processes 

of commodification on the global music scene. As with K’Naan, the choices 

that Shakira has made could be read as a strategy geared towards reaching 

more fans as well as a capitulation to hegemony. Her voluntary capitulation 

parallels the compromises that South Africa made in order to secure the 

hosting of the 2010 SWC, along with the concessions that the country 

made to meet FIFA’s expectations. These concessions signify the extent to 

which the South African government would go to appease international 

organisations at the expense of its own citizens’ interests – specifically 

with regard to generous tax concessions (which amounted to capital flight), 

overzealous intellectual property laws, restrictions on free speech and 

limited opportunities for local communities in terms of trade and securing 

long-term employment. In the end, Shakira’s celebratory song, ‘Waka Waka’, 

does not ring true. 

From a development perspective, the SWC was not ‘time for Africa’. 

FIFA’s ability to lay down conditions that undermine civil society and 

the promotion of commercial competition during the 2010 SWC bears 

testimony to this claim. Like any global capitalist entity, FIFA does not 

appear to be accountable to the nation state that hosts its events, and the 

promised long-term benefits of the SWC appear questionable. Of course, 

the parallel between South Africa’s compromises and those of Shakira and 

K’Naan are limited – both musicians are bound to reap the benefits of their 

association with the event for a while to come. However, as my discussion of 

Zola’s success in the previous chapter suggests, the exception does not prove 

the norm.
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K’Naan’s compromise

A number of versions of K’Naan’s ‘Wavin’ Flag’ have been recorded – 

versions of the song were recorded as bilingual duets in Spanish and 

Japanese, for example, as part of Coca-Cola’s global marketing strategy 

before the SWC (Prince 2010). K’Naan, therefore, received exposure 

to a substantially larger international audience than he had before his 

participation in the sporting event, which included a musical tour of a 

number of countries. K’Naan comments: ‘I find it exciting that [‘Wavin’ Flag’ 

is] melodically acceptable in so many cultures, that it agrees with people’s 

spirits in so many different places’ (Prince 2010). In order, however, for the 

rapper to leverage off the marketing power of conglomerates A&M/Octone, 

Sony/ATV, Universal and Coca-Cola, strategic compromises were necessary. 

The version of ‘Wavin’ Flag’ that interests me in this chapter is the 

more political recording of the song, which was featured on the album 

Troubadour before the singer’s World Cup bid. The original version of the 

song commences with the chorus:

When I get older, I will be stronger

They’ll call me freedom, just like a wavin’ flag

When I get older, I will be stronger

They’ll call me freedom, just like a wavin’ flag

And then it goes back, and then it goes back

And then it goes back, oh (K’Naan 2009)

This chorus is the same as the World Cup version, and conveys the aspiration 

of being in a position to overcome hardship in the future. The allusion to a 

waving flag carries the connotation of nationalist freedom struggles. This 

interpretation is confirmed by the first few verses of the song:

Born to a throne, stronger than Rome

A violent prone, poor people zone

But it’s my home, all I have known

Where I got grown, streets we would roam
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Out of the darkness, I came the farthest

Among the hardest survival

Learn from these streets, it can be bleak

Accept no defeat, surrender, retreat

So we struggling, fighting to eat

And we wondering when we’ll be free

So we patiently wait for that fateful day

It’s not far away, but for now we say...

So many wars, settling scores

Bringing us promises, leaving us poor

I heard them say, ‘Love is the way’

‘Love is the answer’, that’s what they say

But look how they treat us, make us believers

We fight their battles, then they deceive us

Try to control us, they couldn’t hold us

’Cause we just move forward like buffalo soldiers

But we struggling, fighting to eat

And we wondering when we’ll be free

So we patiently wait for that faithful day

It’s not far away, but for now we say… (K’Naan 2009)

The song’s chorus is anchored by the verses’ references to war, poverty and 

violence. The lyrics also express anger at the ways in which Somalis have 

been treated, making particular reference to acts of betrayal and deception 

– presumably during colonialism and years of civil war under various 

warlords. The revolutionary zeal of the song is conveyed by the reference 

to reggae musician Bob Marley’s ‘Buffalo Soldiers’, thereby alluding to the 

notion of black struggle across national boundaries. These references make 
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sense in relation to many of K’Naan’s other songs about life in Somalia. In 

‘What’s Hardcore?’ and ‘If Rap Gets Jealous’, he describes his childhood in 

a Somalia run by warlords (Mitchell & Pennycook 2009). Tony Mitchell and 

Alastair Pennycook note how he uses these narratives as a lyrical challenge 

to US gangsta rap’s obsession with violence and being hardcore (2009: 31). 

In ‘What’s Hardcore?’ K’Naan makes the scale of comparison between the 

violence of life in Mogadishu and the life of US gangsta rappers clear: ‘If I 

rhymed about home and got descriptive / I’d make 50 Cent look like Limp 

Bizkit’ (K’Naan 2006). The irony of K’Naan’s criticism of gangsta rappers, 

like 50 Cent, is that 

hip-hop and rhythm and blues have been directly co-opted into the 

machinations of the war effort from above and below. Troops involved 

in the siege of Fallujah were reported to be incorporating Hendrix’s 

music – alongside that of AC/DC – into their battlefield tactics. The 

2009 release of rapper 50 Cent’s video game ‘50 Cent: Blood on the 

Sand’ exclusively featured a number of new tracks. It is set in Iraq, 

where he battles Al-Qaeda in order to recover his stolen gold jewellery. 

The acts of ‘gangsta’ rebellion and resistance that confirmed his status 

as both ‘Nigga’ and bankable commodity have been made official and 

then co-opted into the digital struggle for hearts and minds at home 

and abroad. (Gilroy 2010: 168–169)

The image of the thug that was celebrated as a counter-hegemonic signifier 

that created moral panic about the influence of gangsta rap on US values was 

now being used to purchase legitimacy for US military action in the Middle 

East. K’Naan’s description of life in his country offers his fans, therefore, the 

opportunity to identify with subjects who experience violence on a daily basis 

on a scale beyond that experienced by subjects in the US. Whereas gamers in 

50 Cent’s video are invited to identify with the US perspective in situations 

of military aggression, K’Naan offers a perspective from the global south. He 

narrates the difficulty of negotiating one’s way in a context where warlords 

have control of the streets and the rule of law is non-existent:
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We begin our day by the way of the gun

Rocket-propelled grenades blow you away if you front

We got no police, ambulance or firefighters

We start riots by burning car tyres

They looting, and everybody starts shooting

Bullshit politicians talking ’bout solutions, but it’s all talk

You can’t go half a block without a road block

You don’t pay at the road block you get your throat shot

And each road block is set up by these gangsters

And different gangsters go by different standards

For example, the evening is a no go,

Unless you wanna wear a bullet like a logo (K’Naan 2006) 

K’Naan makes it clear that the stylised violence that is ubiquitous in gangsta 

rap videos and Hollywood films pales in comparison with the realities of 

Somalia, which is gripped by war in the absence of a political solution to the 

conflict.1 As a child, K’Naan left Somalia and lived in New York before his 

family settled in Canada (Mitchell & Pennycook 2009) – hence his reference 

to survival and coming the farthest in ‘Wavin’ Flag’. Notwithstanding this 

survival, his work ref lects upon life in his new home as well as his struggle 

as an artist:

I don’t make living but I still persist

Listen, I could sell out but I still resist

So don’t tell me about no pain and shit

I was born and raised in poverty, bitch

And I smile all the while and I don’t complain

I’m something like Gil Scott Heroin

Do you know what it feels like to lose a friend?

Again and again and again, again?

The bitterness in the killer the poet

The river of blood within the mess flowin’

I’m the bitterness in the killer, the poet
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The river, the blood 

People inside me say, they wanna see me go on tragically

And it’s evil ’cuz I’m only twenty somethin’

Working for a crumb or some bread or nothin’ (K’Naan 2006) 

In ‘Voices in my Head’, it is clear that K’Naan sees his work as being born 

from pain and hardship, as opposed to the desire to be rich. He acknowledges 

the temptation to pursue the more financially viable option of producing 

mainstream hip-hop by saying that he ‘resists’ these thoughts. It is clear that 

the anguish that he expresses is internal, as the song’s title suggests. He 

sees himself as poet and musician Gil Scott-Heron, who is largely credited as 

a key influence on hip-hop, particularly through his poem ‘The Revolution 

Will Not Be Televised’. His pronunciation of Scott-Heron’s name as ‘Heroin’ 

is an allusion to Heron’s battle with drug addiction.2 Like K’Naan, Scott-

Heron also had his own inner conflicts. However, K’Naan does not merely 

reference US culture in his work. He also celebrates Somalia’s rich tradition 

of poetry. Mitchell and Pennycook argue that while ‘one part of his agenda is 

to make North Americans aware of the violence and degradations suffered by 

Somalians (and the concomitant shallowness of a glorification of violence), 

another part of his agenda is to use hip-hop to revive oral traditions in 

Somalia’ (2009: 33). For example, he cites the poetry of Arays Isse Karshe, to 

whom he pays homage in ‘Until the Lion Learns to Speak’, as a key influence 

on his work (K’Naan 2006; Mitchell & Pennycook 2009: 33). Hence they 

contend that hip-hop ‘can be a tool not so much of cultural imperialism, nor 

even of cultural affiliation or appropriation, but rather of cultural revival’ 

(Mitchell & Pennycook 2009: 33). 

It is debatable whether the rapper’s agreement with Coca-Cola 

contributes to this cultural revival, or whether his work merely gets 

harnessed to serve corporate agendas. In an interview with journalist David 

Prince, A&M/Octone Records President and CEO James Diener says that 

‘Coca-Cola loved the song but noted that lyrical references to “a violent-

prone, poor-people zone” and people “struggling, fighting to eat” didn’t fit 
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the campaign’s themes’ (Prince 2010). In other words, the song’s political 

critique did not fit into the sponsor’s desire for a benign, celebratory song. 

As the previous chapter’s discussion of Coca-Cola, Pepsi and Vodafone’s 

commercials in Egypt suggests, the company’s response to K’Naan’s lyrical 

content is perhaps not surprising. K’Naan, therefore, offered a compromise. 

Diener recalls that the ‘crucial moment in the discussion came when K’Naan 

said, “I can take that song, refashion some of the lyrics and give you an 

exclusive version”’ (Prince 2010). The result was ‘Wavin’ Flag (Coca-Cola 

Celebration Mix)’, which erased all of the political verses discussed above. 

The song commences with dramatic drum rolls, while the music video 

proceeds with a shot of K’Naan leaning against a wall as he plays the song’s 

melody on an acoustic guitar. We then hear voices singing in unison, not 

unlike stadium choruses:

Ooooooh Wooooooh, Ooooooh Wooooooh

Give me freedom

Give me fire

Give me reason

Take me higher

See the champions take the field now

Unify us

Make us feel proud

In the streets our heads are lifting

As we lose our inhibition,

Celebration, it surrounds

Every nation all around us

Staying forever young

Singing songs underneath the sun

Let’s rejoice in the beautiful game

And together at the end of the day

We all say
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When I get older, I will be stronger

They’ll call me freedom, just like a wavin’ flag

When I get older, I will be stronger

They’ll call me freedom, just like a wavin’ flag

So wave your flag, now wave your flag, now wave your flag  

(K’Naan 2010) 

The only element of the original song that remains recognisable is the chorus. 

The song’s new lyrics make particular reference to the terms ‘champion’, 

‘field’ and ‘the beautiful game’. It is, therefore, clear that ‘Wavin’ Flag’ is 

no longer a song about overcoming political struggle in Africa, but about 

soccer. The absence of any critique in the song seems out of place with 

the rest of the musician’s work and is certainly a radical change from the 

original version. The image of the waving flag is now one of soccer fans 

waving their teams’ flags, and not one of defiant, revolutionary struggle 

against continuing injustices in Somalia, or Africa in general. Despite the 

substantial reframing of his song, K’Naan does not think that his artistic 

integrity was compromised: ‘I don’t work for Coke or anything; what I do 

is my music. This was a really great opportunity for them to use my song, 

without compromising my integrity as a musician. This is what I write, these 

are the songs I make. I’m happy about it’ (Prince 2010). However, one could 

argue that K’Naan’s deal with Coca-Cola signifies another instance of the 

recuperation of subcultures, in this case hip-hop. Dick Hebdige contends 

that, because subcultural styles communicate through commodities, it is, 

therefore, ‘difficult...to maintain any absolute distinction between commercial 

exploitation on the one hand and creativity/originality on the other, even 

though these categories are emphatically opposed in the value systems of 

most subcultures’ (Hebdige 1979: 95). From this perspective, the rapper’s 

music is already ‘bound up with the process of production, publicity and 

packaging which must inevitably lead to the defusion of the subculture’s 

subversive power’ (1979: 95). K’Naan is not the first musician to walk down 

this road, though, and his own critique of mainstream hip-hop’s obsession 
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with violence bears testimony to this. In the end, Coca-Cola is able to promote 

its brand and purchase legitimacy via its support of a Somali musician and an 

international event that is presented as an opportunity for everybody to ‘wave 

their flags’. As I will argue later, this services the lie that the event is open to 

all subjects. Interestingly, though, the deleted verses from the original version 

of the song were combined with the new lyrics of the song in a somewhat 

lengthy live performance at the opening ceremony of the SWC. In fact, the 

song commenced and ended with a plaintive rendition of the original lyrics. 

This could be read as an attempt to reverse some of the compromises K’Naan 

made when he entered into the agreement with Coca-Cola.

Rapper K’Naan compromised the lyrics of his song ‘Wavin’ Flag’ for sponsor Coca-Cola  
at the 2010 Soccer World Cup.
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Shakira’s compromise

Mónica Gontovnik holds that Shakira’s personal appearance and music 

changed as she crossed a number of borders on her road to global stardom 

(Gontovnik 2010: 144). First, she moved from her Colombian hometown, 

Barranquilla, to the capital city, Bogotá, then went on to attain national 

success before appealing to fans in South America beyond the borders 

of Colombia (2010: 144). Finally, she crossed from the global south to the 

global north when she settled in the US (under producers Gloria and Emilio 

Estefan in Miami), where she went on to achieve global success (2010: 146). 

Gontovnik writes that Shakira’s 1996 album, Pies Descalzos (Bare Feet), 

ensured her success in the Latin American world and that she started a 

charity by the same name to help underprivileged children (2010: 145, 148). 

She contends that Shakira ‘moved and sang like a rocker, she performed 

mostly in black jeans and long-sleeved shirts, intentionally playing down her 

beauty while accenting her seriousness as a musician-composer. Her songs 

were soulful and with some feminist and political content’ (2010: 145). The 

way in which Shakira represented herself also appealed to Latin Americans, 

whose shared experience of Spanish colonial rule cut across national borders. 

Gontovnik asserts that while ‘living in Bogotá, she had positioned her strong 

Colombian-costeña identity: a barefoot woman, one who only needs her two 

bare feet that walk unprotected. Her body was still bearing the signs of Latin 

Lebanese heritage. She was not very thin and her hair was black and as a 

Caribbean, she walked barefoot and danced very well’ (2010: 146). However, 

by the time she settled in the US and released her second North American 

album, Laundry Service, in 2001, she was beginning to record songs in 

English, her lyrics became less political and she dyed her black hair blonde 

(2010: 146). In short, she was becoming the ‘palatable foreigner’ (Gontovnik 

2010: 147; Marciniak 2007: 193): ‘Once she is aligned with the ideas of the 

other that can be acceptable in the US, an ideology performed in her songs, 

dance, videos, lyrics, through her body, creating an image that conforms 

to the norms understood by [the] US public, she is allowed to cross all the 
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borders she wants’ (Gontovnik 2010: 147). This discussion echoes Patricia 

Hill Collins’s examination of pop star Jennifer Lopez’s commercial appeal. 

Collins holds that her success tells us a great deal about the politics of race 

and gender because black and Latina women have been positioned as ‘icons 

of hypersexuality’ (Collins 2005: 30):

Like Josephine Baker before her, Jennifer Lopez is celebrated and 

makes a considerable amount of money. Elevating Jennifer Lopez’s 

buttocks to icon status invokes historical meanings of black female 

sexuality and takes the politics of race and sexuality to an entirely new 

plane. In this case, a Latina brushed with a hint of blackness and not 

clearly of African descent carries the visible sign of black sexuality. 

In order to be marketed, black sexuality need not be associated solely 

with bodies that have been racially classified as ‘negro’, ‘mulatto’ or 

‘black’. Western imaginations have long filled in the color, moving 

women from black to white and back again depending on the needs of 

the situation. (Collins 2005: 29) 

Shakira’s ambiguous racial identity plays a role in her success. Her 

choreography – which involves gyrating hips and elements of belly dancing 

in music videos like ‘Hips Don’t Lie’, for example – aligns her with 

Jennifer Lopez’s ambiguous Latina identity as well as fair-skinned R & B 

singer Beyoncé’s (formerly of Destiny’s Child, which Collins discusses) 

choreographic style, which draws attention to the vigorous movement of her 

thighs and buttocks. It is in this sense that Shakira’s strategic compromises 

were made well before the FIFA SWC took place in South Africa. Recalling 

Fanon’s concept of split subjectivity, as discussed in Chapter 3, Gontovnik 

maintains that ‘it could be possible that a Latina, who has been able to succeed 

in the globalized music industry, could be looking at the white woman to 

understand the rules of female performativity in order to be able to enter 

effectively the public sphere’ (Gontovnik 2010: 152). However, this comes 

at a price. Gontovnik contends that ‘she might be sacrificing too much’ – 

thereby echoing the Fanonian notion of the racial ‘other’ being taken apart 
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and then being reassembled by ‘another self’ (Fanon 1967: 109). Drawing 

on Collins, I would argue that Shakira does not merely subscribe to white 

ideals of femininity, but also selectively accentuates aspects of her appearance 

and performance style that would have guaranteed the racially ambiguous 

Beyoncé and Jennifer Lopez commercial success in the US. In other words, 

she performs the Western projection of black and Latina female sexuality in 

order to appeal to the US’s white majority music market.

The music video to ‘Waka Waka’, Shakira’s opening-ceremony song 

at the SWC, begins with an establishing shot of the inside of a packed 

stadium at a night-time match. We see the curved roof of the stadium, the 

night sky at the top left of the frame and black speckles, representing a mass 

of cheering soccer fans in their seats, in the lower half of the frame. In the 

next shot we see a goalkeeper moving into position. The implied narrative is 

that he is preparing to defend a penalty. The subsequent sequence confirms 

this impression, as we see a mid-shot of a soccer player staring ahead of 

himself in deep concentration and then leaning forward into a slow run. 

The long shot of the striker shows him running towards the ball, which 

is placed before the goalkeeper: he is about to make his attempt at scoring 

a goal in what is presumably a penalty shoot-out. As he scores, the action 

seems to take place in slow motion, and we hear Shakira’s voice amplified 

by reverb or echo sound effects – her voice in this section is reminiscent of 

the amplified call to prayer from a Muslim mosque. As her voice rings out, 

cameras flash in the crowd and the striker’s teammates run onto the field 

in celebration. As the subsequent scenes confirm, the moment of tension in 

the opening scene of the music video is the decisive moment in the match 

that leads to the team’s victory in a World Cup final. It is only then that 

Shakira comes into view. There is a medium close-up of the singer as she 

looks over her shoulder, smiling, as she begins to dance, her left hand raised, 

revealing African-style bangles. Her blonde hair frames her air-brushed face 

and partially covers her left eye. There are black women in the background 

wearing what is meant to be traditional African clothing. A shot of Shakira 

dancing with children before a semicircle of cheering, clapping people 
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and drum players is combined with generous footage of celebration in the 

stadium and soccer players in action. The tension, frustration and anger of 

soccer players on the field are captured in this footage. By the time we get 

to the song’s chorus, Shakira is in a different studio scene dancing, with 

four black female dancers in the background on either side of her. Although 

their colour schemes differ, the dancers are styled in a similar manner; 

they are all wearing halter-neck tops and miniskirts. The long shot of the 

dancers provides generous views of their bare legs and helps us appreciate 

the choreography – palms together in front of their chests while moving the 

upper half of their bodies from side to side in unison. Shakira then appears 

in a mid-shot as she sings the closing line of the chorus, ‘This time for 

Africa’. This message is reinforced with a mid-shot of a male pointing to text 

on his black T-shirt: ‘This time for Africa’. 

The next montage reveals boys playing soccer, adult male soccer 

players in action and Shakira dancing with children. It is worth noting in 

this scene – as well as the scene in which she dances with the adult female 

dancers during the chorus – that we either see the movement of her bare 

thighs as she dances barefoot in her miniskirt, or we see her slowly swinging 

from side to side as she sways her hips along with her supporting dancers. 

The representation of Shakira and her dancers is, therefore, sexualised and 

contrasts with the masculine scenes of soccer action. In fact, none of the 

scenes in the music video draw attention to professional women’s soccer or 

girls playing soccer – not even in the shots of boys at play when the SWC 

is invoked in the name of African development. The adult female subjects 

are, therefore, on display for objectification and are not framed as active or 

aspiring sports persons. This contrasts with the music video for K’Naan’s 

‘Wavin’ Flag’, which shows the rapper with crowds of boys, for the most part, 

on beaches and in fields in presumably different developing-world contexts. 

When he is not shown rapping and singing, with the boys cheering along 

in the background, there are shots of him playing soccer with them. The 

implied narrative appears to be that soccer is for everyone from the global 

south – except for females, who are largely absent from the music video. 
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Read along with ‘Waka Waka’, it is arguable that the only space that the SWC 

offered women was in a supporting role that confirms patriarchal gender-role 

allocation. Although the sorts of race and gender compromises that Shakira 

made were implemented before the World Cup, further compromises are 

made through her participation in the event as a cheerleader who fits into 

mainstream, Western conceptions of femininity. The song’s initial verses, 

bridge and chorus confirm such a reading:

You’re a good soldier

Choosing your battles

Pick yourself up

And dust yourself off

Get back in the saddle

You’re on the front line

Everyone’s watching

You know it’s serious

We are getting closer

This isn’t over

The pressure is on

You feel it

But you got it all

Believe it

When you fall get up, oh oh

If you fall get up, eh eh

Tsamina mina zangalewa

Cuz this is Africa

Tsamina mina, eh eh

Waka waka, eh eh

Tsamina mina zangalewa

This time for Africa (Shakira 2010)
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The lyrics of the song, a reworking of an eighties Cameroonian pop 

hit, ‘Zangalewa’, are intended to be motivational. Within the context of 

this mega-event, the use of military metaphors is significant because 

it genders our understanding of soccer. The metaphorical construction 

of soccer players as soldiers on the front line of battle is complemented 

by the many scenes of male soccer players engaged in often fierce and 

passionate competition. Shakira’s performance is meant to spur these 

sportsmen/‘soldiers’ on from the sideline as a dancer and singer – not 

unlike cheerleaders at rugby or US basketball matches. The lyrics, therefore, 

confirm the gender stereotypes that are produced in the music video, 

and the message appears to be that women’s participation in the event is 

conditional upon their subservience to active men.

Shakira performing at the opening ceremony of the 2010 Soccer World Cup
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South Africa’s compromise: We are not all Africa

K’Naan and Shakira’s performances belie the belief that the SWC was 

meant to be inclusive. In a rare parody of the FIFA event, Playing Fields 

Connective produced a spoof version of ‘Wavin’ Flag’, posted their music 

video on YouTube and launched a Facebook page that promoted their 

critical engagement with the SWC. The song, ‘Wavering Flag’, which was 

produced by artists based in South Africa, the US, Canada and Switzerland, 

questions who really benefits from the event and comments on the irony of 

South Africa’s borders being open to tourists from the global north, whereas 

African foreigners have been killed and assaulted in xenophobic incidents. 

The music video is a slideshow of media coverage and commentary on 

the SWC. It includes some of South African political cartoonist Zapiro’s 

own critical engagements with the event. The verse below is accompanied 

by a montage that includes a photograph of the SWC’s Local Organising 

Committee’s (LOC) Danny Jordaan walking arm in arm with children; a 

ball and chain with the word ‘debt’ on it; soccer players in action; a stadium 

under construction; and a dilapidated, dirty classroom. Rapper Caco and 

singer Ernie offer their critique:

The enemy’s balls

The penalties scored

The LOC had the key, let in own goals

I heard them say ‘World Cup is the way’

But what about after, how long will we pay?

There’s a part of me dying to see

All the artistry applied on the field

The money they choose for stadiums not schools

But we should be lifting the minds of the youth (Playing Fields 

Connective 2010)

Playing Fields Connective assert in these lyrics that government’s spending 

priorities are wrong. The song commences with a sports commentary to 
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the effect that, as a soccer team, the LOC has scored an own goal, thereby 

mocking the tense penalty shoot-out scene at the beginning of the ‘Waka 

Waka’ video. Like the goalkeeper at the beginning of ‘Waka Waka’, the 

LOC has let its own team down – only this time it is by way of the many 

concessions it made to FIFA. The opening chorus of the parodic work makes 

these sentiments clear: ‘When we are older / our children might wonder /

why we sold out in the name of the FIFA flag’ (Playing Fields Connective 

2010). The idea of ‘selling out’ positions FIFA as the enemy, much like the 

reference to the ‘enemy’s balls’ – a pun on soccer balls, male genitals and the 

audacity of FIFA’s demands on South Africa. The song, therefore, challenges 

the dominant discursive formation before and during the SWC and raises 

questions about who actually benefits from the event. 

Caco from Playing Fields Connective
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This artistic commentary on the event 

is somewhat marginal, but acts as a good 

lead-in to the more substantial academic 

reflection on the questions of participation 

in and benefits of the FIFA event. Newman 

Wadesango, Severino Machingambi, Gladys 

Ashu and Regis Chireshe write that the LOC 

was all male, except for the chief operations 

officer, and that FIFA’s executive comprises 

only men (Wadesango et al. 2010: 65–66). 

Women were, therefore, excluded from 

decision-making processes before and during 

the SWC. This exclusion had far-reaching 

consequences. For example, Janine Hicks 

reveals that ‘FlFA removed the livelihoods of 

women street traders under host city by-laws, 

by excluding any informal trading around or 

in stadiums’ (Hicks 2010: 112). In an editorial 

published in the feminist journal Agenda’s special issue on the SWC, 

Venitha Pillay and Elaine Salo remark that perhaps ‘the most striking feature 

of what the world saw with respect to women, was that the World Cup would 

dramatically increase sex trade and human trafficking in the country’ (Pillay 

& Salo 2010: 6). However, Vivienne Mentor-Lalu contends that research on 

this issue is ‘absent’ (2011: 161). Exclusion and gendered exploitation are key 

issues that are raised by contributors to this special issue of Agenda. In a 

letter addressed to the Portfolio Committee on Sports and Recreation, Cheryl 

Roberts writes: 

Millions in financial resources are made available by both government 

and corporates to support and maintain men’s participation in 

sport but a much smaller percentage is allocated to women in sport. 

How can we, as a non-racial, unified, democratic country, applaud 

and celebrate the successes of our men and then allow our girls 

A parody of the FIFA logo that surfaced  
at the time of the Soccer World Cup.  
FAFI is a township dice game where  
money is often lost.
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and women to struggle...with chains around them, and still expect 

sporting glory from them? (Roberts 2010: 147)

The issue is, therefore, bigger than the SWC itself and there is a general 

problem with government and corporate commitment to lending financial 

and media support to women’s sport. Writing about South Africa’s national 

female soccer team, Banyana Banyana, Mari Haugaa Engh asserts that 

‘men’s football dominates “football lingo”, media coverage and participation 

rates, and despite the recent achievements of the women’s national teams, 

they receive little public recognition and support’ (Engh 2010: 12). Peter 

Alegi confirms this view when he states that the development of women’s 

soccer has been undermined by the media, corporations and the South 

African Football Association’s reluctance to support women (Alegi 2007: 

325). Without an equitable share of sponsorship and news carriers’ agendas, 

women’s sport continues to occupy a marginal position. From a gender 

perspective, it is not true that ‘we are all Africa’ (Shakira 2010). 

In addition to gender-based exclusion, South Africa made further 

compromises in order to host the SWC. Poor communities’ interests were 

substantially compromised. For example, the city of Cape Town moved about 

600 homeless people and street children to an ‘apartheid-style relocation or 

transit camp in Blikkiesdorp, 30 kilometres from the city centre’ (Maharaj 

2011: 58). Before the event, there were allegations of corruption with regard 

to the allocation of tenders and 26 labour disagreements led to strikes 

involving about 70 000 workers (2011: 58). Brij Maharaj reveals that, despite 

the promise of the mega-event as a development opportunity for Africa, 

‘FIFA had earned R25 billion (and was exempted from paying tax and 

custom duties) from the TV broadcast rights and sponsorship agreements 

for the 2010 World Cup, exceeding any previous event’ (2011: 51). Peter 

Alegi also raises questions about FIFA’s non-profit status under Swiss law 

because it made profits of 816 million Swiss francs between 2002 and 2006 

– mostly through the sale of broadcasting rights and corporate sponsorships 

(Alegi 2007: 320). Meanwhile, development initiatives accounted for just 
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25 per cent of its annual expenditure (2007: 320). Alegi suspects that this 

is the real motive for FIFA’s insistence on building the new Cape Town 

stadium in the upmarket location of Green Point, as opposed to using 

Athlone Stadium, which is surrounded by less affluent communities – even 

though Athlone would have been more accessible to township residents, 

particularly for utilisation of the venue after the SWC. In Alegi’s view, 

development opportunities for South Africa’s marginal communities 

came second to FIFA’s profit motives. Rhetoric about using the event as a 

diplomatic opportunity to reconnect South Africa with the rest of Africa 

also seems tenuous, given that less than 2 per cent of ticket holders were 

from the African continent (Maharaj 2011: 53). This was largely due to the 

high ticket prices, Africans’ difficulties with securing visas and the fact that 

online ticket sales presented two problems: less than 6 per cent of Africa is 

connected to the internet and few have credit cards (Maharaj 2011: 53). When 

cheap ticket sales were limited to South African citizens in an effort to boost 

local participation, this action was criticised as being ‘xenophobic because it 

excluded a significant proportion of undocumented migrants in the country 

from the African continent’ (2011: 52). This criticism is not unfounded in 

light of the xenophobic violence of May 2008, which spread across informal 

settlements in South Africa in the space of two weeks (2011: 52). 

FIFA’s approach to intellectual property also suggests that 

African development was perhaps not high on its agenda. The non-profit 

international sporting body made successful applications for over 500 

trademarks. Roshana Kelbrick writes that since 

1993 [FIFA] has registered or applied for word marks in most goods 

and service classes for terms such as FIFA World Cup, World Cup, 

South Africa 2010 and World Cup 2010. It has also registered or 

applied for numerous device marks which include common words 

and numerals, such as South Africa 2009, and 2010. Given this 

blanket trademark cover, it seems surprising that FIFA feels it 

necessary to require any additional legislation to protect its IP rights. 

(Kelbrick 2008: 328)
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The scope of protection of what FIFA deemed to be its intellectual property 

was, therefore, extensive and it is arguable that South Africa participated 

in a form of commons enclosure – i.e. numerals, words and phrases that 

would normally form part of the commons of language (language that is 

in the public domain) were now enclosed, or privatised. If common words 

and numerals were covered by FIFA’s applications, then it stood to be in 

conflict with constitutionally enshrined free-speech rights and stood to limit 

competition in the marketplace. FIFA benefited from a number of South 

African laws, including the 2010 FIFA World Cup South Africa Special 

Measures Act (No. 11 of 2006); the Second 2010 FIFA World Cup South Africa 

Special Measures Act (No. 12 of 2006); and Section 15A of the Merchandise 

Marks Act, introduced in 2002, which prevents ambush marketing (Kelbrick 

2008: 327). Section 15A(2) of the Act stipulates that ‘for the period during 

which an event is protected, no person may use a trademark in relation to 

such event in a manner which is calculated to achieve publicity for that 

trademark and thereby to derive special promotional benefit from the event, 

without the prior authority of the organiser of such event’ (2008: 327). Hans 

Muhlberg contends that South Africa’s approach to ambush marketing 

discredited intellectual property laws because the government 

took something that most people understand and accept – that it’s 

wrong to cause public or consumer confusion by encroaching on 

another brand, and perhaps even to dilute a well-known brand – and 

inflated it into the extraordinary notion that it might be wrong, 

criminal even, to use perfectly ordinary terms like 2010, World Cup, 

Football, Soccer and South Africa in connection with a business, or 

to use a brand in a way that, geographically or even just conceptually, 

creates some sort of link with the football tournament.  

(Muhlberg 2010: 16) 

FIFA wasted no time in asserting its legal rights through legal threats 

and court action against proprietors and small traders. This action was 

underscored by the fact that ‘street traders and hawkers were banned from 
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the so-called FIFA zones’ (Maharaj 2011: 59). Muhlberg asserts that the effect 

of court rulings in each case ‘was that a contravention of section 15A of the 

Merchandise Marks Act was an act of unlawful competition vis-à-vis FIFA’ 

(Muhlberg 2010: 17). The irony is that FIFA’s action could be seen as anti-

competitive and monopolistic, particularly in light of the event’s promised 

development objectives. Towards the end of ‘Waka Waka’, Shakira sings 

‘we are all Africa’ – a claim that is contradicted by FIFA’s aggressive and 

alienating action. In the end, FIFA operates much like any transnational 

corporation: it seeks legal and tax concessions that enable it to secure market 

share at a relatively low risk in order to maximise its profits and ensure 

capital flight in its favour. In fact, Maharaj reveals that ‘at least R60 billion 

(R1 250 per citizen) from the public purse had been spent on this event (a 

conservative estimate) to subvent FIFA’s profits’ (2011: 59). 

FIFA was, therefore, able to secure a number of compromises in its 

favour at the expense of South African citizens, who are supposed to be 

protected by their democratically elected government. Pat Horn contends 

that instead of being a ‘neutral implementing agency of public services 

(the “hands and feet” of government delivery), local government, driven by 

neoliberal urban policies and the need to dispense procurement benefits, 

actively reinforced FIFA’s power dynamics of marginalisation of the poor’ 

(Horn 2011: 151). This draws attention to the declining role of the nation state 

in protecting citizens’ interests in the context of global capitalism (Hardt & 

Negri 2000). The musical and sport myth-making of the SWC demonstrates 

Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri’s view that ‘the imperial machine, far from 

eliminating master narratives, actually produces and reproduces them...in 

order to validate and celebrate its own power’ (2000: 33–34). In this case, it is 

two musicians from the global south who reproduce these narratives. They 

are commissioned to instil a sense of African pride in the fact that South 

Africa is the first African country to host the FIFA World Cup. In the case 

of ‘Wavin’ Flag’, it is the master narrative of the underdog finally seeing his 

day, whereas ‘Waka Waka’ employs military metaphors in order to offer a 

patriarchal master narrative of struggle, competition, passion, victory and 
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camaraderie. Of course, the internal contradictions of the event are glossed 

over by these musicians’ performances. One might argue that the concept 

of double consciousness applies to South Africa in this context. On the one 

hand, the state tries to define itself on its own terms and prove its worth, 

but on the other, it is aware of how it is perceived by the West, especially 

through its media. To paraphrase Du Bois, South Africa has measured itself 

by the tape of the West and sold itself short. In its mission to prove Afro-

pessimists wrong, South Africa hosted the SWC successfully, but neither 

the government nor FIFA has provided evidence of long-term benefits for 

hosting the World Cup. South Africa’s efforts to define itself on its own terms 

and deliver on its promises of overcoming inequalities are undermined by 

its neoliberal economic policies, which did not manage to secure the foreign 

direct investment that was supposed to create long-term employment. From 

David Harvey’s perspective, it is not hard to see why neoliberal economic 

policies fail to narrow the gap between the poor and the elite:

Neoliberalization seeks to strip away the protective coverings that 

embedded liberalism allowed and occasionally nurtured. The 

general attack against labour has been two-pronged. The powers 

of trade unions and other working-class institutions are curbed 

or dismantled within a particular state (by violence if necessary). 

Flexible labour markets are established. State withdrawal from social 

welfare provision and technologically induced shifts in job structures 

that render segments of the labour force redundant complete the 

domination of capital over labour in the marketplace...While too much 

can be made of the ‘race to the bottom’ to find the cheapest and most 

docile of labour supplies, the geographical mobility of capital permits 

it to dominate a global labour force whose own geographical mobility 

is constrained. (Harvey 2005: 168–169)

In the South African context, the class inequalities that neoliberal economics 

produces are racialised, thanks to the country’s history of apartheid. It is, 

therefore, ironic – or revealing – that South Africa adopted this economic 
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policy when a black government was democratically elected for the first time. 

In his response to criticism of the SWC’s contradictions, Sabelo J. Ndlovu-

Gatsheni contends that ‘the mythical and symbolic’ cannot be disentangled 

‘from the real and material’ (Ndlovu-Gatsheni 2011: 410). He asserts that 

‘patriotism cannot be reduced to the material and the real, but is important 

for national cohesion’ (2011: 410). In essence, he claims that despite ‘the 

criticism, it cannot be denied that the World Cup had some important 

symbolic significance for a country emerging from years of isolation, as well 

as bringing material and developmental benefits that are of importance to 

any developing nation’ (2011: 411). However, he does not present evidence for 

the material and developmental benefits that he mentions. The discussion in 

this chapter refutes claims of such benefits. Furthermore, Ndlovu-Gatsheni’s 

contention that nationalism was banalised (see Billig 2003) during the event 

has little bearing on the long-term prospects for patriotism or national pride, 

particularly in a context where a large number of service-delivery protests 

have been taking place as a consequence of the country’s economic policies. 

In a particularly disgraceful display of police brutality during one such 

protest, police were filmed allegedly murdering unarmed protester Andries 

Tatane in Ficksburg.3 Symbolic mega sports events can do little to address 

marginal communities’ frustration with the substantial racialised class 

disparities in post-apartheid South Africa – particularly in the face of a rising 

black minority elite under black economic empowerment. In the end, the 

SWC was a spectacular staging of capital f light.

Notes

1 For an elucidation on the war in Somalia from the perspective of women, see 

Gardner and El-Bushra (2004). 

2 Wilkinson A, New York is killing me: The unlikely survival of Gil Scott-Heron, 

New Yorker, 9 August 2010. Accessed 22 August 2011, http://www.newyorker.com/

reporting/2010/08/09/100809fa_fact_wilkinson.
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3 See the Mail & Guardian Online’s special page on Andries Tatane and the service 

delivery protests at http://mg.co.za/person/andries-tatane. It is important to point 

out that service delivery protests have been taking place nationally, including 

in the Western Cape, which is a DA-led province.  For example, claims of police 

brutality have been made by Hangberg (Hout Bay) residents, who were accused 

of occupying land illegally in 2010. Their story was documented by filmmakers 

Dylan Valley and Aryan Kaganof in The Uprising of Hangberg, which can be 

viewed on YouTube at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bRjMB3znA2E. Also 

see Mnguni, H, Hangberg Protest Documented, News24, 2 November 2010. 

Accessed 30 June 2012, http://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/News/Hangberg-

protest-documented-20101102. More recently, protests in Grabouw, Western 

Cape, seemed to play out along racial lines. See De Wet, P, Ratanda, Grabouw, 

Take Their Demands to the Streets, Mail & Guardian Online, 20 March 2012. 

Accessed 30 June 2012, http://mg.co.za/article/2012-03-20-ratanda-grabouw-take-

their-demands-to-the-streets/. We therefore see key problems surfacing at both 

provincial and national levels.
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Conclusion

Static: Race and Representation in Post-apartheid Music, Media and Film has 

explored some of the contradictions and ambiguities of life in post-apartheid 

South Africa through an examination of music and other media forms. 

The first chapter revealed some of the difficulties that marginal 

musicians face and situates their efforts in an account of how race and intel-

lectual property have created obstacles to musicians’ attempts to be heard. 

Although key shifts in technology have been instrumental in providing new 

creative possibilities for musicians, the inheritance of the past in the form of 

limitations, like the digital divide and class inequities, continues to pose key 

challenges for certain artists, such as Terror MC, for example. On the other 

hand, artists like Bok van Blerk have been very swift in attaining commercial 

success, but their success is often the result of the legacy of apartheid. 

Chapter 2 made reference to the University of the Free State Reitz 

residence racist video incident as a point of entry into different musicians’ 

competing understandings of whiteness and political change nearly two 

decades after apartheid. While Fokofpolisiekar and Brown and Zubz reject 

the conservative nostalgia for Afrikaner nationalism that is to be found in 

the music of Bok van Blerk, we find that international music and Web 2.0 
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phenomenon Die Antwoord have created a great deal of excitement about 

the reinvention of Afrikaans. However, this act of reinvention and parody 

of the global appeal of hip-hop comes at a price. I argued in Chapter 3 that 

Die Antwoord are a contemporary version of blackface. Essentially, their 

performances take us to the heart of racial interpellation, split subjectivity 

and double consciousness, as described by Frantz Fanon and W.E.B. Du Bois. 

Like the music of Bok van Blerk, Die Antwoord’s work reminds us that, in 

many ways, the past is still with us. They also remind us that an examina-

tion of music and media in South Africa gives us a sense of the extent of 

racialised inequalities and the varying degrees of symbolic power of different 

communities in South Africa. This reminder was reinforced by a brief 

discussion of Nivea’s ‘Look like you give a damn’ campaign and Top Billing’s 

Mitchells Plain shoot with Die Antwoord. 

The fourth chapter considered race and representation in three South 

African films in order to argue that narrow stereotypes of black male subjects 

still have currency in entertainment media – even when these films are 

framed as didactic and critical reflections. This chapter used music (hip-hop 

and kwaito) as a point of entry into a discussion of the politics of representa-

tion. What should be apparent is that director Gavin Hood recognised that 

using kwaito in Tsotsi may be a way of appealing to audiences and authenti-

cating his narrative. This takes us to the heart of the narrow ways in which 

black masculinity is constructed both locally and in US popular culture 

(including cinema and popular music forms, like gangsta rap). I asserted that 

an understanding of the ways in which economic policies shape the terrain 

of choices that characters make is important in making sense of the ways 

in which black male characters have been framed in cinematic explorations 

of South African townships. In the end, I contended that a decontextualised 

focus on the main character in Tsotsi means that Hood does not engage criti-

cally with South Africa’s political and economic past and present in the film.

Chapter 5 considered the work of two prominent musicians whose 

music was used to promote the 2010 Soccer World Cup (SWC) in South 

Africa in order to show that music played a key role in creating the impres-
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sion that the FIFA event was a developmental opportunity for South Africa 

and, by extension, the rest of Africa. The event was an opportunity for 

South Africa to represent itself in positive ways, but, although the hosting 

of this large event was successful, questions remain about the benefits for 

ordinary South Africans – including women, who have never enjoyed sports 

sponsorship and media attention on such a large scale. Shakira and K’Naan’s 

participation in the SWC serviced the lie that ‘we are all Africa’. Indeed, the 

gender stereotypes in their music videos, as well as K’Naan’s lyrical compro-

mise, suggest that they had a specific role to play in FIFA and its global 

corporate sponsors’ myth-making machine. The very fact that South African 

musicians were not placed centre stage at the opening ceremony is an indica-

tion that the government and the SWC Local Organising Committee were 

not able, or willing, to act decisively in favour of its own artists and citizens. 

It was transnational corporate interests (read: Empire), represented by FIFA 

and its corporate sponsors and partners, that influenced the SWC’s hosting. 

To conclude, there is a significant gap in the SWC between repre-

sentation and reality, and a number of issues remain unresolved – much 

like many of the issues discussed in the earlier chapters of the book. For 

example, although we can witness a number of conservative perspectives 

and representations in the music of certain musicians (like Van Blerk), we 

also see attempts by others to explore alternative understandings of life 

in South Africa. For instance, Tumi reflects upon the values of the rising 

black elite in ‘The Now Rich’, and Zubz raps about a community’s faith in 

spite of the social problems that it faces in ‘A Different Life – Live It Up!’ 

In addition, Afrikaans punk rockers Fokofpolisiekar attempt to reposition 

white Afrikaans identity beyond apartheid’s shadow. The irony is that their 

lead singer, Francois van Coke, joined Die Antwoord and Jack Parow in their 

performance of ‘Doosdronk’ at Ramfest – a performance that would appear 

to jeer flippantly at the continuing legacy of the dopstelsel and gender-based 

violence on farms in the Western Cape. 

This brings us back to the issue of symbolic power, as well as class, 

gender and race inequalities in South Africa. This book draws our attention 
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to the fact that, although certain approaches to race and representation have 

been divisive and others have been insightful, the key issue that determines 

the creative and political agency of marginal subjects is South Africa’s 

macroeconomic policy. A discussion of race without a consideration of 

economic policy, and class in general, masks the ways in which the concept 

of empire perpetuates racialised class inequalities and allows us to overlook 

the complicity of a co-opted black minority elite in this process. In other 

words, ‘Empire’ is profoundly about race and the continuation of colonialism 

without the effort and expense of colonial occupation and coercion, except if 

a ‘just war’ is deemed necessary to consolidate its interests (Hardt & Negri 

2000: 10). One can, therefore, find a validation of Fanonian thought in two 

key respects. Firstly, a range of media representations of racial identities 

either present evidence of the internalisation of racial interpellation or 

indicate attempts to counter hegemonic understandings of black subjects. 

In this regard, we also see that certain aspects of blackface and cultural 

appropriation are still alive, largely because of the difficulties that marginal 

subjects face in controlling the ways in which they are represented by those 

who possess symbolic power. This brings us to the second way in which 

Fanonian thought is validated. As a consequence of macroeconomic policies, 

which continue to exacerbate racial inequalities, it is black subjects who 

struggle for control over the means of production and representation in the 

media, including music production. From a Fanonian perspective, this is 

largely because the ruling minority elite in the postcolonial context protect 

the interests of white capital, thereby ensuring that hegemonic relations of 

power are retained in the political transition to independence. As I have 

argued, South Africa is no different in this respect. This is the context in 

which the book’s title, Static, makes sense: we have not seen significant 

enough change or movement to achieve social justice , but we certainly have 

heard a great deal of noise.
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Epilogue

For Andries Tatane

Paper rights with blood splatters over them.

The new Rorschach test.

What do you see?

I see black empowerment.

I see Strange Fruit

falling

from the tree of Ubuntu.

I see blue is the new black.

What did I do to be so black and blue?

I see Tumi

singing

‘My black president does me wrong’

I see them

singing

the song of days long gone

now our freedom’s gone for a song.

(colony 2011)
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